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~ Foreword ~


M

y husband, Rich, was somewhat of a late comer to the hobby of bird watching; it was ducks that
first lured him. He hunted them. In Colorado heavy fines can be levied for possessing certain
species of ducks, so it pays to know the difference. For Rich, that need to know led to a lifelong investigation into the birds of Colorado and beyond. He soon set hunting with a gun aside and armed
himself instead with a pair of binoculars, a Peterson Field Guide to Western Birds, pen, and pad, and in an old
Toyota pick-up, scoured the mountains and deserts of Colorado. His keen interest, insatiable curiosity, and
love of the outdoors led eventually to a position with Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory where he served
as special species coordinator for eight years. In that position he monitored those birds not easily tracked by
conventional means. Owls, grebes, herons all fell under that category. So did Black Swift, a bird that Rich
soon regarded as “the coolest bird.”
Along the way, he became acquainted with a rather extensive cast of characters (see his Acknowledgement
section) who shared his interest. I use the term “character” lovingly; Rich and his cohorts (and predecessors)
seemed to value the quest and the risks involved nearly as much as they loved the birds. My brother-in-law’s
comment on reading an early manuscript of The Coolest Bird: “They sure had fun!” They did.
On the face of it, this is a book about a bird, but as is often the case, there is a story behind the story.
Over the course of seven years, Rich and Owen A. Knorr (the guru of Black Swift exploration) had exchanged
a spirited correspondence marked with a bit of intellectual sparring, a common desire to better understand
this remarkable bird, and an interest in promoting further monitoring of the species. Rich believed that the
letters formed the basis for a rather exciting story on the adventure of bird research, and he talked about
“some day” setting aside time to write an article or book related to the topic.
Rich would have been most contented to continue his birding adventures and to keep The Coolest Bird on a
“to do” list. However, his life changed drastically in 2004 when he was diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis (ALS), an awful, debilitating disease, known more commonly as Lou Gehrig’s Disease. People familiar with this illness know that it affects the bodies of its victims in myriad ways. In Rich’s case, he first noticed
weakness in his thumbs and strange spasms in his muscles called fasciculations. Over the next few years,
symptoms progressed to where he could no longer walk, move his fingers, or lift his arms—what seemed to
his family and friends as cruel blows to a man who thrived on hiking, writing, and holding binoculars to his
eyes for endless moments while counting whatever bird crossed his path.
In adjusting to the circumstances that ALS imposed on him, Rich turned to the material he had already
collected on the Black Swift and delved into a major research project that would absorb him for the next
several years. As he approached the material, Rich considered whether he ought to use the writing as an
opportunity to process his experience with illness. He deliberately chose not to and instead focused on the
bird that energized and fascinated him. Rich was very clear about who this book was for. He wrote for those
intelligent, thoughtful adventurers who would value a historical review of the activity of bird watching as well
as a unified presentation of what is known about Black Swift. There were two dynamics at play during the
last years of Rich’s life: the illness slowed him down, giving him the opportunity to write, and The Coolest Bird
gave Rich an outlet to transcend the relentless betrayal of his body. What was remarkable for those observing



the process was how Rich brought his quiet determination, intellectual fervor, sweet nature, and humor to the
challenge. This book enlivened Rich; he adjusted and refined the text until the day before his death in February 2008, when he completed the acknowledgments.
Rich was fascinated by those who pursued the Black Swift. I think he recognized kindred spirits. I also
think in telling their story that he was providing a cautionary tale. Knowledge of the Black Swift begins in
1857 with Dr. Caleb Burwell Rowen Kennerly first identifying the species. The Coolest Bird traces the progression of knowledge gained over the past century-and-a-half; what may be disturbing is how sporadically that
knowledge was gained. Research of the Black Swift is marked by fits and starts, with relatively few individuals
adding to the pool of information about the bird over the decades. The past fifteen years has provided the
most consistent and wide-ranging effort to monitor Black Swift with the primary emphasis being the attempt
to identify colony nest sites. The concerted effort of the last decade was encouraging and necessary. And it
needs to continue. We need more people and organizations committed to the quest.
Rich died on February 28, 2008, some would say after “an heroic struggle.” I wouldn’t. Rich simply lived
each day to the fullest as he was able to, not focused on what he couldn’t do, but rather on what he could.
He continued to live on the edge even if that was far from a canyon rim with a roaring waterfall as backdrop.
Each new physical limitation provided opportunity, and he continued to find new and creative ways to meet
those challenges. ALS brought Rich back to his true vocation, that of teacher. Through his skill, we have the
opportunity to learn more about a fascinating species, about some intrepid explorers, about new and exciting
monitoring opportunities, and about a really cool and remarkable birder—in my eyes, the coolest.

Karen Levad
June 16, 2010
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Hawk Creek Falls, Colorado: A glimpse of things to come.


H

iking briskly, Kim and I climbed steadily up the narrow canyon, our brows dripping in the late
August heat. We edged warily along a steeply sloping ledge, the footing precariously loose, a fivefoot drop awaiting any careless step. We eased by safely. The faint trail dropped down to the
streamside for a couple of hundred yards, and ahead we could hear the roar of a waterfall. Kim glanced back
at me, grinned, pointed ahead, and quickened her pace.
We had visited this canyon a little less than a year before our present hike, the earlier visit prompted by
a conversation with a friend, Mike Mechau. I was working for Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory gathering
population data on the breeding birds of Colorado. I had been telling Mike about our adventures searching
for colonies of the Black Swift. I explained that this odd bird had a predilection for waterfalls, and that nearly
every known Black Swift colony was situated where the nests were near, if not actually within, a waterfall’s
spray zone.
When I described the sort of inaccessible niches and ledges where Black Swifts place their nests, Mike
said, “I know a waterfall like that.” He recalled a fifty-foot high waterfall that plunged over a cliff near Redstone, Colorado, the mountain town where he had spent much of his childhood. As he described the waterfall,
I knew I had to see it, and the following week Mike led me and my friend Kim Potter up Hawk Creek to his
waterfall.
As soon as the waterfall came into view, I knew it was a perfect Black Swift site. A strong flow of water
leapt over a ledge and plunged into a deep pool fifty feet below. The cliff face curved around the waterfall,
forming an arc of sheer walls. The right-hand wall faced north, and a narrow ledge stretched across its face 15
feet below the cliff top and reached behind the falling water. Luxuriant beds of moss covered the rocks within
the spray zone. --a designer home for Black Swifts. It was late in the season, though—September 12—late for
even these birds to be on the nest. If they had occupied this spot, they had probably already headed south.
Kim pointed to a mound of moss. I raised my binoculars and studied the clump nestled securely on
the ledge: rounded, flat-topped, brownish-red, a fringe of green around its rim. I examined it carefully. No
bird.
At Kim’s direction I swung my glasses to the left and a second clump of moss appeared. Again it had all
the marks of a Black Swift nest, but again, no bird. We carefully scanned the walls around the plunging water
and soon found two more clumps that looked like nests, but still no birds.
The species we were pursuing, Cypseloides niger, Black Swift, was first described in 1857, by Dr. Caleb
Burwell Rowen Kennerly serving as surgeon and naturalist for the Northwest Boundary Survey (1857-1859).
Only 28 years old at the time, Kennerly had already served in this capacity for the Pacific Railroad Survey
along the 35th parallel (1853-1854), and the United States Mexican Boundary Survey (1854-1855). Believing he had identified a bird new to science, Kennerly added careful description to his notes affixing a new
scientific binomial followed by his name in parentheses to indicate who had first described the species.



“Cypselus borealis (Kennerly). Color sooty, approaching to black. Top of head ashy brown, formed
by the whitish tips of the feathers. In front of the eyes, a small semicircular space black, over and in
front of which a hint of gray. Chin & throat dusky. Tips of small feathers on the shoulder grayish
– also those of the undertail coverts. Wings extending 1 ½ in. beyond tail. 1st primary extends over
a line beyond 2nd. Tail slightly bifurcate. Feathers are not mucronated. Eyes black. Length 6 ¾ inches.
Extent of wings 17 inches—length from metacarpal joint to end of wing 6 ¾. Length of tarsus 6 ½
lines, toes long & slender & armed with long, sharp claws. This species is readily distinguished from
C. Pelasgius [Chimney Swift] & C. Vauxii [Vaux’s Swift] by its size, form of the tail and absence
of the sharp terminal points. From Cypselus (the new Mexican species) it is distinguishable by its
attenuated feet.”
The genus name Cypselus is Latin for “swift,” and in the mid 19th century nearly all swift species were
classified in this genus. The “line” that Kennerly used in measuring the extension of the first primary feather
beyond the second and the length of the tarsus is an archaic unit of the English system of measurement equal
to 1/12 inch; thus the tarsus is just over ½ inch–short shanks for a bird this size. Along with its larger size
and darker plumage, the specimen differed from known American swifts by its bifurcate (forked) tail, by tail
feathers which did not terminate in sharp points (i. e. not mucronate) as do the tail feathers of Vaux’s and
Chimney swifts, and by its attenuated, or slender, feet.
This dark, mysterious bird has captivated the interest of a remarkable cast of investigators and the quest
of it is marked by spurts of discovery, decades of inactivity, and a few false leads. Following the trail since
Kennerly’s discovery illustrates the evolution of the field of ornithology, as it introduces us to an amazing
bird. Described as the most incompletely studied North American swift (Lowther and Collins. The birds
of North America, No. 676, 2002),
the Black Swift continues to offer challenges to those who pursue it.
It was that challenge and our own
insatiable curiosity that brought Kim
and me back to Redstone that August
afternoon in 2002 anxious to confirm
what was well-informed speculation.
We were 99% sure that we were correct in identifying Hawk Creek Falls
as the 72nd colony in Colorado, but
our excitement was dampened slightly
by the uneasy sense that we could be
wrong. It was just barely possible that
the nests that we had sighted the previ- Photo: Sue Hirshman
ous year were built by Cordilleran Flycatchers or Townsend’s Solitaires. Kim and I had both seen a number of Black Swift nests, though, and these
fit the pattern perfectly—too big for Cordilleran and too neat for Townsend’s. We were returning now with
hope that we would abolish all doubt about Black Swift nesting at Hawk Creek Falls.
Kim, a long-distance runner with dozens of 10-kilometer and half-marathon races to her credit, led the



way while I struggled to keep up. When the falls came into view, she scrambled up the slope to the left, the
best vantage point to see last year’s nests. I followed her up the slope, and when I paused to catch my breath,
I glanced up at Kim. She was just a few feet ahead, seated on a rock, grinning from ear to ear. She flashed a
thumbs-up and pointed across at the opposite wall. There, on one of the nests we had found the previous fall,
a young Black Swift, perhaps 30 to 35 days old, peered across at us. We quickly found three other nests, each
occupied by a nestling, its impassive face resembling nothing so much as the soft, innocent face of a baby seal
in miniature.
Buoyed by the confirmation, we sailed the two miles back to our truck. It had been a fitting conclusion
to a great field season. Hawk Creek Falls cemented its spot as colony # 69, and we continued to add to the
knowledge of one of nature’s coolest birds.
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~2~
Semiahoo Bay, Washington 1857: A new bird


K

ennerly collected his first specimen from a large flock at Semiahmoo Bay on Puget Sound in Washington. In his notebook of bird observations Kennerly wrote: “Swift… Eyes blk. Male. A number of these
birds were observed, for the first time, this evening flying near our camp; keeping for the most part near the edge of the forest, & so high as to be nearly out of reach of small shot.” Not entirely out of reach, however, for Kennerly managed to
collect one.
Kennerly sent the specimens he collected to Spencer Fullerton Baird, the pre-eminent ornithologist of
the day and assistant-secretary of the Smithsonian. Kennerly had studied under Baird as an undergraduate
at Dickinson College, and recruited the young naturalist after his graduation from the University of Pennsylvania’s medical school. In a letter to Baird from Camp Semiahmoo, dated September 7, 1857, Kennerly
indicated that he had enclosed “a description of a bird supposed by me to be new, and also a drawing of same
made by Mr. Gibbs [George Gibbs, who served the Survey as geologist and interpreter].” Kennerly indicated
that he was “afraid to send the skin for fear of losing it,” and added, “I thought it best to send this account
as there are so many parties in the field, I might be superceded. If you think new have it published and afterwards should it turn out otherwise it can be stricken.” Unfortunately the enclosure was not filed with the letter in the Smithsonian archives; Baird,
however, apparently did believe the bird
to be new, for a description of a putative new species, Cypselus borealis (Kennerly), appeared in Proceedings of the Academy
of Natural Sciences in November of that
year.
In the year following Kennerly’s
discovery, a 12-volume publication
bearing a title as cumbersome as its
contents–Reports of explorations and surveys,
to ascertain the most practicable and economical
route for a railroad from the Mississippi River
to the Pacific Ocean–included as most of
Volume IX a discussion by Spencer Photo: Todd Patrick
Baird of the birds collected on these
surveys. In this report, he meticulously described Kennerly’s specimen, noting that “It seems very remarkable
that so large a swift could have remained unnoticed in North America until the present day.”
In his account, Baird reflected that Kennerly’s bird did not fit the characterstics of Cypselus well (its feet
and tail are wrong). He proposed a new genus, Nephocaetes, with Kennerly’s find as its only member species.
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Greek for “cloud dweller,” Nephocaetes is by far the most poetic appelation the species has borne.
Baird also changed the species name from Kennerly’s borealis to niger. Seventy years earlier, in the 13th edition of Systema Naturae, Johann Friedrich Gmelin, the German naturalist, botanist, entomologist, and editorial
successor to Linnaeus, had described a similar swift from Jamaica. He named the new species Hirundo nigra.
Hirundo is a genus of swallows that includes Barn and Cliff Swallows; hirundo is, in fact, the Latin word for
“swallow.” In Gmelin’s time the superficially similar swifts and swallows were lumped together in a single
family. By the mid 19th century, the swifts had been recognized as a distinct family not closely related to the
swallows and were placed in the genus Cypselus. Baird remarked that Kennerly’s specimen “may prove to be the
Hirundo niger of Gmelin” and of that possibility he added, “If really the same it would be somewhat remarkable to find a species to range from almost the northwestern corner of North America to the West India and
eastern South American islands, and never observed east of the Rocky Mountains.”
Baird concluded his account of the “Northern Swift” with a footnote, “Since the preceding article, I have
received from Mr. Lawrence a skin collected in Cuba, by Dr. Gundlach, which is exactly like Dr. Kennerly’s
bird, except in being smaller, (the wing nearly an inch shorter) and the tail feathers more rounded. . . This
extends the range of the species very largely, and shows an unusual line of geographical distribution.” Baird
further noted that a specimen from Jamaica, which was labeled as Cypselus niger and which had been referred
to as Hirundo niger (Gmelin), also looked suspiciously similar. Baird considered it “very doubtful” that the
single species apparently represented by Kennerly’s specimen from Washington and Gundlach’s specimen from
Cuba would turn out to be the same as Gmelin’s Hurundo niger, but he thought it best for the time to apply
Gmelin’s nomenclature and restore the name Nephocaetes borealis later if evidence warranted. The description of
Kennerly’s Cypselus borealis thus appeared in Baird’s account under the heading “Nephocaetes niger, Baird, Northern Swift.” His Latin binomial translates to “black cloud dweller,” but the English common name provided,
Northern Swift, is a literal translation of Kennerly’s proposed name.
In the 19th and early 20th centuries, taxonomic considerations dominated the study of biology, and much
of the information published on Black Swifts for the next several decades concerned its proper classification.
Experts in avian taxonomy evaluated and re-evaluated the classification of swifts–including Black Swift–several times over the next 100 years. In 1865, Phillip Lutely Sclater, founder and editor of The Ibis, the journal
of the British Ornithologists’ Union (BOU), published “Notes on the genera and species of Cypselidae”
in Proceedings of the Zoological Society. (Note that this organization is THE Zoological Society as opposed to the
British Zoological Society; the British ornithologists apparently sported more humility. With similar anglocentricism, however, the BOU has given its birds common names such as The Wren (Troglodytes troglodytes), The
Swallow (Hirundo rustica), and The Swift (Apus apus)). In his article Sclater proposed a swift genus, Cypseloides–a
dull, unimaginative word meaning “resembling a swift”–which took in niger and several tropical swifts. He
included both the western North American and West Indian birds in the species niger. In 1886, when the
American Ornithological Union (AOU) published its first Checklist of North American Birds, which gave
genus and species names of North American birds a sort of “official” recognition, it adopted Sclater’s classification.
Cypseloides niger remained the accepted nomenclature through the next two editions of the Checklist (1895
and 1910). However, in Part V of “The Birds North and Middle America,” Robert Ridgway, America’s most
influential systematic ornithologist at the time, proposed a change to Nephœcetes niger borealis. A review in The Auk
decried the fact that Ridgway had “found occasion to alter the names of seven” AOU forms, but conceded
that “these proposed changes were all questions of specific or subspecific rank or the subdivision of gen-
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era—largely matters of personal opinion.” Nonetheless, the “Second Annual List of Proposed Changes to
the AOU Check-list of North American Birds” published in the April-June, 1917 issue of The Auk included
a change from Cypseloides niger borealis to Nephœcetes niger borealis, and the latter nomenclature also appeared in the
4th edition of the Checklist in 1931.
In January 1956 “A review of the genera and nesting habits of swifts” by David Lack appeared in The
Auk. Lack argued for a simplification of swift classification, including a return of Black Swift to the genus
Cypseloides. Lack’s argument prevailed, and, poetry aside, the 5th and subsequent editions of the Checklist have
subscribed to that nomenclature.
Near the end of the letter in which Kennerly reported his new bird, he thanked Baird for letters from
him and Mrs. B. and wrote, “The daguerreotype is of three lady friends. The one with black hair without
curls is the one. Please send it to me.” On completion of the Northwest Survey, Kennerly set out to return to
Virginia to be married. On February 6, 1861, four days out from San Francisco, off the coast of Acapulco,
he died of a sudden brain disorder and was buried at sea. He was thirty-two years old. Baird eulogized him
in the1861 Smithsonian Annual Report:
Not one of the gentlemen who have labored so zealously to extend a knowledge of the natural history of the west within the last ten or twelve years has been more successful than Dr. Kennerly. Many
new species have been first described by himself or from his collections, while his contributions to
the biography of American animals have been of the highest interest.
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California’s Santa Cruz Coast: The first nest
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n 1861, four years after Kennerly collected the first Black Swift in the west, Spencer Fullerton Baird
issued a circular calling for an intense effort to collect the nests and eggs of a number of bird species,
including Black Swift. He asserted that such collecting could make significant contributions to North
American ornithology. Amateurs and professionals alike responded with enthusiasm. For the next 60 years
or so, “eggers” scoured the countryside, peering into every bush, tree, ledge, and cavity they could reach. For
many, egg collecting was merely a hobby, analogous to collecting stamps or baseball cards. For some, however,
it was a serious scientific pursuit with a serious name--oölogy,--and prescribed rigorous procedures for preparing, preserving, labeling, and displaying the eggs.
At the turn of the century, forty years after Baird issued his call to arms, one of the West’s most intrepid
egg collectors was Albert George “Bert” Vrooman of Santa Cruz, California. The ornithological journals
of the first two decades of this century contain a number of notes referring to eggs that Vrooman collected
along the central California coast, including an extensive series of Duck Hawk (now Peregrine Falcon) eggs
and a set of Clapper Rail eggs that significantly extended the known breeding range of that species. Another
account hints at the lengths ‘eggers’ would go to bring in a set of interesting eggs. Using a dip net at the end
of a fishing rod, Vrooman collected a clutch of Pine Siskin eggs from a nest 60 feet up in a pine tree and 18
feet out from the trunk.
In the October issue of The Auk Vrooman published a note describing a remarkable find:
On the morning of June 16, 1901, I, with a companion, started out with the intention of taking a
few sets of Cormorants’ eggs on the cliffs a few miles west of Santa Cruz, California. On reaching
the locality, I noticed a pair of Black Swifts flying about over the cliffs, much lower than they usually
fly. One bird rose high in the air and struck off in a bee line, at the rate of a mile a minute. I then
resumed my search for the Cormorants, which I found on the face of the cliff, where the shore line
turns sharply inland and about where the Swifts had been seen.
After throwing clods and stones for some time, to flush the Cormorants in order to ascertain
whether the nests contained full sets, we then, with the aid of a rope ladder and a pole and dipnet,
took two sets of Baird’s Cormorant containing four eggs each and one of Brandt’s Cormorant containing three eggs, from nests situated about 25 or 30 feet from the top of the cliff.
After moving my ladder a little, I proceeded to reach out and down for a more distant set of
Baird’s Cormorant eggs when suddenly, right from under the pole and not more than three or four
feet from my hand, a Black Swift flew out and down toward the water and passed around the angle
toward the ocean. It did not rise above the cliff, in the immediate vicinity, as my companion above
the cliffs did not see it at all, though I called to him to watch if it came above.
I then moved my ladder a little closer and went down farther so that my face was about a foot
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and a half from the egg which the Swift had just left. It was placed on a shelf or crevice in the lower
edge of a projection standing out perhaps four or five feet from the main wall and about ninety feet
from the breakers below. This crevice was four or five inches high, five or six inches deep, and about
twenty inches long, very narrow at one end, and about thirty feet from the top of the cliff, twenty feet
of which is earth sloping back to the level land above. This portion of the cliff was wet and dripping
constantly, causing tufts of grass to grow here and there, where there was earth enough to support
the roots. It was just behind one of these tufts of grass, in a slight depression in the mud, formed no
doubt by the bird, that the egg was laid. I did not disturb the egg or nest, not going nearer than a foot
and a half, intending to return a week later to get possibly a full set, which I did, but found things
just as I had left them a week before and no Swifts were in sight. I took the egg, and peeled off the
nest, grass and all, and have it in my collection.
Vrooman’s patient waiting for a complete clutch enabled him to make an inference, which, when generalized, describes a significant characteristic of Black Swift biology—the complete clutch of this remarkable
bird consists of exactly one egg. He concluded his account with a paragraph of Holmsean deduction:
I have since concluded that the set was complete, as when preparing the egg I found that incubation
was advanced about two or three days. Another reason for believing that the bird had laid her complement of eggs and was sitting, was the fact of her being so difficult to flush, as all birds sit closer as
incubation advances.
Vrooman’s report was met with incredulity. Despite his finding another nest in 1905 and collecting the
egg and the incubating female, his claim was generally discounted as a mistaken identification of a storm
petrel. Vrooman’s detractors included William Leon Dawson, who was one of the preeminent west coast
ornithologists of the day and who was later to become the director of the International Museum of Oölogy
and author of The Birds of California: A Complete, Scientific and Popular Account of the 580 Species and Subspecies of Birds
I Found in the State.
The ornithological community had already witnessed one Black Swift nest “discovery” that had turned
out to be erroneous. Matt H. Gormley reported in the autumn, 1888, issue of The Auk that he had collected
a set of five eggs of the Black Swift in June of that year. He found the nest in the cornice of a small wooden
building on Yesler’s Wharf in Seattle, Washington. He believed this to be the first set of this species collected
even though “These birds are rather abundant here, and usually nest in the cornices of buildings near the
water front, in the business part of the city.” Had Gormley been in Sienna rather than Seattle, his find may
have been more credible, as the Common Swift, Apus apus, (Its French name is Martinet noir—Black Swift) is
ubiquitous in European cities where it does nest in building cornices. Its normal clutch size, though, is two,
so Gormley would have been wrong there, too. Moreover, he was in North America, and his “Black Swifts”
were most likely Purple Martins. While once common in Seattle, Purple Martins, have been displaced at the
cornices by House Sparrows and European Starlings.
Gormley’s mistake had a rather extraordinary shelf life. In 1914, twenty-six years after the report was
published, William Leon Dawson wrote an article in Condor asserting that “No more typical example of the
persistence of error could be selected than that furnished by the publication and subsequent citation of the
alleged nesting of the Black Cloud Swift (Cypseloides niger borealis) at Seattle.” Dawson excused Gormley, “an
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ardent amateur,” for ascribing his find to “the dashing tyrant of the skies” rather than the “more prosaic
Purple Martin.” And he noted that “Major Bendire correctly diagnosed the case, upon a visit to Seattle in
May, 1894, and published his opinion in the authoritative ‘Life Histories’ (vol. II, 1895, p. 177).” He added
that “Mr. Gormley at length discovered his own error and was so bored by it, and by the chaffing [sic] to
which it subjected him, that the subject became tabu among his friends; but so far as known to the writer, he
never took the trouble to make a public correction.”
Dawson was not so kind to those who perpetuated the error, among them the scholarly Oliver Davie in
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds (1889) and Florence Merriam Bailey in Handbook of Birds of the Western United
States (1904). He seemed particularly appalled by its inclusion in Robert Ridgway’s definitive Birds of North and
Middle America (Part V, 1911). Ridgway (the same eminent Robert Ridgway who created the elegantly named,
but ephemeral, genus Nephocaetes) wrote of the Black Swift: “Nest in recesses among rocksb or about buildings,
composed of straw, feathers, leaves, bits of paper, etc. loosely put together and not held together by salivary
secretion.” Dawson scorned Ridgway’s description as “the pitiful undying error of the Gormley tradition!”
Footnote “b” in Ridgway’s paraphrase of Gormley refers to Vrooman’s 1905 note in Condor:”See
Vrooman... where the eggs are stated to be laid on bare earth behind a tussock of grass, on a shelf or pocket
overhanging the sea. Doubts have, however, been expressed as to correct identification in this case.” Dawson
readily admitted to being one of those who had expressed doubts. In 1909, in The Birds of Washington: A Complete, Scientific and Popular Account of the 372 Species of Birds Found in the State, Dawson had asserted, “These…Black
Swifts nest chiefly in the mountains upon the face of inaccessible cliffs. This much we know, but the nest
and eggs are still unknown.” In a footnote he had added, “These words are used advisedly. The case reported
from the sea-wall of Santa Cruz County, California, claims no nest and only one egg. If this be not a case of
misidentification, then it is an example of freak nesting utterly at variance with all Swift tradition, and much
that is actually known concerning the habits of this species.”
Despite the critics, Vrooman persisted in his investigations and on June 22, 1914, was able to show a nest
to Dawson, who then published a “vindication” of Vrooman’s claims:
The traditions and expectations of ornithologists were set at naught when A. G. Vrooman, of Santa
Cruz, announced that he had taken the single egg of the Black Swift from the bare damp earth of a
sea-cliff. It seemed incredible, and the writer was among those who indulged in cheap witticisms at the
expense of this newest aspirant to oö1ogical honors. Not even with the announcement of a second discovery, July 9, 1904 was our unfaith shaken, although that astute connoisseur, Col. John E. Thayer, of
Boston, made haste to secure the eggs and was so delighted that he wanted more. We thought we knew
our Swifts and we did not know Mr. Vrooman. Moreover, we had been disappointed once before [the
Gormley affair] and did not propose to be hoaxed again. Vrooman’s announcements fell coldly, therefore,
upon the public ear; and their author, a sensitive and conscientious man, relapsed into pained silence.
For this unpublished naturalist, be it understood, was no upstart. At the time he wrote he had
neatly labeled skins of Cypseloides niger borealis [Black Swift], Aeronautes melanoleucus [White-throated
Swift] and Chaetura vauxi [Vaux’s Swift] ranged alongside in his cabinet. A keen eye and unquenchable
enthusiasm for field work, together with twenty years experience at Santa Cruz, had left this man
of forty the possessor of a nearly complete collection of both skins and eggs of the local birds. He
was in a position, therefore, to know, and to know that he knew when he spoke of Black Swifts. It
was double pity, too, that we heard him first with unbelieving ears, because this patient student of
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nature proves to be a man of many pleasant qualities. Hospitable and generous to a fault, he is also
vivacious and humorously picturesque in speech. His mind is well stored with incident and example
of bird-lore, and his enthusiasm in things out-of-doors is so contagious that he makes an ideal field
companion. For all this Mr. Vrooman has never traveled largely, save to and from his old home in
New York State, and he has kept his ornithological light under an ancient bushel.
But if Mr. Vrooman fell silent over the skepticism which greeted his announcements, he did not
remain idle. Every succeeding June found him searching the sea-cliffs of that indented shoreline west
of Santa Cruz for a stretch of thirty miles. Battling with the unceasing wind which rages along that
coast, he crept along ledges, peered over precipices, shook his rattle-can down wave-lashed hollows, or
else lay on his back for hours at a time, trying to unravel the purposes of some wandering Cypseloides.
Failure attended his early efforts as often as success. Of the thirteen seasons spent in this quest since
the original discovery, four went unrewarded. Nevertheless, as the years passed, and acquaintance with
this bird of mystery deepened, the patient seeker was able to determine certain laws which govern the
Black Swift’s movements and choices, insomuch that he is fairly confident of being able to make at
least one nesting location each season. What these laws are, it is no purpose of this present article to
inquire; for we hold it self evident that the discoverer deserves his luck–in this instance at least...
Dawson detailed an outing a dozen miles west of Santa Cruz where Vrooman made “diabolical noises
with a ‘contraption’ rigged up for the purpose,” finally flushing a Black Swift from the face of the 65 foot
cliff below. They drove a steel pin, shook out a rope ladder which did not quite reach the bottom of the
cliff, and systematically searched the under-cut sea-wall. An hour later Vrooman found a nest and Dawson
“hastened down to view the treasure–a great white egg, evidently fresh, but somewhat discolored by contact
with the moist floor of a clinging root-lashed earthen bracket, from the edges of which wiry green grass grew
luxuriantly.”
Given the paucity of information available at that time, Dawson was able to make some remarkably accurate generalizations about the Black Swift’s natural history:
The egg…in comparison with that of the White-throated species, is seen to be about three times
larger. This, in view of the fact that the birds themselves are approximately the same size, is a sufficient commentary on its singular number. The bird could not take care of many such. The nestling,
too, must be much further advanced at the time of hatching than in the case of those species which
raise four or five at once. But it is passing strange that this aberrant Swift should ape the sea-birds,
notably the Murres, in this respect of having a single large egg. But although this bird has been caught
thus “dead to rights” posing as a sea-bird, I do not for a moment believe that sea-cliffs constitute its
habitual nesting site. The Black Swift is properly a bird of the high mountains, and it will be found
nesting in the crevices of lofty mountain walls….Indeed it is probably only because this stretch of
coast above Santa Cruz offers essentially the conditions of cold and moisture found elsewhere only at
higher altitudes that the birds have descended to this station. Moreover, the birds, although regularly
breeding, are very scarce at Santa Cruz. Mr. Vrooman has never seen the large flocks which are commonplace to experienced mountain students. Ten or a dozen birds at most are as many as he ever saw
at once, and these probably represented the entire population of Santa Cruz County. Otherwise he
has never secured tangible evidence of the nesting of above three pairs in one season.
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Dawson concluded his vindication with this tribute: “To A. G. Vrooman of Santa Cruz belongs the
exclusive and distinguished honor of bringing this rare egg to box; and my hat, for one, is off to him for a
pretty piece of work.” He and Bert Vrooman afterwards became good friends and shared many ornithological adventures, including a two-week trek on Mount Shasta in search of Townsend’s Solitaire nests, an outing which Dawson, in his casual, breezy style, wrote up for the January-February 1919 issue of Condor. And
Vrooman’s credibility was ensured. The next fall R. Pemberton and H. W. Carriger published in Condor “A
Partial List of the Summer Resident Land Birds of Monterey Coast, California.” Their notation for Black
Swift: “The recent operations of Messrs. Vrooman and Dawson along the coast of Santa Cruz County would
lead to the belief that the birds are found in similar localities along the Monterey coast.”
The egg that Vrooman found with Dawson was the eleventh that he had collected along the Santa Cruz
coast. As Dawson indicated, the “astute connoisseur” John E. Thayer had purchased the first eggs collected
by Vrooman and wanted more. Before Dawson’s “vindication” appeared, Thayer had proudly reported in the
egg-collector’s journal, The Oölogist, his acquisition of seven Black Swift eggs. The price was not disclosed, but
whatever that price, Thayer, one of the country’s most avid egg collectors and heir of a New England railroad
fortune, could afford it, and he undoubtedly thought it a bargain. He had spent considerably more for fewer.
Four years earlier, to procure the eggs of the Spoon-billed Sandpiper, he had purchased a ship, outfitted it
with crew and naturalist, and dispatched it to Wrangel Island.
In 1922, near the end of egg collecting’s heyday, R Magoon Barnes published The American Oologist’s
Exchange Price List of North American Bird’s Eggs. Of the 1250 species and subspecies of North American birds
listed, Barnes gave the eggs of three species precedence in rarity over Black Swift. These were, respectively,
California Condor, Ivory-billed Woodpecker, and Passenger Pigeon. A Black Swift egg was priced at $75,
approximately $1200 in current dollars.
Egg collecting, or oölogy as its adherents called it, was at its peak in North America from about 1885
into the 1920’s. Changes in attitudes and regulations have caused it to entirely disappear from American
ornithology on both the professional and amateur levels. Since active collecting stopped, the private collections have gradually become institutionalized. Today, a few more than 100 institutions maintain for research
purposes an estimated 525,000 sets of eggs. The largest collection—120,000 sets of eggs—resides at the
Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology in Camarillo, California. That collection includes 13 Black Swift
eggs collected by Bert Vrooman between July 1, 1914 and July 13, 1922. The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the University of California in Berkeley houses another nine collected by Vrooman in the same period.
The Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History has five, and the American Museum of Natural History in
Philadelphia another two. All of these eggs were collected after Dawson reported on Vrooman’s eleventh, so
at a minimum Vrooman collected 40 Black Swift eggs between 1901 and 1922.
Sixty-seven egg data cards from the California coast in Santa Cruz County reside in these four museums.
Chronologically, the first 29 were collected by Bert Vrooman—his latest was collected in 1922—and a gap
of 11 years intercedes between Vrooman’s last specimen and the next. Although the hey-day of collecting
ended in the early 1920s, it experienced a revival of sorts. Between 1940 and 1966, 38 more Black Swift eggs
from the Santa Cruz coast found their way into collections that eventually wound up in these museums, 22
of those attributed to Lawrence Stevens. Collectors visited particular Black Swift nesting sites for many years
and reported that these sites were regularly used. Lawrence Stevens wrote on an egg data card that the same
nest was used for 21 years, and W.E. Griffee reported one used for 13 years or more.
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Johnston Canyon, Alberta: First inland nest site
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. H. Dawson’s 1914 assertion that Black Swift “is properly a bird of the high mountains” and
his prediction that “it will be found nesting in the crevices of lofty mountain walls” was based
on scanty evidence–only a handful of published reports and another handful of unpublished
reports– but he was right on the money. Five years after Dawson made his prediction, Clarence E. Chapman
discovered an inland nest in Johnston Canyon near Banff, Alberta. Given the market rate of Black Swift eggs,
Chapman’s discovery generated surprisingly little interest. Chapman did not publish anything about his discovery at the time, and the word must not have leaked out. Perhaps Chapman kept quiet to protect the birds
from the egg collectors.
The record finally appeared in print in 1940 in Arthur Cleveland Bent’s Life Histories of North American
Cuckoos, Goatsuckers, Hummingbirds, and Their Allies. This volume was the thirteenth of 21, published over a 40year period, detailing comprehensive information about nearly every aspect of the life of nearly every North
American bird. The accounts are rendered in graceful, readable prose and serve as the foundation for almost
all other compilations of North American bird biology—including this one. Bent documented the fulfillment of Dawson’s prophecy:
Many years passed [after Vrooman’s discoveries] before we learned anything about the inland nesting habits of Northern Black Swift, and, strangely enough, the first report came from a locality that
is not included in the checklist range of the species. This report came to me in a letter from Clarence E. Chapman, who discovered a nest in Johnston Canyon near Banff, Alberta, on September 2,
1919. He describes the incident so clearly and convincingly that there can be no doubt about it. His
letter states: “A walk of a mile brought us up through a lovely, small canyon to the falls; the upper
canyon, just below the fall, was crossed by a
high foot bridge. While I was standing on
this bridge, my attention was attracted by
a bird flapping its wings under and against
the overhanging rock wall. Mrs. Chapman
and I each had high-power glasses (eight
diameters). We saw a young black swift,
not quite ready to fly, and close watching
showed that it was exercising and strengthening its very long wings; it could not fly, as
its feathers near the base were still covered
with the scaly sheaths. The nest was built
in a niche in the overhanging wall; the niche Photo: Bill Schmoker
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was about 18 inches long, 18 inches high, and 8 inches deep at the lower part; it was evidently made
by a bit of rock being broken out by frost; the bottom of the niche sloped downward. The nest was
a semicircle, not much more than a dam to prevent the egg from rolling out; we could not determine
what the nest was made of, but considerable mud was used.”
The nest was within 20 feet of Mr.Chapman’s face, and within 30 feet of the fall, close enough
to have the spray blow over in certain winds. The single black youngster, clinging to the rock wall and
to the edge of the nest and flapping its long wings, which projected well beyond the end of the tail,
could hardly be anything but a black swift.
Egg collecting was in steep decline by the time of Bent’s publication, and apparently the thirst for knowledge for its own sake was not strong enough to motivate further investigations. At any rate, another 25 years
passed, and not until 1965--46 years after the colony’s discovery-- did anyone follow up Chapman’s report.
In late September of that year, Norbert G. Kondla noticed several swift-like nests at two spots in the canyon.
The builders of the nest had departed, however, so he saw no birds. He returned the following year: “On June
30 a few birds were sitting on nests but those that could be examined were empty. On the morning of July 1
the three nests that could be looked into each contained one egg.” And in 1967: “Again several swifts were
seen sitting on nests which proved to contain their characteristic complement of one egg each.” He did not
return again until 1970, when “again several swifts were found sitting on nests.” Two years later, he “noted
four nests with adults sitting on them, a considerable drop in numbers from previous years.”
Kondla concluded that, “At least about a half a dozen swifts regularly breed at Johnston’s Canyon. This
is an exceedingly conservative estimate since nests of this species are notoriously difficult to find and most of
the Canyon was not thoroughly checked due to the difficult terrain.” He closes his account with this observation: “Perhaps the most interesting feature of the Johnston’s Canyon swift nests is that they are along a major,
well used nature trail. Yet, since the original discovery of nesting swifts there in 1919, no one has reported
the nesting of this species here.”
Only 18 years old at the time that he first found the Johnston Canyon birds, Kondla was an amateur
birder and ironically, an egg collector, though he does not recount collecting any Black Swift eggs there.
Shortly after these observations, Kondla’s interests shifted away from birds and eggs. He placed his eggs in the
Provincial Museum of Alberta and began collecting butterflies. His collection, the largest in western Canada,
consists of more than 60,000 specimens.
Geoff Holroyd, a research scientist with the Canadian Wildlife Service, began watching the Johnston
Canyon Black Swifts in 1975 when two visitors to Johnston Canyon “chanced to see an adult swift move
toward a nest” and showed him the site the following day. He has returned to the site annually to count the
observable nests. In 1993 he reported in an article in Birder’s World, “Remarkably, the number of swifts has
varied little in 15 years, from a low of five nests in 1976 and 1979 to a high of twelve in 1981 and 1982.”
Holyroyd stepped up his efforts in 1982 and 1983, visiting the canyon weekly. By collecting droppings
beneath nests and analyzing their contents, he found that flying ants dominate the swifts’ diet during August
and early September as nestlings prepare to fledge. He pointed out that”Ants are a very desirable food. Flying
ants are 40 percent fat and 7 percent glycogen, containing six times the energy content per gram of flies.”
Since 2004, field ornithologist Jason Rogers has been making regular observations at Johnston Canyon,
and on September 4, 2006, he posted an Internet message for Alberta birders: “I’m pleased to report that at
least one Black Swift youngster appears to have fledged at Johnston Canyon, Banff National Park this season.
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This bird was last seen on its nest on the evening of August 31 and presumably fledged on the morning of
September 1 or 2.” If the youngster departed on the latter date, it left Johnston’s Canyon 87 years to the day
after Clarence Chapman found the first inland nest at this very spot.
Rogers reports that the number of pairs at Johnston Canyon has declined significantly since the late
1970s. In 2006 and 2007, despite knowing where most of the historical nest sites are located, he could find
only one active nest.
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California: Charles and Enid Michaels at Yosemite
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he web site www.climber.org presents a description of gorge scrambling, a sport that offers “the
opportunity to visit remote, wild, scenic places where few humans have trod.” The sport requires
knowledge of all mountaineering techniques including scrambling, boulder hopping, rock climbing,
plus the ability to swim. A scrambler must have good stamina, be in excellent condition, and be able to function under adverse conditions. Gorge scrambling skill would be an asset to anyone who would hunt for Black
Swift nests.
Charles W. Michael, a gorge scrambler long before it was defined as a sport, served as the assistant postmaster at Yosemite National Park, a position he maintained to support his passion for climbing peaks, scaling cliffs, and scrambling up canyons. Michael was also an accomplished ornithologist who published several
articles on Yosemite birds in Condor and The Auk. Over his years of scrambling, he regularly encountered Black
Swifts, and he had “a strong suspicion” that they were nesting in the park. On July 6, 1926, he finally discovered a colony of at least six pairs nesting in Tenaya Gorge. According to Climber.org, the gorge as an example
of a Class VI Scramble, a category which may require class three and four climbing skills, crossing raging
streams, ferrying equipment and supplies, completing a variety of strenuous up-and-overs, bushwhacking, and
traversing loose talus slopes. Michael’s account of the discovery appeared in 1927 in Condor.
In the inner chasm of the Tenaya Gorge a hundred paces beyond the “wedged boulder,” where vertical
walls rise two hundred feet or more, the birds had chosen a nesting site. The nest was on a bit of projecting rock which presented a level space of perhaps four by six inches. The projection was located
within the shelter of an overhung wall, thirty feet directly above a deep pool in the creek. Towering
above the nest the cliff rose sheer for a distance close to two hundred feet. The inner chasm is here
very narrow; the vertical walls stand not fifty feet apart. The channel is dark and cool; in the long
summer days the sun lights its depth for but a brief hour. And at no time or season does the sun ever
play on the nest of the swifts– cramped quarters, I should say, for birds of the wide skies.
It was the wild, erratic wingings of a lone Black Swift as he whizzed back and forth through
this narrow flight lane that first attracted my attention. Such bewildering speed; such coordination
of mind and muscle: I stood there fascinated, trying to follow the flight of the wild winged thing.
Somehow the thought came to me of a great winged spider suddenly gone mad. While I watched,
the bird suddenly swooped and fairly seemed to plaster himself to the wall not fifty feet from where
I stood. Then, with fluttering wings the bird moved upward–-not straight upward, however, but in
an angling course across the face of the cliff. As I followed the movements of the swift the nest was
suddenly descried. The swift paused, clinging to the projection that held the nest, and I thought at
first that he was feeding young. After a moment he scurried on upward a few feet, fell backward, and
then twinkling wings carried him away down the channel.
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By scrambling to the top of a great boulder that was lodged in the stream bottom, I was able to
approach within thirty feet of the nest. Then I realized that it was not young the swift was feeding,
for there on the nest sat a full-grown bird. While I watched, she, too, left the nest and flew down the
canyon. I was some twenty feet below the nest and could see neither young nor eggs. I had neither binoculars nor wings and so the contents of the nest must, for the present at least, remain a mystery...
As is befitting the mysterious Black Swifts, the nest site chosen was in one of the most inaccessible sections of a gorge as grand as any in all the Sierra. I feel safe in saying that not ten human
beings have ever passed between the sheltering walls that protect the home site of the nesting swifts.
On July 11, Michael found a second nest; it was “tucked away in a niche and, but for the droppings below,
it would hardly have been noticed. The nest was a little round cup, shallow, and composed , apparently, of
some soft, brown material like dry leaves [later determined to be the pinnae of the five-fingered fern]; the rim
was tinted slightly green.” Another nest was later discovered near these two, all three within a radius of three
feet. Three other nests were discovered later in the same canyon. Michael made a total of seven treks into the
gorge over the next several weeks, usually accompanied by his wife, Enid Michael. On each trip, they watched
the nests for hours, hoping to learn something about the bird’s nesting biology. Usually they saw virtually
nothing, but negative information is information, too, and by the end of August, Michael was ready to make
some inferences, most of them reasonably accurate:
Now that I know something of the nesting habits of the Black Swift, it no longer seems strange to
me that their nests were not more often found. To me, everything connected with the lives of Black
Swifts tends to hold the secret of their nesting activities. In this regard it may be noted: Black Swifts
are silent birds. They nest on inaccessible cliffs in isolated sections. They have flying ability which
enables them to forage far from their nests. The young birds can, and do, go long hours without food.
The old swifts are not easily flushed from their nests. If forced to depart, they leave the neighborhood silently and without protest. And I believe that the female takes upon herself all the duties of
incubation and of the feeding of the young. With only one parent bird visiting the nest, there is less
than half the chance of being observed.
Having found one colony, Michael confidently asserted that he now knew “the system for locating Black
Swifts’ nests. Knowing the precise requirements demanded by a nesting swift, the thing to do is to find the
locality that approximates these requirements. Pay no attention to the Black Swifts themselves, for they will
not lead you to the nest, but search out the nesting site that would suit a Black Swift and there you will likely
find the prize. What really simplifies the problem is the scarcity of suitable nesting localities for Black Swifts.
There must be cozy niches in which to place the nests, and these niches must be so situated as to afford complete protection against rain, wind, and sunshine.”
Michael’s good fortune in finding the colony in Tenaya Gorge may have misled him somewhat in defining
“the system for locating Black Swifts’ nests,” for his find did not include one element that has been present at
the preponderance of colonies discovered since Tenaya Gorge—falling water. In 1926, he could have known
only of Vrooman’s nest descriptions; Chapman’s account of his discovery at the waterfall in Johnston’s Canyon
was not available to him. If it had been, Michael no doubt would have modified his “precise requirements.”
However, if Chapman’s notes had been available to Michael’s wife Enid, she may have scooped him.
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On July 13, 1925, six years after Chapman discovered the first inland Black Swift nest and not quite one
year before her husband discovered the second, Enid Michael, one of the original Nature Guides in Yosemite
National Park and the park’s first woman Ranger Naturalist, stopped on the rim of Yosemite Valley to watch
the dancing rainbow colors in the veil of 317-foot Vernal Fall. As she watched, a group of swifts appeared,
coursing back and forth through the mist. Mrs. Michael, like her husband an accomplished amateur ornithologist who had published earlier observations in Condor and Auk, immediately recognized the birds as rare
“Cloud Swifts,” and she watched them intently:
At times, swifts were below me so that I could look down upon their backs, at other times they rose
high so that I could view them in silhouette against the sky….While I was visiting with the swifts I
was joined by one of my party and together we watched the birds. With our eyes following two of
these fleeting birds we were amazed to see them dash through the mist and come to perch on the
perpendicular face of the wall ten feet from the fall. While studying these two birds we discovered five
more clinging to the wall. Some of these birds remained motionless for many minutes, others kept
coming and going. Occasionally a pair of birds would hurtle out of the mist together and, coming
to the perching wall, they would alight one above the other, perhaps several feet apart; then the lower
bird would scurry up the wall to a point on a level with the higher bird, and here the pair would
cling motionless and silent for many minutes. At one time there were four birds equidistant and on a
perfect level. Occasionally birds coming to the wall would utterly disappear. At first we thought that
they were diving into a crevice, but finally we came to the conclusion that they were simply coming
to perch behind a projecting ledge.
Climbing on, we came to the railing at the top of Vernal Fall. Down below us the swifts still
sped their erratic way through the mist-filled atmosphere. Following with our eyes a pair of birds
that dashed across the canyon on a level with us, we discovered a new perching wall. This wall was
also sheer, moist and shaded. Across the face of this cliff was a narrow ledge from which ferns hung.
The birds coming to perch usually alighted just above the fern ledge. Before leaving they would creep
rapidly upward a few feet, fall backward into a sweeping turn, dropping several feet before their wings
would twinkle into action. One by one we watched the birds drop off from the wall, and when the
last bird was gone we looked off down the mist-filled canyon; then we realized that the Black Swifts
had left the neighborhood, vanished as mysteriously as they had come.
Mrs. Michael was surprised to see the birds again the following week when she returned to Vernal Fall,
and another week later, the birds were still present:
The water of the fall had receded much during our week’s absence, and now the mist was thin and
vapory. Birds were coming and going as on the occasions of the previous visits. They were perching
on the same wet wall beside the fall, and a few were actually clinging to the wall directly behind the
falling curtain of water. From the distance of fifty yards the birds appeared to stick as limpets do to
the wet rocks of a sea shore….Today a few of the birds were perched well up on the wall and near
where the waters of the Merced plunge over the lip. By climbing to the top of the fall we thought that
we might, by leaning well out over the railing, get a close view of a bird. When we tried this, however,
we found the wall slightly overhung and the birds hidden from view. The great step over which Ver-
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nal Fall tumbles is broken in such a manner as to leave a dark cavern, or tunnel, through which one
may crawl. Following the steep angle of this tunnel one drops about fifteen feet to come again into
the light of day on a narrow ledge, but a few feet from the failing water. Taking advantage of this
tunnel we were able to approach within twenty feet of a perching swift. Silver-tipped feathers on the
crown of this bird marked out rather obscure superciliary stripes; otherwise there were no apparent
contrasting colors. The large dark eye of this bird was deep-set and had a look of keen intelligence.
The beautifully rounded head set well on the body, and somehow there was something about the
bird strangely remindful of a sea-lion. From our perch on the narrow ledge we could see many swifts
clinging to the wall. Some were below us, others were straight ahead and behind the curtain of falling
water. When our near neighbor fell backward from the wall and took to twinkling wings we left our
aerie and climbed back to safer footing.
At the time, with so little known of the Black Swift’s nesting habits, with Johnston Canyon in far away
Alberta the only waterfall site known to harbor nesting Black Swifts, and with that knowledge not promulgated, it is not surprising that Mrs. Michael did not consider the possibility of finding nests. The great size of
this waterfall, the distance from which she had to observe, and the dark recesses available for nest placement
would make an accidental nest discovery here quite unlikely. In retrospect, however, the behavior of the birds
indicates that they almost certainly were nesting there. Later investigators have almost invariably found nests
at waterfalls where Black Swifts regularly perch during the nesting season. Had Enid Michael been aware of
this pattern, she very likely would have found a way to examine those dark recesses. Had she examined those
niches, she almost certainly would have found nests.
Aside from this charming vignette, little has been published about Black Swifts in Yosemite since the
Michaels described their observations. Mrs. Michael contributed more than 500 articles to The Stockton Record
and Yosemite Nature Notes describing her observations of Yosemite plant and animal life and her and Charles’s
off-trail adventures. Only eight of those articles contain references to Black Swifts, and most of these were
one-sentence notes documenting observations. In 1926, she wrote a column on the swifts of Yosemite for
the Stockton Record that was largely excerpted from her Condor article. She concluded that piece with a promise:
“This summer we discovered nesting black swifts. This was a great find, as it is believed that in all the world
but one other person ever gazed upon the nest of the black swift [That would be Bert Vrooman; Chapman’s
find had not been published]. The story of nesting swifts will be told later in another article.” Unfortunately,
she did not keep her promise; she never again mentioned black swifts to her Record audience.
In the summer of 1932, someone brought Enid Michael a young Black Swift that had been found in the
Yosemite Valley. For eleven days, she fed it milk from an eye dropper and took it for a daily walk for fresh
air. “On the morning of August 21 [1932],” she wrote in her account in Condor, “the bird left my hand. At
first it was wobbly on the wing, but as the wing-beat increased in speed it steadied itself and began to climb.
Off it was now for certain. It lifted over the tree-tops; on it went climbing fast and soon was lost to sight in
the high skies.”
In early 1939, Mrs.Michael wrote a brief reflection in Yosemite Nature Notes on rare adventures in the “wild
and little-known Inner Chasm of Tenaya Canyon,” in which she briefly noted that it was here that they had
“found the nesting home of the rare black swift.” Her last contribution to Yosemite Nature Notes, detailed a hike
with two friends through wild Tenaya Gorge in 1945 (She was 62). She didn’t mention Black Swifts in that
account.
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Bent recorded a later, but undated, observation at Vernal Fall, indicating that M. P. Skinner had sent him
notes describing Black Swifts circling about the fall repeatedly. Skinner was one of the outstanding naturalists of the era, whose appointment at Yellowstone National Park in 1920 as the first park naturalist marked
the beginning of formal interpretive programs in the parks. He published many significant bird observations
at Yellowstone in Auk, Condor, and Wilson Bulletin through the twenties and thirties, and apparently sometime
during that period made a trip to Yosemite where he saw Black Swifts.
After Bent’s account, Black Swift observations from Yosemite appeared from time to time, but documentation remains sketchy. In Birds of Yosemite National Park (1954, 1963) Cyril A. and Robert C. Stebbins indicate
only that Black Swifts are “seen in Yosemite Valley and found nesting in Tenaya Canyon.” Edward C. Beedy
and Stephen L. Granolm, in Discovering Sierra Birds (1985) indicated that “Only a few nesting colonies of 5 to
15 pairs have been found in the Sierra, and all of those are on moist cliffs near or behind great waterfalls such
as Yosemite and Bridalveil Falls in Yosemite.” David Gaines, in his highly regarded Birds of Yosemite and the East
Slope (1992), devotes most of his three-page Black Swift account to Charles Michael and his Tenaya Canyon
discovery. He does note that “in late July and August, when parental cares are probably past [probably not;
in other areas, young are on the nest until late August] flocks of over 30 have buzzed the summits.” His list
of additional nest sites includes only Nevada Fall at Yosemite and Rainbow Fall at Devil’s Postpile National
Monument.
The Merced Wild and Scenic River revised comprehensive management plan of 2004 states, “This species has been observed within Yosemite Valley, specifically at Vernal Fall in 1990,” citing Steve Thompson,
lead wildlife biologist at Yosemite National Park, for that information. Thompson reports that “I’ve seen the
species in the Tenaya Creek gorge, where the first nest of the species was discovered many years ago. I’ve also
seen them sporadically at Vernal Falls, and mixed in with flights of white-throated swifts in Yosemite Valley. I
think if someone were to look more thoroughly for the species in the park, we’d find it in additional locations,
since we have so much vertical habitat with waterfalls.”
In a 2006 species account in “California Birds of Special Concern,” Don Roberson and Charles T. Collins summarized the Black Swift distribution throughout the state, stating that “The highest nesting population in the Sierra Nevada occurs around Yosemite Valley, Mariposa County. Michael found seven nests in
lower Tenaya Canyon away from waterfalls, but most breeding activity is centered on waterfalls. Anecdotal
counts at Bridalveil Falls range from 20-50 pairs, with over 100 birds seen late in the summer... It is possible
that 80 or more pairs breed in the Mariposa County portion of Yosemite National Park.”
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California: Emily Smith and Berry Creek Falls


B

etween Kennerly’s collecting a Black Swift at Semiahmoo Bay and Vrooman’s finding the first nests
on the Santa Cruz coast, forty-four years elapsed. Eighteen more passed before Chapman found the
first inland nest in Johnston’s Canyon and another nine before Charles Michael discovered the birds
nesting at Tenaya Gorge. However, events in the chronology of Black Swift discovery began to speed up in
the Roaring Twenties.
On July 16, 1928, back in Santa Cruz County, only two years after Michael’s find, Miss Emily Dinnin
Smith of Los Gatos sighted what she believed was a Black Swift on a nest behind Berry Creek Falls. This
falls would be the third inland colony site located, the second at a waterfall. In her account of the discovery,
she noted that “Many visitors to Berry Creek Falls have told of seeing the dark, long-winged birds dart in
through the falling water, but I had not dreamed there were nests there.” She described the find in terms that
begin to form a pattern.
The nest I first saw, however, was not behind the falls, but a little to one side in a niche twenty feet
above the pool which lies at the base of the sheer seventy-foot cliff. It was disclosed by the bird flying
to it to feed its sitting mate. Although there were fifty persons moving about in full view and within
seventy feet of the nest, it had flown straight to a point just below the niche, and flat against the wall
had fluttered up to the nest. The feeding was quickly done, and the bird was soon streaking down
the canyon….Three days later I returned to look more carefully at the nest. I could not get closer
than the edge of the pool, but from there the nest thirty feet away was in plain view, a thick, round
mat of moss and possibly some mud, set in an almost square little niche in the rock wall. The wall
roundabout, covered with mosses, five-finger ferns, and other moisture-loving plants, was dripping
wet. The early morning sunlight, slanting in on the nest, showed the outer side to be hoary with fine
drops of water.
Miss Emily, as she was known to her contemporaries, was apparently uncertain of her discovery, so she
sought out the local expert on Black Swifts, Mr. A. G. Vrooman of Santa Cruz, and brought him to see the
nest. He assured her that she had indeed located a Black Swift nest. Unfortunately, Miss Emily did not supply
her reader with his exact words, nor did she provide a clue as to what Bert Vrooman might have found in
the fourteen years that had passed since Dawson’s “vindication.” Nor did she indicate what oaths she may
have extracted from Mr. Vrooman concerning any egg-collecting he might have contemplated at Berry Creek
Falls.
During the next few weeks, Miss Emily found two more active nests, one precisely where Vrooman had
suggested one might be. She returned to the site four more days, primarily to see how often and when the
young birds were fed. In her words,
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As was Mr. Michael’s experience while observing nesting Black Swifts in Tenaya Canyon, there were
long hours when nothing happened... Mr. Michael’s conclusion that “the young birds can, and do,
go long hours without food” was corroborated by observation of the young birds at Berry Creek
Falls…. Unfortunately, I was not able to spend a whole day with the swifts until August 25, and
then the youngest bird was more than two weeks old. I had not seen Primus (so named because he
was first discovered) fed during my four previous visits with him. I had, however, seen Secundus
fed at about four o’clock in the afternoon, and again the next morning at half past nine. I suppose
being a very young bird he was fed more than once on each of those two days. But August 25 they
all were fed only at nightfall. That day my sister and I managed to cover the four and one half miles
from camp to the falls before a quarter past five o’clock in the morning. As we approached we heard
soft, low cheeping notes, and then in the dim light saw birds circling and darting about in the small
amphitheatre in front of the falls. It was impossible for the eye to follow them or count them, they
flew so swiftly and the light was so faint. One could be seen chasing another, and then we could see
several fluttering up the cliff and disappearing behind a log, and almost immediately half a dozen
swept by us. By half past five, before it was light enough to see clearly, every bird had left. From
then until sunset not one of the swifts returned. Just before sunset Primus backed out of his nest,
and clinging to the threshold of the niche, exercised his long wings. Seven times he vibrated them,
with short intervals of rest during which his wonderful wings were stretched wide against the rock.
Suddenly a swift, surprisingly light gray in color,”plastered” itself against the wall below Primus, and
motionless watched us for fifteen minutes. Primus, seeing no reason for concern about us, scrambled
back onto the nest and waited patiently for his meal. Finally the old bird fluttered up and for two
minutes in the fading light we could see it feeding the young one by regurgitation. Then the other
parent arrived, darker and seemingly larger, and immediately we guessed it was the mother. She fed
the young bird for four minutes with only very short pauses, while the father looked on. By this time
more swifts had arrived, but it was impossible to see what was going on in the nests behind the falls.
Soon swifts were rapidly circling and darting about in the dim twilight. We saw Primus’ father slip
away from the nest, and swerve by us. Then we saw swifts settling here and there on the wet rock wall,
some starting up again for one more turn. But as was the case in the dim morning light, we could
not count the birds.
If Miss Emily had been afraid of the dark or had been just a bit less ambitious, she may have slept
another hour in the morning and headed back down the trail for camp when she still had light. If she had
slept in and then retuned to camp before dark, she would have seen no adult Black Swifts that day. If she
hadn’t already found the nests, her chances of seeing youngsters also would have been greatly diminished.
Anyone wishing to find a nest of the Black Swift would do well to take a lesson from her ambition, nerve,
stamina, and patience.
Miss Emily’s short account in Condor included a photograph of Berry Creek Falls on which she had
drawn arrows indicting the exact location of each of the three nests. In her “mild mannered yet forceful
manner,” she closed her account with an admonition: “We nature guides in Big Basin consider these nests, and
any eggs or nestlings they may ever contain, as our prize exhibit; and also, by right of discovery, our private
property. We want everyone to see nesting Black Swifts at Berry Creek Falls. And so, hands off, please, Mr.
Egg Collector!”
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The long-time editor of Condor, Joseph Grinnell, editorialized in the same issue, “Certain of our noncollecting friends are accustomed to casting aspersions upon the ethical code of the average collector,
especially that of the collector of birds’ eggs. We, personally, do not believe that the egg collector is any
more prone to disregard ethical proprieties than the collector in any other natural history field. Now comes
an experiment to the point. Miss Emily Smith, in her noteworthy article in the current issue of The Condor,
discloses the location, even to the exact nesting niches, of a ‘colony’ of the rare Black Swift. These sites are
readily accessible, and in a locality quickly reachable from a metropolis of collectors. Let us now see if Miss
Smith’s appeal against disturbance of the Swifts the coming nesting season be heeded... We egg-collectors are
on trial.” There is some evidence that the egg-collectors heeded Miss Emily’s plea. Of the 73 Black Swift eggs
in California’s largest collections—those at the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology, at the Museum
of Vertebrate Zoology at the University of California in Berkeley, and at the Santa Barbara Museum of
Natural History—none came from Berry Creek Falls.
Emily Smith retained her enthusiasm for Black Swifts for many years. In 1956, Ken Legg published an
account of a Black Swift nest found in a sea cave near Santa Cruz. Legg made several visits to the cave and
compiled a full account of the nest’s progress; however, he dutifully credited Emily Smith with its discovery,
which took place 28 years after her Berry Creek Falls find. Legg wrote:
In July, 1955, Emily Smith [She would have been 68 years old that year] told me that there was a
Black Swift egg in a seaweed nest in a sea cave near Santa Cruz. Knowing, through the late Clark
Streator [d.1952], that Black Swifts had nested in the cave, she visited it on July 7. As far as can be
determined, this is the first record of a nest in such a situation [and the last record as well, as far as
this writer can ascertain, although sea caves are regularly included as typical nest sites in Black Swift
accounts]. The location did, however, correspond in certain respects with other nest sites. It was dark,
no sunlight ever reaching the nest, and it was constantly moist….The nest in the sea cave was a thickwalled, compact, well-built saucer of live, green seaweed.
In his acknowledgements, Legg thanks the Scaroni family “for its many services, and for the understanding
and patience exhibited throughout the many trips to its ranch.” The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the
University of California in Berkeley houses three Black Swift egg collected by Clark P. Streator at the Scaroni
Ranch five miles west of Santa Cruz in 1943-1945, presumably from this cave. Streator, a leading local
naturalist compiled the 1947 “Birds of Santa Cruz County.” Apparently, this sea cave was known as a Black
Swift nesting site for at least 20 years before Legg’s article appeared. However, no subsequent accounts of
this site have been published. Legg knew something about Black Swifts before his study at the Scaroni Ranch
Cave. In 1955, he collected an egg, now at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology in Berkeley, at Eagle Glen
Dairy on the coast five miles north of Santa Cruz.
After Emily Dinnin Smith died in 1972 at age 85, a memorial note appeared in The Condor. The writer
first described her personality and vocation, “Mild mannered, yet quietly forceful, she taught about nature,
especially birds, to several generations of birders, bird banders, and college students.” He elaborated on her
academic achievements, “At San Jose State University in the 1930s and 1940s... she joined with Dr. Gayle
Pickwell in the production of many nature guides and booklets widely used in science education. In the early
1950s Miss Emily worked closely with Dr. Charles G. Sibley, Professor of Ornithology at San Jose State.
Miss Emily’s special interest in swifts resulted in a paper ‘Black Swifts nesting behind a waterfall’ in The Condor
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in 1928” But the writer’s greatest admiration stemmed from a personal contact:“ I remember well a 1950s
field trip which included a sea cave on the coast north of Santa Cruz. She timed well our entry to the cave
between waves at low tide. There in a moss-bordered nest on a ledge, well within the splash zone at high tide,
we had our once-in-a-lifetime view of a half-grown Black Swift covered with black down.”
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~7~
California: Sequoia & King’s Canyon
National Parks & San Jacinto Mountains


T

he small burst of discovery by Charles Michael and Emily Smith was followed by twenty slow years,
during which only three more nesting sites were located. These discoveries were all in California, and
each was reported in a brief note lacking the detail and narrative interest found in the pieces by Mr.
Michael and Miss Smith.
The known nesting area in California expanded to include the southern Sierra Nevada when Joseph
Dixon and Walter Powell discovered a colony in a shallow cave beside a waterfall in Sequoia National Park
on August 7, 1933. Dixon was a distinguished Park Service biologist who had conducted faunal inventories
from Alaska to California and who has been credited with being a pioneer in the field of conservation
biology. Powell was one of the first ranger naturalists of the park service. Dixon reported the discovery in
Condor. “We found three nests,” he wrote, “but there probably were others in the vicinity, since over a dozen
Black Swifts were seen. The three nests were located within a linear distance of twenty feet, so that the species
might reasonably be said to have colonial nesting habits, at least in this instance. The nest site was located in
the deep granite gorge of the Marble Fork of the Kawea River. All three nests were located in a shallow cave
that had been formed by the falling of a section of the cliff, leaving a broad arch about thirty feet in height.
The bare wet, dark granite wall rose precipitously above a deep pool beside a waterfall, spray [which] kept the
entire surroundings drenched with mist.”
The precise location of the cave and waterfall is unclear. The Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at the
University of California in Berkeley holds an egg collected on this date by Dixon at “Kaweah River, Marble
Fork, Sequoia National Park.” Marble Falls is on this stream, but it is a larger waterfall than the one in
the photo accompanying the article. Sequoia’s current wildlife biologist, Harold Werner, indicates that the
1933 find is not in the park’s database and that the location of the site cannot be precisely located from the
description. Werner suggests that the site could be Marble Falls (the most accessible area by far) or it could
be upstream (probably within a mile).
George San Miguel reported Black Swifts along the Marble Fork in 1984. San Miguel, then a ranger
naturalist at the park and now the Natural Resource Manager at Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado,
reports that “I saw lots of Black Swifts in the Middle and Marble Forks of the Kaweah River drainage of
Sequoia during the 80s. No doubt they nest in the area, but I did not see any nests - mainly because I did not
look for them. I am sure a trained observer would know how to look for them in the right habitat and find
them. There are lots of cliffs, some true waterfalls, and many cascades there.”
In June, 1936, Albert Ervin Thompson found a Black Swift nest “near the western boundary of General
Grant National Park [now Kings Canyon National Park] in Fresno County, California, in the Transition Life
Zone at an elevation of 5,200 feet about sea level in the Sierra Nevada Mountains.” Thompson described his
discovery in a brief article, accompanied by a photograph of “The Black Swift at Home,” in Nature Magazine.
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The narrow mountain gorge in which the nest was found is forested with tall sugar and yellow pines,
white fir, incense cedar, and giant sequoia, and because of a steep slope to the northwest, receives
very little direct sunlight except during a brief portion of the afternoon. At other times only random
shafts of light find their way among the trees.
The nest was built in a hollow of a granite wall, sheltered by an overhanging projection of rock.
It was about six feet above the bed of a mountain brook and not more than twelve feet removed
from a rushing cascade that boiled down a chute from a cliff above. Because of the smoothness of
the sheer face of the rock, the situation was inaccessible to snakes and small mammals. The nest was
formed by moist mossy material, imbedded in a natural growth of the same plant. Seeping water and
spray from the waterfall kept the site continually moist. For this reason the nest was first mistaken for
that of a water ouzel. One egg was laid, but after it hatched the young bird mysteriously disappeared,
perhaps devoured by an enemy.
The parent bird was brave and hard to flush, becoming quite used to the camera, but whenever
it did leave the nest, it dropped quickly out of sight without uttering a sound, and would not return
while visitors were present.
Thompson did not identify the waterfall by name in his article, but in a 1943 Condor article, “Birds of the
Kings Canyon National Park area of California,” Joseph Dixon indicated that Thompson had reported Black
Swift nesting at Ella Falls in 1936. Dixon derived this information from a 1941 checklist of mammals and
birds in Kings Canyon that had been compiled by a consultant, Dr. H. C. Bryant. Thompson was a geologist,
horticulturist, ornithologist, naturalist, and photographer from Fresno who worked for 30 years for Boy
Scouts, developed 30 types of roses, and birded frequently in King’s Canyon. He apparently was not employed
by the Park Service, but he provided the records for at least nine of the 107 bird species on Bryant’s list.
A database of wildlife observations at Sequoia and King’s Canyon National Parks—the two parks
are managed as a single unit—contains 104 records of Black Swift sightings. The records by Dixon and
Thompson pre-date the earliest records and are not in the database. All but three of the Black Swift records
stem from later than 1960, and more than one third of them were reported by George San Miguel during his
tenure there in the 1980s. Harold Werner notes, “This park has had a lot of good birders, and George was
one of the best.” Most of George’s observations were of foraging birds away from likely nest sites, but his
reports of birds at Viola Falls and Mist Falls suggest intriguing possibilities. He also reported Black Swifts
at Ella Falls in 1988. However, there seems to have been no nesting confirmations recorded at these parks for
the past 70 years.
A dozen years passed between Thompson’s 1936 discovery at Ella Falls and the next new Black Swift site.
This sixth inland site was found by Edward M. Hall of Whittier CA in the San Jacinto Mountains 300 miles
south of Sequoia. He published the following short item in The Condor:
On July 4, 1948, I found a Black Swift (Nephoecetes niger) nesting at an elevation of approximately 3000
feet near Hemet in Riverside County, California. The nest site was typical for this species: under a
waterfall in a moss-filled grotto and concealed by ferns and other hanging aquatic plants. The nest
was a well-rounded, high-lipped cup made completely of growing moss and placed only a few inches
from the running water about four feet above the surface of a large pool. The single white egg was
heavily incubated. The bird which was incubating at the time of discovery sat very closely and did not
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flush until almost touched. The bird left the nest without a sound and flew straight down the canyon
and out of sight. We continued our trip up the canyon and on our return late in the afternoon, the
nest was again approached and this time the bird was closely observed upon the nest.
The precise location of Hall’s site is not entirely clear, but Kevin Foerster and Charles Collins, who later
conducted a thorough search of the Southern California mountains, speculate that Four Falls is the likely
site. In contrast to the Sierra Nevada pattern – nesting confirmation early in the century followed by decades
of little added information–southern California was marked by increasing effort. Hall’s short note spurred
investigations by Collins, Foerster, and Manuel Marín, the most thorough work done to date on the breeding
biology of Black Swifts.
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Colorado: Niagara and Cataract Gulches
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y 1949, Colorado’s leading ornithologists, Denver Museum of Natural History Director Alfred M.
Bailey and his colleague Robert J. Niedrach, had been working for several years on Birds of Colorado, a
landmark publication for students of bird life in the state. B & N, as the authors as well as their book
have been known since its publication in 1965, recognized a gap in the available information for their Black
Swift account. A few specimens had been collected near Silverton in the heart of the San Juan Mountains
in the 1880s, and reporters from that era considered the birds fairly common there. Frank M. Drew had
collected a Black Swift in 1881 near Silverton, and the following year he collected ten more. Drew asserted
that the birds bred in the area; in fact he was so specific as to say they nested between 10,000 and 12,000 feet
elevation. However, he did not report actually finding any nests. In Life Histories of North American Birds, Charles
Bendire quoted A. W. Anthony as saying that he had “found the Black Swift very abundant in the summer
of 1883, nesting in all the highest crags” in the mountains around Silverton. Anthony collected Black Swifts
“toward evening or at the approach of a shower as they descended frequently to within 100 feet of the
ground. At such times an occasional shot was to be had at some unwary straggler, and a series of about twenty
was taken between June 25 and July 10.” Like Drew, however, Anthony failed to locate any nests.
Black Swift reports from Colorado in the ensuing 65 years were few, meager, and often dubious. Despite
the assertions by Drew and Anthony that the birds bred in the San Juans, no nests had been found. In the
summer of 1948, B & N attempted to fill this information gap, dispatching Museum colleagues John A.
Murphy (Bailey’s son-in-law) and Robert Landberg to Silverton to look for the Black Swifts. In a later article,
Murphy indicated the he and Landberg “combed the canyons and mountaintops [of the southwestern part
of the state], but our work was almost a complete failure.” B & N generously noted in their account in Birds of
Colorado that “their observations were encouraging enough to continue field work in 1949, when the Museum
sponsored additional studies by two skilled field men, A. Lang Baily [Niedrach’s assistant at the museum] and
Owen A. Knorr.” They could not have chosen better.
Owen Albert “Al” Knorr began studying birds at age eight in his native Brooklyn when his mother gave
him a pair of binoculars. Through his teens, participation in the Queens County Bird Club nurtured his
interest. Club activities included regular field trips to Cape May, Jamaica Bay, and the other metropolitan
hotspots. These trips were frequently led by one of New York’s many leading ornithologists, notables such as
shorebird guru Charles Urner and even by the most celebrated birder of all, Roger Tory Peterson. Al’s birding
skills and interest were honed by exposure to the very best. He also began banding birds during this period,
an activity he continued for more than 30 years.
Al also was interested in geology, and after he graduated from high school, he headed west to the
Colorado School of Mines, which had been recommended to him as one of the leading institutions for the
field. Mines was a disappointment for Al, though. He was disenchanted by its lockstep program aimed at
producing engineers, and he much preferred the intrigue of birding in this new territory over going to class.
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In his birding activities, he formed a friendship with Bob Niedrach and often accompanied him on weekend
field trips, helping to gather information and material for habitat group displays at the Denver Museum of
Natural History, displays that grace the halls of that institution to this day.
The School of Mines grew increasingly irrelevant to Al’s interests, and he soon dropped out of school.
With no immediate prospects, he decided that a one-year enlistment opportunity advertised by the U. S.
Army might provide space and time to contemplate his options for the future. In the spring of 1941, he
enlisted. Eight months into his one-year enlistment the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, and for the next six
years Al’s options were contemplated only by the Army, and his one-year enlistment grew into a six-year
commitment. The options the Army chose for Al included participation in the D-Day invasion of Normandy
and the Battle of the Bulge. He did manage to pack a pair of binoculars on his European travels and built a
nice list of Old World birds between skirmishes. When he completed his tour of active duty, he was Captain
Knorr.
In 1947, with a war behind him and the GI Bill to help pay tuition, Captain Knorr returned to Colorado
and to school, this time to Colorado Springs as a biology major at Colorado College. He supplemented his
coursework with lots of independent study focused on birds. As soon as he got settled in Colorado Springs,
he notes, “I set up a banding station in the yard where I lived, baited my traps, went to classes, and closed the
doors when I came home.” He had just completed his sophomore year when Bob Niedrach suggested that he
join the Black Swift search. Although the account in Birds of Colorado indicates that the Museum “sponsored”
Knorr and Baily’s fieldwork, Knorr suggests that they used the term loosely. The Director had provided a few
dollars for food and gas but no money for lodging, so they slept in the back of Lang Baily’s pickup. Lang told
Al that the Director, who had not yet met Al, probably thought him to be “some kid recently out of high
school instead of a 30-year old WWII veteran.”
Knorr says that he took on the project because “I came out of the military with a good sense of planning
and I saw that the search for the Black Swift would make a good Master’s thesis.” Given the paucity of
information available on this bird in 1949 and the fact that he had just finished his sophomore year of
undergraduate work, this may seem incredibly good planning, but then good planning characterized his
approach to the search as well. Knorr detailed the plan for that first summer of searching in his 1953 Master’s
thesis:
Numerous consultations were held and the literature was carefully reviewed for helpful clues. This
latter point may have been overlooked by the previously unsuccessful investigators [Knorr privately
notes that the manager of the Silverton hotel where those investigators lodged commented that
the hotel bar also played a role in the lack of success enjoyed by those investigators. ]. Gradually, a
method of operation evolved. In general, there are three ways to find a bird’s nest.
First, follow the bird to the nest. With a species as mobile as the Black Swift, this is almost
out of the question without the use of a helicopter. Secondly, be familiar with the type of locale
where the bird has nested before, such as a certain species of tree or bush, and look there. Since the
literature indicated that one of the keys to the problem was water, especially falling water, this seemed
a step in the right direction, but the checking of every cascade in San Juan County was also out of
the question. Thirdly, one might stumble across the nest accidentally. The method finally adopted
combined features of the first two. We decided to station ourselves where swifts had been seen on
many previous occasions and to observe their flights. Then we would move in the direction of these
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flights in progressive leaps and when we were reasonably sure that we were in the general vicinity
of the nesting site we would switch to the second method and examine all the likely spots in that
vicinity.
As Knorr began his quest in the summer of 1949, a total of six inland Black Swift nest sites had
been described–the Johnston Canyon discovery in Alberta, and five in California: at the cataract in Tenaya
Gorge and at waterfalls in Santa Cruz, Tulare and Riverside counties. Accounts of these nest site discoveries
and A. G. Vrooman’s discoveries on the coastal cliffs comprised the sum of the literature describing Black
Swift nesting patterns. Knorr’s review of the accounts by Charles Michael, Emily Smith, and the other early
discoverers suggested some of the difficulties involved with the search he had undertaken. Again from his
Master’s thesis:
...the Black Swift is a very elusive bird. Its marvelous powers of flight make it extremely mobile and
prohibit the establishment of any set pattern of comings and goings which often leads the observer
to the nests of other species. It often feeds at great altitudes, sometimes appearing as a mere speck
through a good 8X glass when directly overhead. When one considers that the bird can be easily
confused with the White-throated Swift unless the light is perfect and that the two species occur
together in Colorado, the difficulties in locating a nesting site become apparent. Finally, it must
be remembered that the Black Swift is far from common on its breeding grounds, and in point of
numbers of individuals, probably stands near the bottom of the list among the breeding Colorado
birds.
In July, Baily and Knorr headed for Silverton in Baily’s pickup. There Knorr’s plan immediately began to
pay dividends; they spotted their first Black Swifts before dark on their first day in San Juan County. Knorr
recounted the ensuing events in his thesis:
We arrived in Silverton on July 19, 1949 and proceeded up the Animas River canyon to the
approximate location of Drew’s observations of 70 years before. Almost immediately three Black
Swifts were observed flying up the canyon. No more were seen that day. The following day we moved
up the canyon several miles above the first location and sat down to watch. After several fruitless
hours, five swifts appeared and proceeded to fly up and down the canyon, feeding at a considerable
altitude. They finally disappeared up the canyon. We moved another mile upstream and saw more
swifts feeding as before. Darkness concluded the day’s observations.
Convinced now that we were on the right track, we decided to explore some of the tributaries
of the Animas for possible nesting sites and to watch for any swift activity about them. The Animas
Canyon had been heavily glaciated at this point, leaving many hanging valleys from which the tributary
streams dropped into the canyon, producing some spectacular waterfalls. The plan was for Baily to
ascend the ridge flanking Edith Gulch while I was to proceed up the canyon on foot to the ghosttown of Eureka to see if we were still too far downstream. Upon reaching Eureka, I noticed five swifts
orbiting the town. I climbed a rooftop for better vision and noticed that periodically they would fly
up Niagara Gulch and return. Thinking I could see better from the mine dump across the canyon
from the famous old defunct Sunnyside Mill, I climbed it.
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By this time the five swifts were joined by a sixth which apparently came down Niagara Gulch.
Since Niagara was hidden from my view by the shoulder of the mountain, I left the mine dump and
proceeded up Niagara Gulch. The ascent was very difficult, but it soon became apparent that this was
the end of the trail for Drew’s swifts, since the number of birds now increased to eight or nine, and
they were continually flying back and forth from the innermost part of the gorge. Upon reaching a
point 50 yards below the falls, which have a free drop of almost 100 feet, I saw the swifts, now more
than 12 in number, apparently flying and clinging to a large rock which faced the falls. With some
maneuvering, I managed to assume a semi-reclining position on the side of the gorge, 12 feet from
the cascade on a slippery ledge. From this position I could observe with binoculars the actions of
the swifts. They flew out over the canyon, returned, and circled the cavern at the bottom of the falls.
Occasionally they would land on the aforementioned rock. One landed in full view on the side of
the cavern. By this time it was getting quite dark and the swifts were coming to roost. Some tried to
cling to the side of the chasm near me but my presence seemed to frighten them off. Several passed
within a few feet of my head. One clung to the wall about eight feet away and I shone my flashlight
on it before it flew away.
The descent was negotiated with considerable difficulty. Niagara Gulch is very steep and filled
with a rushing stream. The upper falls are about 1,000 feet above the valley floor and the Gulch itself
is over 100 feet deep, almost vertical-sided, and drenched with spray. Moss and small ferns constitute
the plant life. No nests were actually seen, but since the swifts were coming in to roost at darkness, it
seemed safe to assume that I was within several hundred feet of the nests, perhaps much closer. The
colony was estimated at this time to consist of at least 12 pairs.
On the following day Knorr and Baily returned to Niagara Gulch to see if they could reach the cavern.
Several attempts failed, including one using old railroad spikes as makeshift pitons. They concluded that
reaching the cavern would require technical climbing equipment that they did not have with them. If they
were to find a nest on this trip, they would have to find it elsewhere. They spent the remainder of that day
and most of the next exploring creeks in the Silverton area without seeing any more Black Swifts. Late on the
second day they spotted two Black Swifts flying up and down the valley of the South Fork of Mineral Creek.
The birds’ activity seemed to center about Cataract Gulch, a tributary flowing into the creek from the south.
Darkness prevented further investigation that evening. Knorr related the next day’s events in his thesis:
The next morning, July 24, we returned for more investigation. There are two falls in Cataract Gulch.
We planned to examine the lower falls and then go on to the upper falls. Upon reaching the base of
the lower falls, we flushed a bird from a nesting hole in the rock. By climbing part way up the side
of the gulch, we were able to see the nest. It was about 15 feet above the pool at the base of the falls,
on the sheer side of the gulch and about seven feet from the falling water. The pocket in which the
nest was located was about one foot wide, 10 inches high and 10 inches deep. It appeared to have
been constructed of moss and mud, and the layering indicated several years of use. In the nest was a
single white egg. This then was the first nest and egg of the Black Swift to be found in Colorado and
vindicated Drew’s assumption that the bird bred in Colorado.
Baily and Knorr published a brief account of their find in The Auk the following year, the first of Knorr’s
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many contributions to the Black Swift story. Their find was a first for Colorado and for the Rocky Mountains,
but perhaps more significantly it was a first in method. All of the other sites had been discovered by observers
who accidentally stumbled onto a nest site. These observers were good birders, though, and they recognized
that they had happened onto something special. Bert Vrooman took another step, building on a serendipitous
discovery, developing a search pattern and finding at least 40 nests on the Pacific Coast in the next 20 years.
But not until Al Knorr began his search did anyone deliberately set out to find a nest site, develop a logical
approach for finding one, and then actually come up with one. His work became the foundation of virtually
all that followed.
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norr’s experience scrambling up and down
steep slopes and edging along sheer cliffs
at Niagara Gulch convinced him that
continued work with Black Swifts would require that
he either grow wings or learn technical climbing.
A classmate, friend, and birding companion at
Colorado College, Phil Longenecker, had extensive
experience as a climber, so Al recruited Phil to
teach him about climbing ropes, pitons, slings,
carabiners, piton hammers, ice axes, and climbing
procedures and discipline. He practiced climbing
at every opportunity that year, most often in nearby
Cheyenne Canyon where the Mountain Training
Detachment from Fort Carson trained. On a climb
of the north face of Longs Peak, a late start and
darkness caught them on the cliff. They roped in
and spent a long night suspended on the wall. This
event proved good practice for Knorr because the
twilight hour is the most productive time to survey
a Black Swift nest site. Thereafter he always carried a
net hammock on his descents into Black Swift sites
in case it became prudent to suspend explorations
until morning.
On the way home from Silverton in 1949, Knorr
Knorr and Baily. Photo: John A. Murphy
traveled over Red Mountain Pass and through the
town of Ouray where he spotted a dozen Black Swifts circling over town. He made a note to investigate this
area the following year. As a struggling college student with no institutional help, Knorr did not have money
to support much of a field season that next year. Practicing his new climbing skills, he raised cash by salvaging
and selling pitons that had been left in the rock by climbers in the nearby Garden of the Gods. He managed
to scrape together enough money to finance a trip to Ouray before beginning his senior year at Colorado
College. He arrived there on August 24 and quickly spotted Black Swifts flying overhead and entering the
narrow canyon of Canyon Creek on the south edge of town. Following the birds to Box Canyon Falls, he soon
confirmed Colorado colony # 3, a large colony consisting of approximately ten pairs.
Once again Knorr’s remarkable foresight and planning abilities came into play. Before making his trip
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to Ouray, he had recalled that the wintering grounds of the Chimney Swift had been a mystery until some
banded birds had been captured in Peru. (Incidentally, seven years after finding the first Colorado Black Swift
nest at Cataract Gulch, Knorr would provide the first nesting confirmation in Colorado of Chimney Swift.)
Wintering grounds of the Black Swift are unknown; Knorr thought that banding some of Colorado’s birds
might contribute to solving that mystery. He contacted Seth Low, Director of the Bird-banding Division of
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, who informed him that no one had ever put a USFWS band on
a Black Swift, and could offer no advice on capturing the birds for banding. Undeterred, Knorr assembled
the requisite equipment and packed it along on the trip to Ouray. He was confident that he was going to
find Black Swifts at home there and came prepared with ropes, pitons, bands, and pliers. He also brought his
friend and climbing instructor Phil Longenecker to assist. He chose Box Canyon for this attempt because it
was close to help in the event of an accident.
After unsuccessfully experimenting with box traps, insect nets, and cheesecloth at both Cataract Gulch
and Box Canyon, Knorr decided to try blinding the birds at the nest and in the roosting spots at night with a
flashlight. He described that attempt in his thesis:
The descent of the vertical wall was accomplished by means of a double rappel to a series of ledges,
and then another rappel to the nesting location. The whole procedure was complicated by darkness,
wet rotten rock, and the fact that the nests were in a large chamber which was overhung by the cliff
above. A flashlight held by a companion from the opposite side of the gorge illuminated a group
of three nests and about six swifts, one of which was a young bird in the nest. The driving of the
pitons into the rock and the swinging on the rope to get in under the overhang had not flushed them.
Apparently the six-cell flashlight was bright enough to divert them. Four adults and a young bird were
placed in a shirt and the descent to the bottom of the gorge was made by finishing the rappel. The
birds were banded and since the adults fly as well at night as by day, they were liberated. The young
bird was placed back in the nest by my companion whom I belayed back up the wall on the rope
which had been left hanging from the last piton. Thus a modest start was made in the plan to band a
few swifts each summer in the hope of solving the mystery of their winter whereabouts.
The following March, Seth Low sent Knorr a card of congratulations on the first banding of Black Swifts,
notification of the shipment of 200 size 1 and 300 1A bird bands, and best wishes for future success.
Knorr’s Black Swift field season of 1950 was brief in part due to a shortage of funds, but also because
he had another ornithological project that took time away from the swifts. Bob Niedrach had asked him to
help out on an expedition to photograph hummingbirds along the Mexican border. Niedrach, along with
pioneering photographer Harold Edgerton, the first to use strobe lights to freeze fast action, and Walker Van
Riper of the Museum, an expert on spiders as well as hummingbirds and high-speed photography, published
the photographs in a National Geographic article the following year. “As the chief of the party (driving, equipment,
luggage, etc. ),” Knorr notes, “I was merely listed as ‘student ornithologist’ in the article.” A by-product of the
trip turned out to be more important to him. He was in the process of rehabilitating a Peregrine Falcon that
Niedrach had confiscated from an abusive owner, and he needed someone to take care of the bird while he
traveled with the Edgerton party. A young bacteriologist named Marjorie, an acquaintance from birding and
skiing outings, volunteered to take the bird. Knorr jokes that since she took care of the bird, “I had to marry
her. This month [December, 2006] is our 55th year and the marriage appears stable and likely to continue.”
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In June, 1951, the first five grants for ornithological research were made from the income of the Frank
M. Chapman Memorial Fund. The amount distributed totaled $1950 and the recipients included Owen A.
Knorr of Colorado College for life history studies on the Northern Black Swift in the Rocky Mountains.
If the fund’s administrators distributed the money equally, Al received just a few dollars less than $400,
not an amount to fund an extensive summer of research even under the Spartan methods he employed, but
substantially more than he had available in previous seasons. Now a Colorado College graduate headed for
graduate school at The University of Colorado, Knorr enhanced the economy of the summer’s research by
traveling with Dr. C. W. T. Penland, Professor of Botany at Colorado College, who was collecting specimens
of the wildflower genus Penstemon for a monograph he was preparing. What Knorr gained in economy, he paid
for in frustration as Penland did the driving and controlled the itinerary. Despite the fact that Black Swifts
took the back seat to wildflowers on this trip, Knorr had a productive field season.
The first week of August found Penland and Knorr spending a night in the mountain village of Redstone
along the Crystal River. In the morning they drove over McClure Pass toward Paonia. Along the way they
made a stop, and while Penland gathered wildflower specimens, Knorr hiked a few hundred yards to a rushing
stream that paralleled the road. Here he discovered Colorado colony # 4. He noted in his thesis that the
colony “was of medium size (about six pairs) and was notable for the fact that the stream consisted mainly of
cascades rather than the waterfalls I had come to expect.” The site of the colony “was in an area unmapped by
the United States Geological Survey and therefore the stream had no official name, although the few human
inhabitants of the region refer to it as ‘West Creek.’” Their Colorado road map did not even show a road
over McClure pass much less an obscure creek name. This site has become an enigma for later Black Swift
researchers. The geological survey mapped the area soon after Knorr’s expedition, but they labeled no stream
“West Creek” and searchers have found no cascades at all. Paonia Reservoir, which lies on Muddy Creek just
below the confluence of its East and West Forks, may have inundated the cascade when it filled ten years after
Knorr found nesting Black Swifts . At any rate, the McClure Pass discovery extended the known breeding
range in Colorado northward by almost 100 miles.
Knorr and Penland continued down the valley of the North Fork of the Gunnison and turned south
to the San Juans. A stop in Ouray confirmed that the Black Swifts had returned, and Knorr spotted several
Black Swifts on a trek up Canyon Creek past the Camp Bird Mine to the ghost town of Sneffels. Time
limitations—Penland was ready to move on—prevented further investigation.
From Ouray, they proceeded to Telluride, one corner--along with Ouray and Silverton-- of a triangle of
mountain mining towns in the northern San Juans. The third point proved as productive as the other two.
Knorr wrote, “On the 15th of August, a large colony of at least 15 pairs was found on Bridal Veil Creek
within sight of the town of Telluride in San Miguel County [Colorado colony # 5] at about 10,400 feet.
More colonies were suspected in Bridal Veil Basin, but time limitations [read Penland’s schedule] prevented
further investigation of the San Miguel Mountains.” The daunting scale of Bridal Veil Falls, Colorado’s
tallest waterfall at 365, 385, or over 400 feet depending on your source of information, presents a challenge
to someone searching for a Black Swift nest. Knorr solved this at a later time by rappelling down its face. He
eventually found nests associated with each of the two segments of the falls and another at nearby Ingram
Creek Falls.
In 1911 Otto Widmann published in The Auk a list of birds observed during a visit to Estes Park,
Colorado, the previous summer. His list of 90 species included Cypseloides niger borealis. Widmann, an eminent
ornithologist in his day, reported seeing two over Glacier Meadow on July 8 and three in the same spot on July
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10. Knorr noted that this report, like that of Drew, was “interesting in that it supplied a concrete location
from which to start searching for the actual nesting sites of the swift.” Following up on Drew’s observations,
Knorr had succeeded spectacularly in locating nesting colonies in the San Juans; he now turned his attention,
sans Dr. Penland, to Widmann’s report and Rocky Mountain National Park. Investigating the park “proved
to be a most vexing problem.” He continued:
Widmann reported that his birds were observed “over Glacier Meadow,” in the vicinity of Estes Park
in 1911. Park personnel knew of no Glacier Meadow. In fact, they had never seen a Black Swift.
Assuming that the present-day Glacier Basin was Widmann’s meadow, camp was made in this area.
Thus began two full weeks of dawn-to-dusk hiking and observation. Most of the area of the Park
lying north of Long’s Peak and east of the Continental Divide was covered. Swifts were observed at
scattered locations throughout the area but they were most numerous in the territory east of Flattop
Mountain and Hallett and Taylor Peaks, especially in Moraine Park, Glacier Basin and along Mill
Creek. It should be mentioned here that the character of the terrain in Rocky Mountain National
Park is quite different from that of the San Juan Massif. In the Park, there is only one main ridge, the
Continental Divide, which runs northwest and southeast, with the streams draining it at right angles.
In the San Juans, the mountain range is much wider with ridges and valleys running in all directions.
The ridges are higher and the valleys are deeper so that the San Juans resemble the Alps more than
most American mountains. Consequently, the swifts tend to fly up and down the valleys rather than
over the ridges when traveling to and from the nesting sites.
This is not true of the terrain east of the Continental Divide in the Park which tends to be
more rolling by comparison. This made it almost impossible to establish any sort of flyways or flight
patterns and thwarted the progressive following of the birds which had worked before, since they
just seemed to wander over the entire area. The method which finally resulted in solving the problem
consisted of plotting the daily swift sightings on a topographic map, and by the middle of the third
week, a funnel-shaped pattern began to emerge with the apex pointing at Loch Vale. The press of
other matters made necessary the cessation of field work for a few days, but the following weekend
camp was set up at the bottom of a wet, dripping cliff in the Vale which seemed a likely spot. The
following day three nests were located by binocular from a rise opposite the cliff, two with young and
one empty. The elevation was 10,500 feet. By San Juan standards, the water was rather meager, but
there were many excellent damp nesting crannies available.
Knorr indicated that the Loch Vale site (Colorado colony # 6) was particularly significant because it
extended the known breeding range in Colorado north and east by 200 miles from the original Silverton
location. Most impressive is the fact that in three summers Knorr had found as many nesting colonies as had
been found by all other observers combined (excluding Vrooman) since Spencer Baird issued his challenge
nearly a century earlier. He also had completed three quarters of his MS thesis research before he arrived on
the CU campus to begin his course work. And he had only just begun.
The summer of 1952, following his first year of graduate work at the University of Colorado in Boulder,
marked Knorr’s most productive field season yet as he scurried around the state making discovery after
discovery. He began with three weeks at Rocky Mountain National Park, finding a small colony at a waterfall
then known as Peacock Falls (Colorado colony # 7), since renamed Columbine Falls. From the park, he
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headed back to Ouray to explore the Canyon Creek area. He had spotted swifts there the previous summer,
but Dr. Penland’s itinerary had prevented exploration. Here, within a week, he located five small to medium
nest sites (Colorado colonies # 8-12) in a few mile stretch east of the ghost town of Sneffels. He then swung
back north to the Glenwood Springs area to explore a series of waterfalls at and near Hanging Lake on Dead
Horse Creek, waterfalls he had noticed in a Colorado Wonderland feature. A day’s work there (July 26—my 11th
birthday) produced eight nests at three waterfalls (Colorado colonies # 13-15).
Following a lead from a faculty member of the CU biology department, Knorr next explored Venable
and Alvarado creeks on the eastern flank of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. He spotted Black Swifts when
he arrived there on September 3, but nasty weather set in, so he continued west over LaVeta Pass, through the
San Luis Valley and up the Rio Grande headwaters toward Spring Creek Pass. “By this time,” Knorr wrote,
“I had found that I could predict the occurrence of swift colonies from photographs or topographic maps
with a fair degree of accuracy. By this means, a suitable location was indicated on Clear Creek northwest
of the town of Creede. On the 4th of September, a large colony [Colorado colony # 16] was discovered at
10,000 feet with nests flanking both sides of a waterfall.” Knorr recently confirmed that this colony was at
North Clear Creek Falls, a roadside tourist attraction. Bad weather once again propelled him to travel—west
over Wolf Creek Pass and then north over Lizard Head Pass intending to investigate the Mystic Falls area
along the “Rio Dolores” (now the Lake Fork of the San Miguel) near Ophir. Once again he saw swifts but
bad weather prevented a search for nests, so he continued on to Ouray where, on September 6, he found two
Black Swift youngsters on their nests at Cascade Falls (Colorado colony # 17) on the opposite side of town
from Box Canyon. From Ouray, he headed home—east over Monarch Pass, north through Alma and Climax,
where he once more spotted Black Swifts in the air (No nest sites have yet been located in this area), over
Hoosier Pass, and east again over Loveland Pass back home to Boulder.
After a brief stop at home, Knorr left again for another try at the Sangre de Cristo Mountains:
On the 12th of September, the day of arrival, a heavy snowstorm hampered field work, but on the
following day Alvarado Creek was explored for some distance without results. Most of the swift
activity seemed to center about a point on the next creek north which was Venable Creek and so it
was explored up to about 10,000 feet. At this point a series of cascades came down through a small
gorge and one nest was discovered under an overhang on a tiny ledge about 20 feet above the stream
level. The nest was empty, which was to be expected at this late date in the year. About 35 feet away
was an adult roosting niche, a common thing about swift colonies, identified by the droppings. No
other nests were found, but from the number of birds observed in the air at one time, another colony
must have been in the vicinity. Unfortunately, lack of time prevented the exploration of this site more
fully. This discovery was especially significant in that it was the farthest east that the Black Swift had
ever been found nesting, being 105 degrees 30 minutes west longitude.
The colony at Venable Falls (Colorado colony # 18) wrapped up an amazing field season. Knorr once
again doubled the range-wide inventory of known colonies and now had personally accounted for three
fourths of that inventory. He also had completed more than enough field work to enable him to write a thesis
that winter for his Master of Science degree, which was conferred on him the following June.
In his thesis, Knorr went beyond defining the geographical distribution of Black Swift in Colorado. From
his investigations, he described an ecological pattern that has guided Black Swift research since that time. He
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determined that “five physical factors were found to be present to a greater or lesser degree in all the colonies,”
and that “seemingly suitable locations in which no swifts were present were found to be lacking in one or
more of these five requirements.”
1) At all occupied sites, water was present –“from a rushing torrent to a mere trickle, although the former
seems to be preferred.”
2) All occupied sites were characterized by high relief – “a commanding position above the surrounding
terrain.”
3) Black Swift nests were invariably placed in sites inaccessible to terrestrial marauders.
4) Black Swifts nests were placed in a shaded niche; Knorr “never found a nest upon which the sun shone.”
5) The approach to nest sites was unobstructed; “The birds will not fly through a maze of trees to reach
their nests.”

Falls Creek Falls in Colorado. Photo: Rich Levad

Years later, after evaluating some apparently unoccupied sites in Idaho, Knorr added a sixth nesting site
characteristic: the presence of niches in rock for nests. This seems to be implied by requirements three and
four, but those really describe nest placement without specifically requiring a place for the nest to be placed.
Knorr’s insights into these ecological requirements have guided Black Swift hunters ever since they were
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formulated, and virtually every piece of literature dealing with Black Swift nesting since then has addressed
them.
Following his commencement as a Master of Science in the spring of 1953, Knorr began a Ph.D.
program in ornithology that next fall, a program that he plowed through in three years. His research in that
program focused not on Black Swifts but on avian parasitology. While working on his doctoral program, he
also served as an instructor in the Biology Department, the first of many positions in academia. Knorr’s career
track progressed every bit as rapidly as his Black Swift research. In the ten years following his graduation, he
served as Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor, Department Chairman, Dean, and
Provost at the University of Colorado at the Boulder and Denver campuses.
Black Swifts did not get lost amid Knorr’s myriad academic activities. In 1961, he published an article in
Wilson Bulletin bearing the same title as his 1953 Master’s thesis, “The geographical and ecological distribution
of the Black Swift in Colorado.” The article essentially reported the discoveries and conclusions of that thesis
but included a very brief and tantalizing summary of five more years of field work:
Using field methods similar to those described above, many more swift colonies were discovered in
Colorado during the summers of 1953 through 1958. In Boulder County, swifts were sighted over
University Camp, Caribou Ranch, Brainard Lake Basin, and Rainbow Lake Basin, all presumably from
a colony situated below Arapahoe Glacier. Two more occupied nests were found at the Wet Mountain
Valley site. The summer of 1958 was especially productive in closing gaps in the distribution map.
Some years before, on a swift-hunting trip to Ouray, I had seen an early photograph in a hotel there
of a beautiful”swifty” waterfall in the Black Canyon of the Gunnison River. A trip to the falls
disclosed a small colony [Colorado colony # 19], the first for this general area. During the same
summer three more colonies were found near Vail Pass [Colorado colonies # 20-22] and two more
were located in the Wolf Creek Pass region [Colorado colonies # 23 and # 24].
Also in this article, Knorr changed the “large
colony on Bridal Veil Creek within sight of the
town of Telluride” to “two large colonies of at
least 15 pairs were found on Bridal Veil Creek
and another on Ingram Creek.” Knorr recalls
that the two Bridal Veil colonies referred to nests
associated with each of the two segments of that
huge waterfall. His amazing memory of events
that occurred 50 years earlier unfortunately
does not include the history of the wording
change. It seems likely that investigations in the
area confirmed suspected sites that were not
confirmed in time to be included in the thesis.
At any rate, this change adds Ingram Creek Fall
(Colorado colony # 25), which still hosts Black
Swifts, to the inventory; our current accounting
system lumps the two Bridal Veil segments as a

Dr. Owen A. Knorr & Rich Levad 2006. Photo: Karen Levad
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single site. The precise number of Colorado sites discovered by Knorr remains somewhat indefinite. His 1961
article indicates 27, but contains details for 26. A 1959 postcard to Baily indicates 29; but Birds of Colorado
indicates 27.
The precise location of many of Knorr’s sites also remains somewhat vague, a situation that has
occasionally frustrated those of us who have recently resumed the search for Black Swift colonies. To some
extent, Knorr introduced that vagueness intentionally. Shortly after the publication of the Auk article of 1950
reporting the first Black Swift nests in Colorado, an egg collector contacted him and made an offer for his
help in obtaining eggs. Knorr declined the offer and thereafter became more circumspect about publishing
precise locations, a reticence that seems judicious in light of the number of Black Swift eggs collected in the
1950s and 1960s and now housed by museums. An unfortunate accident also contributed to our frustration.
As Knorr became more and more involved in administration of higher education, he became quite mobile.
His career carried him from Colorado to New York, California, and finally Nevada, necessitating a number
of moves between and within those states. During one of these moves, boxes containing most of the field
notes from his Black Swift work disappeared.
Recently, a box containing a few of these notes surfaced among the many items stored in his garage,
an event of much excitement for those of us attempting to follow up his work. Unfortunately, the location of
the bulk of the notes remains a mystery. Nevertheless, with much assistance from Dr. Knorr, we have located
sites that most likely account for all but one of his discoveries. The cascade west of McClure Pass we have
consigned to Paonia Reservoir. All of the sites discovered by Knorr that we have surveyed still support active
colonies more than 50 years later.
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he October-November, 1965 issue of Auk featured an article by Roger Tory Peterson in memory of
Ludlow Griscom, a trail-blazing ornithologist of the early twentieth century. He began by defining
Griscom’s most lasting impact on American ornithology:

Those of us who might be called senior ornithologists recognize that Ludlow Griscom symbolized
an era, the rise of the competent bird watcher. It was he, perhaps more than anyone else, who bridged
the gap between the collector of the old school and the modern field ornithologist with the binocular.
He demonstrated that practically all birds have their field marks and that it is seldom necessary for a
trained man to shoot a bird to know, at the specific level, precisely what it is.
Peterson noted that “Like so many brilliant field birders [notably Peterson himself], Ludlow Griscom was
born and raised in New York City.” He earned a Masters degree in ornithology from Cornell University and
returned to New York City in 1917. Peterson describes a transitional event:
He [Griscom] had long since proved himself to his peers of the Linnaean Society of New York.
Recalling those days of his youth he wrote: “When a veteran ornithologist of an older generation
wished to add birds to his collection, he drove out on a lovely May day from New York City to Van
Courtlandt Park and was perfectly free to shoot as many warblers in the morning as he could skin in
the afternoon. When visiting a friend in New Haven, in whose shade trees a pair of warbling vireos
were nesting, by first ringing the doorbell, hat in hand, and courteously requesting permission, it was
entirely possible to blaze away and shoot the warbling vireo out of the treetop onto the lawn in the
City of New Haven on a spring Sunday morning.”
But Ludlow, self trained as a boy in Central Park, was of a new breed. He had once been
challenged by one of the old fellows of the Linnaean to prove how good he was with his little four
power French opera glasses. Ludlow pointed to a warbler flitting in the top branches of a sycamore
and pronounced it to be a female Cape May. The old boy, who made all his own identifications
through the sights of his shotgun, blazed away. Down came the bird–and it was a female Cape May.
After repeating this performance several times the reputation of the boy genius was made.
Griscom’s influence permeated the New York City birding community, and by the middle of the century
that influence spread throughout North America. Peterson notes:
Griscom, we must acknowledge, was the high priest of this new cult of split-second field identification.
My own field guides, though a visual invention, were profoundly influenced by his teaching. His
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influence spread like the ripples on a pond... Today, wherever one goes in all parts of our country
one finds that the sharpest local field observers were trained either by Griscom, his protégés, or his
protégés’ protégés; or they can be traced indirectly to his influence through some eastern club in New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, or Washington where his influence was felt most strongly.
One prominent ornithologist who was born and raised in New York City at just the right time to come
under Griscom’s influence decidedly did not. Allan Phillips, who settled in Arizona after receiving his Ph.D
from Cornell, published 168 papers and four books: The Birds of Arizona (J. T. Marshall and Gale Monson),
Checklist of Arizona Birds (with Monson), and two volumes of what was to be a major series, The Known Birds of
North and Middle America. Perhaps the pre-eminent avian taxonomist of his generation, he named or renamed
160 taxa of birds. Phillips vigorously promoted the collection of specimens for classification, often with a
vigor that became abrasive. In a review of Part I of The Known Birds, Richard C. Banks wrote:
The introductory sections should be required reading for every beginning ornithological student,
every nontaxonomic ornithologist, and every birder–but not without a word of warning from one
who knows, or knows about, the author. Be prepared to roar with laughter and burn with rage—
sometimes simultaneously—at the way Phillips expresses his disdain, disrespect, distrust, disgust, and
dismay of other taxonomists, earlier or contemporary, who have reached conclusions with which he
differs... Expect to experience sympathy and outrage, directed both toward the author and his targets.
Be prepared to read truth, half-truth, and mistruth, and not necessarily know which is which...
Phillips considers much of the present “knowledge,” particularly of distribution, to be incorrect
because it is based on misidentifications that are a premium in the game of listing or ticking and on
records that lack adequate (if any) documentation... Sight records, of course, cannot be verified or
corrected by later examination, and Phillips is inclined to disbelieve them all–except those he uses
to make a point. Phillips is particularly contemptuous of those who object to collecting birds even
when the specimens might serve to verify or correct identifications based on sightings, particularly of
“accidental” or out-of-range birds...
Even though I agree with much of what Phillips writes, including some of his criticisms of the
AOU Check-list Committee on which I serve, I am troubled by the self-righteous and vindictive way
his thoughts are expressed.
In a memorial piece published in The Auk in 1996, Amadeo M. Rea, Phillips’s colleague and friend, wrote,
“Readers of Known Birds who did not know Allan Phillips personally might well be put off by his seeming
prickliness. These two volumes are Allan’s private bullring where a tiny matador left many an ornithological
sacred cow wounded on the arena floor. He skewers mercilessly those who don’t get their facts straight. Words
are never minced. . . [He was] Gadfly, grinch, and genius, rolled into one.”
Several years before Known Birds was published, Al Knorr became one of those skewered by Phillips. The
encounter has muddied the status of Black Swift in Arizona ever since. Knorr, one of those New York trained
field observers who had internalized Ludlow Griscom’s dictum that “it is seldom necessary for a trained
man to shoot a bird to know, at the specific level, precisely what it is,” committed the sin of not collecting
a Black Swift when he observed them in Arizona, where Phillips reigned. In the spring of 1960, Knorr and
his wife Marjorie saw an article about the Supai Indians of Havasu Canyon in a travel magazine. Marjorie
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had a keen interest in Indian art and proposed that they go down there, so Al made arrangements for six
horses down and five horses up (he hiked out) for Marge, their three children, and camping gear. They spent
several days in the canyon, during which Al visited Mooney Falls, where he saw Black Swifts that appeared
to be “investigating the falls.” He also saw what he thought may have been nests from previous seasons, but
they were “heavily mineralized and leaning precariously.” Knorr notes that Havasu Creek is a marl stream
and every leaf, twig, branch, bough, or log in the stream is crusted with marl, as are the rocks which become
flow-stone.” Unfortunately, due to his career demands, he never got back to check these falls for Black Swift
activity again. Nor has anyone else.
Knorr recently said that he couldn’t remember telling anyone about this observation, and he didn’t publish
it because of his busy schedule as a college administrator. By 1960, he was an assistant dean as well as an
associate professor of biology at the University of Colorado and no longer had the summer months of a
“wild free professor” to chase Black Swifts. Nevertheless, word somehow got out–perhaps through Bailey and
Niedrach, although they do not mention Arizona among the neighboring states in their Birds of Colorado Black
Swift account. In July of 1962, Knorr received a letter from Gale Monson, who was collaborating with Phillips
on The Birds of Arizona, requesting details of the observation. Knorr replied with a letter describing what he had
seen. Before he received a response from Monson, Knorr found himself derided by the prickly senior author
Phillips in a two-page handwritten letter. Phillips thanked Knorr for his letter to Monson, noted that he had
read Knorr’s paper on Black Swifts in Colorado, and then proceeded to excoriate him for failing to collect a
specimen. “Unfortunately,” Phillips wrote, “there is still no specimen which I can regard as fully authentic for
the state of Arizona.” Phillips was then the self-appointed arbiter of avian authenticity for the state, and he
took the position that if an observer collected no specimen, the bird did not exist. Phillips argued that collecting
a swift in Havasu Canyon would have been of no consequence because he was sure that “if its existence were as
precarious as you [Knorr] suppose, it would have ceased to exist through one or another accident thousands of
years ago. The collecting of a single bird should merely produce a change of mates... and if your ‘colony (?)’ is
that small and endangered, it will perish in any case before long, and what will have been gained, to offset the
loss to science??” (The emphatic punctuation here is Phillips’s, except that he doubled his underlining.)
Phillips went on to point out that “there are a great many all-black swifts, and you have not really proved
which one is in Arizona.” After a digressive paragraph about errors in the works of contemporaries David E.
Davis, Alexander Skutch, and James Stokely Ligon, Phillips returned his attention to Knorr’s observation: “I
assure you,” he continued, “that I have not the slightest intention of visiting Havasu Cañon again, and am quite
willing to leave the Black Swift as hypothetical in Arizona.” Phillips added, “And I would rather reject hundreds
of valid records than contaminate the literature by accepting one somewhat doubtful one. . . So we can keep on
waiting until someone actually collects and preserves a Cypseloides in Arizona, beyond any question, to remove C.
niger from hypothetical status.” If Phillips had set out to annoy the man who probably had more experience with
Cypseloides niger than anyone on the face of the earth, he could hardly have designed a better strategy.
Gale Monson, with whom Knorr had no quarrel, was caught in the crossfire. On August 26, 1962 Knorr
responded to Phillips’s tirade with this letter to Monson:
Dear Mr. Monson:
On 11 July 1962 you sent me a letter “earnestly requesting” what information I had on the Black
Swift in Arizona. I complied willingly in an effort to cooperate in your checklist project and enclosed
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a copy for your “colleague,” Allan Phillips. For my pains I received a letter (copy enclosed) from Mr.
Phillips which I regard as condescending, insulting, and intolerable. I do not need Phillips to tell me
what I have or have not proved, and my decision not to collect in this case was my best judgment
in the matter…. Phillips’ opinion was not solicited, is not welcome, is his alone, and is completely
rejected. In short, I don’t give a damn what Phillips thinks. Furthermore, whether he “accepts” and
“accredits” my findings or not is a matter of supreme indifference to me. You will remember that I
was requested to supply information – I did not offer it. I suggest that you hint in your checklist that
what I really found in Havasu Canyon was Starlings.
I have never had the misfortune to meet Mr. Phillips but my conversations with a considerable
number of delegates to the meetings at Cornell in June, and in Salt Lake last week, leave me with a
picture of an arrogant, egotistical, nasty little man. I am pleased to report that judging from his letter
to me, a complete stranger, in which he found it necessary to lash out at a number of his colleagues,
they have somewhat understated the case.
I spent the week of 5 August 1960 in Arizona, including three days at Havasu Canyon. What I
did and what I found there are no longer available to you and Phillips.
Very sincerely,
Owen A. Knorr
Associate Professor of Biology
Assistant Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
P. S. Phillips refers to you as a “colleague.” Good Luck.
Recently Knorr commented, “Having started as a birdwatcher at a very early age before becoming a
professional ornithologist, I had never joined the hard-core ‘shoot first—identify later’ group of ornithologists.
The thought that a fast-flying, black, curve-winged bird flying through falling water might be a Brewer’s
Blackbird never occurred to me.” He also indicated that he had learned that Phillips considered all but one
of Knorr’s Colorado colonies as ‘phony’ because he had collected a bird at only one.
Phillips and Monson’s first edition of Birds of Arizona states that since Black Swift occurrence in the
state has not been substantiated by a specimen, the bird remains hypothetical. Early in 1981, Monson again
requested the Mooney Falls data as he and Phillips prepared a revised checklist of the Birds of Arizona. Knorr
replied that “since his senior partner thought I would be contaminating the literature with a sight record,
I should get the request from him.” Knorr received no response, and the status of Black Swift remained
unchanged in the 1981 revision.
In 1972, Stephen S. Speich of the University of Arizona organized the Arizona Bird Committee to
develop an official state bird list. Originally composed of five of the state’s leading ornithologists, including
Gale Monson, the committee, which has since grown to eight members, reviews records of birds rare in the
state for inclusion on the state list. Black Swift did not appear on the original check-list produced by the
committee, but through 1999 the committee had accepted two sight records as valid despite the continuing
absence of photographs or specimens. D. Whitmore submitted the earliest accepted record, a sighting in Cave
Creek Canyon on August 27, 1977. The 1981 edition of Monson and Phillips’s Annotated Checklist of the Birds
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of Arizona still treated Black Swift as hypothetical, but did include reports of purported sightings, including
a flock of about 12 in upper Cave Creek July 11, 1964, by John Hubbard and J. Stokely Ligon, two of New
Mexico’s leading ornithologists, and the 1977 Whitmore sighting.
In 1988, after reading the Cave Creek reports in the Checklist, Al Knorr took a quick look at a topographical
map and saw a waterfall in the Cave Creek area, a big one named Winn Falls. “A dozen Black Swifts, a
waterfall, in July?” Al said, “Let’s go!” He was familiar with the area, having spent May and June of 1950 in
the southern Arizona mountains with the Edgerton Expedition photographing hummingbirds with strobe
lights. He had recently retired so he was free to travel, and he had taken up flying to facilitate that. On July
14 he took off from his home in Reno, Nevada. In a 2003 letter, Al explained:
We cranked up the best Black Swift hunting tool we ever had—our turbo-charged, retractable
gear, high performance Cessna 182 to fly to Lordsburg, the closest airport on the east side of the
Chiricahuas where we had made arrangements to rent a 4-wheel drive car. However, on the way down,
we detoured over the Cave Creek area and determined that the stream bottom (at least from the air)
appeared to be a dense jungle. We landed, drove the car to the beginning of the overlook trail, started
to drive up the trail but it was too rocky. At that point we had to decide - bushwhack up the stream
bottom for a mile with no machete and risk roving bands of belligerent javelina, rattlesnakes, and an
occasional big cat, then try to come out of there after dark (those javelina have big tusks), or hike up
to the overlook and hope the birds, if they appeared, would not be below the horizon. (This was still
fairly early in the season; adults come back to the nests during the day less frequently as the season
progresses. ) Hubbard and Ligon had seen a dozen on 11 July, we had seen six on the 14th, so on the
15th we hiked up to the overlook with a climbing rope, pitons, and a piton hammer. There were no
birds when we arrived, so I rappelled down below the overlook better to see into a cavity behind the
water. It contained a nest with a bird on it, and while I was watching, two more showed up. One flew
into another cranny while the other circled the falls. Marge saw them also. LUCK had also arrived,
since it was midday. My 20X glass with a short tripod helped too.
Knorr reported his find more formally in the December 1989 issue of The Southwestern Naturalist:
Water plays an important role in the nesting sites of the black swift (Cypseloides niger) which range
from dripping sea caves on the California coast to waterfalls over 3 km above sea level in the Rocky
Mountains (Knorr, 1961). Such a habitat has been found surrounded by deserts in southeastern
Arizona.
On 14 July 1988, six black swifts were seen feeding low over Cave Creek Road (Coronado
National Forest Route 42A) in the Chiricahua Mountains. The following day, a nest with one
individual was seen in a cavity behind a curtain of water in a waterfall west of this sighting. While
this nest was under observation (20 x glass), a black swift was seen flying into a vegetation-obscured
nesting cranny about 2 m away while another circled in front of the falls.
Given the arid surroundings, the waterfall was rather unexpected. Known as Winn Falls, it was
located just inside the eastern border of the Chiricahua Wilderness Area and 56 km north of the
Mexican border at an elevation of 2,250 m. Its height was estimated at 100 to 120 m, and it faced
north-northeast. On this date, in the driest month of a dry year and several weeks before the onset of
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the annual southern Arizona rainy season, a flow estimated at 2 cm/s was coming over the falls.
This volume of water during the dry season is ecologically significant since no black swifts
have been found nesting on a true intermittent stream (Knorr, 1961; 0. A. Knorr, pers. obser.).
The algae growing in the stream above the falls and under the falling water and the presence of
various hydrophytes on the ledges within the influence of the spray suggest that the stream runs all
year providing the moist environment reported as a universal feature at sites of black swifts by Bent
(1940).
The five physical ecological factors previously established as present at all nesting sites of black
swifts (Knorr, 1961) and confirmed by Hunter and Baldwin (1962) were present at this site. They are
water, high relief, inaccessibility, darkness, and unobstructed flyways. A unique feature at this site not
seen at the 30 colonies of black swifts we have studied in Utah, Colorado, Montana, and California is
the close proximity of a nesting group of white-throated swifts (Aeronautes saxatalis) about 20 m from
the falls at its upper level and on the same rock wall over which the waterfall flows.
The black swift has not been reported previously as a breeding bird for Arizona and since the
nearest known nesting site of the black swift is more than 600 km away (Knorr, 1961), the question
of a range extension arises. We consider this to be highly unlikely. Suitable breeding sites for black
swifts are few in number, as might be expected from their specialized ecological characteristics.
Having visited repeatedly most of the known nesting sites during the past 40 years, we have found
none to be abandoned. In the absence of a major physiographic incident, we believe site persistence
and tenacity to be almost absolute.
In the summer 2007 issue of Western Birds, the Arizona Bird Committee report on 2000-2004 records
indicated that two sight records had been accepted and noted, “This brings the total number of accepted
Arizona records to four, yet there still remains no physical evidence for this species in the state.” Gary
Rosenberg, Secretary of the Committee, indicates, “I have read the SW Naturalist article and, truthfully,
don’t know what to make of it. The circumstances described in the article are pretty “unbelievable,” but on
the other hand, the only Black Swift that I have seen in Arizona was from Herb Martyr looking up toward
Winn Falls. The problem with the nesting report is that it was not documented in any fashion, and will
have to remain unsubstantiated. One of these days, someone will finally photograph Black Swift in Arizona.
There have always been rumor of birds at one of the isolated waterfalls in the Grand Canyon, but again,
unsubstantiated.”
It seems regrettable that the status of Black Swifts remains so tenuous in Arizona, and one wonders
whether it would so remain if the first report had been treated with curiosity rather than summarily dismissed.
Many observers have corroborated Knorr’s point about the Black Swift’s “site persistence and tenacity” at
a number of sites throughout the bird’s range. In addition to the sightings that have been accepted by the
Bird Committee, several more have stemmed from Cave Creek Canyon. The scene appears ripe for some
adventurous birder to investigate Winn Falls—and Mooney Falls as well. Perhaps a “vindication” of Al Knorr
not unlike Dawson’s 1914 vindication of Bert Vrooman is in the offing.
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artor O. “Sandy” Williams III, New Mexico Department of Game and Fish’s bird expert and dean
of the New Mexico birding community, notes that Black Swifts have been included in New Mexico
ornithology since the 1880s, with specimens dating at least to the 1940s. On August 5, 1987 a
juvenile was found near Fenton Lake, just over eight miles from Jemez Falls-- a fairly good suggestion that
the species nested in the Jemez Mountains. John Hubbard, Sandy’s immediate predecessor in both his official
and unofficial roles, reported in a 1963 Condor article that P. W. and R. W. Shufeldt had collected three males
and three females in August, 1940, and a female on September 3, 1941 at La Cueva Ranch in Mora County.
Official documentation of breeding, however, did not occur until 1990.
Bailey and Niedrach’s Birds of Colorado, published in 1965, provides a brief statement in each species
account defining the bird’s status in neighboring states. The Black Swift account includes this note: “New
Mexico: Rare migrant and nesting species (Knorr, letter).” The archives of the Denver Museum of Nature
and Science contain several boxes of materials used in the preparation of Birds of Colorado; one holds a copy of
Knorr’s letter—actually a penny postcard—dated 12 July, 1959. It begins. “Sorry for the delay—been on a
Black Swift trip to New Mexico for month. They nest there.” A week earlier, Knorr had visited Nambe Falls
north of Santa Fe and had written the following in his field notebook:
Black Swift. Sitting on nest in small cavity on north side of second (from bottom) falls, about 15
ft. above pool and about 8 feet from running water (these falls are really cascades, not free fall).
From vantage point on south side of falls above, nest appears two-layered. Bird (female) flushed
when I appeared, but nest empty. Cursory examination of other 3 falls revealed no other nests.
Falls rather open for swifts, but all 5 criteria met. Rather hot, and right at edge of pinyon-juniper
Opuntia arborescens desert. Check daily maximum temperature as a 6th criterion. Usual Black Swift
environment at falls—Mimulus ferns, etc. Spray. Other 3 falls are actually free falls. Water runs all
summer apparently. Good flow. Horizontal flight out from nest does not put birds very high until
several miles out over the valley. Violation of high relief criterion?
The postcard may have been new information for B&N, and it probably resulted from Knorr’s Nambe
Falls visit, but Knorr had known that Black Swifts nested in New Mexico for nearly a decade. In a recent
letter, he related some events that had taken place in 1950, nine years before the visit to Nambe Falls.
After discovering Black Swifts the summer of 1949 in Niagara Gulch and Cataract Creek, a fellow
student who was an excellent photographer showed me a photo he took of Jemez Falls, after I
described to him the bird I was looking for and its habitat. It looked like a possibility and since I was
already pretty far south when I found the Black Swifts at Box Canyon (Ouray), I continued down
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into New Mexico to Jemez Falls [nearly 200 miles away]. I arrived late in the evening and there were
Black Swifts circling the air in front of the falls and now and then darting behind the water. I saw
one nest with the 6-cell flashlight that I always carried. The date was sometime during the last week
of August, 1950. I did not publish this because I thought I would return after finishing the Colorado
project to do a better analysis of the number of nests, size of population, etc. Unfortunately the
Colorado project took 10 years and then my academic position changed from a wild free professor
with summers off to a high pressure administrator with only two weeks vacation time each year. So
starting in 1960, all my Black Swift work had to be done while on vacation with my wife and three
small children, and an assignment for three years in New York State (‘65-’68) far from Black Swift
land didn’t help.
Several of the Knorr family vacations included trips to New Mexico. Knorr writes that in the summer of
1960 “a family sightseeing trip to the South-west took us to Frijoles Canyon in Bandolier Nat’1 Monument
where I saw a Black Swift at Upper Falls and what I thought were several nests, but the viewing point was so
far from the falls that I could not be sure... but once again I did not publish because I did not do a thorough
job of investigating the site, and I never went back.”
The Jemez Falls Black Swift colony did not become part of the official New Mexico ornithological
record until 1990 when Philip W. Johnson independently discovered a juvenile on a nest in the cavern at the
base of the falls. R. Butler first saw the swifts in the general vicinity of the falls on or about 24 June 1990
and reported his sighting to the New Mexico “rare bird alert.” Other birders apparently followed the alert to
the falls to see Black Swifts in New Mexico. Not all had adequately boned up on the biology of the species;
Johnson had. He reported his discovery in the fall issue of the New Mexico Ornithological Society Bulletin:
On 19 July 1990, the tape-recorded message on the New Mexico “rare bird alert” included the
following message: “An update on the Black Swifts at Jemez Falls—a nest was found. The nest had
three young.” Because Black Swifts are known to lay only a single egg (Bent 1940), I decided to visit
the site and investigate for myself.
I hiked to the falls on 25 July and soon found a pair of Townsend’s Solitaires (Myadestes townsendi)
entering a nest at the spot described on the rare bird alert. However, upon further investigation, I
discovered four occupied Black Swift nests in a large cavernous opening just to the west of the base
of the falls.
At the back of the cavern, a vertical rock wall rose about 30 ft from a pool of water and a pile
of driftwood logs. A dripping spring bathed the cliff in moisture but, because of the semi-darkness,
only moss, algae, and a few ferns were growing there. The first nest I found was the lowest and least
obscure; it was clinging to a small ledge about 12 ft above the pool and consisted of a conical pile of
moss reminiscent of a large hummingbird nest. This nest was occupied by an apparently incubating
adult Black Swift throughout the hour that I was present at the site (Fig. 1). After my eyes adjusted to
the darkness, two more swifts were seen as they shifted about on their nests, these nests placed farther
up on the cliff. A fourth was observed in an alcove at the east end of the cave.
During my observations, two swifts left the nesting cave. Both gave a “tic-tic” cry as they took to
the air.” The departure of the first of these birds was immediately followed by the arrival of another
swift to the same nest, apparently an exchange of nesting duties. The second departure was from a
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very dark section of the cave in which no nest could be clearly seen, suggesting to me that a fifth nest
may have been present.
The Bulletin’s editor, Sandy Williams, appended a note to Johnson’s article indicating that “Hart R.
Schwarz made eight visits to the cave from 12 August to 22 September 1990, and determined that three nests
were active during that period, and that each contained one nestling. He reported that there were also at least
five unoccupied nests—three easily visible and two inferred.” Schwarz, a biological technician with the US
Forest service, visited the colony again in 1993 and 1994, confirming its continued activity, and monitored
the colony annually from 1997 through 2005. Each year he documented at least four and up to eight active
nests.
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n A River Runs through It, Norman MacLean describes standing in the Blackfoot River, studying a spot of
water that had the qualities sought by big trout and thinking about how to cast to it. “I had to do a lot
of thinking before casting,” he wrote, “to compensate for some of my other shortcomings. But I felt I
had already made the right beginning–-I had already figured out where the big fish would be and why.” As he
stood there contemplating, “an odd thing happened. I saw him. A black back rose and sank in the foam. In
fact, I imagined I saw spines on his dorsal fin until I said to myself, ‘God, he can’t be so big you could see his
fins,’ I even added, ‘You wouldn’t have even seen the fish in all that foam if you hadn’t first thought he would
be there.’ But I could not shake the conviction that I had seen the black back of a big fish, because, as someone
often forced to think, I know that often I would not see a thing unless I thought of it first.”
The Utah Black Swift story illustrates MacLean’s point. We see what we have learned to see, and often
an image is in the mind before it is in the eye. Nestled into a dark cranny and blending with the wet rock,
immobile young swifts rest silently on soft mossy cushions, unseen by predators and onlookers. Few observers
have learned to see two small, faint, whitish ovals at the back of a shaded niche as the baby-seal face of a Black
Swift nestling or to interpret a line of tiny white chevrons on a dark ledge as its wing. Only a few have figured
out exactly where a Black Swift nest will be and why, so only a few see them.
By the summer of 1959, Knorr had completed a 10-year study of Black Swifts in Colorado, had worked
his way through a Ph.D. program, and was teaching in the Biology Department at CU in Boulder. He had
not lost his intense curiosity about the distribution of the swifts, though. When he ran across a magazine
photograph of a “swifty-looking” waterfall in Utah, he determined to check it out. Utah had no known Black
Swift nest sites. On August 22, he set off from Boulder in the dead of night, drove 350 miles west on US
Highway 40 over Berthoud Pass and across western Colorado and eastern Utah to Provo Canyon, located
Black Swift colonies at five locations, and then drove back to Boulder to be at work the following day. In a
note in Condor, he documented the first nest record of Black Swift in Utah.
The Black Swift is not known to occur in the vast area between the Colorado Rockies and western
Nevada, so it seemed desirable to search this area for the purpose of adding to the meager knowledge
of the species. I chose to begin in the Wasatch Mountains of Utah because the precipitous nature of
these mountains and my experience with the bird led me to believe that it should breed there. Bridal
Veil Falls in the Provo area seemed a likely spot to begin since the term “Bridal Veil” as applied to
waterfalls is descriptive of the Black Swift’s nesting environment. I went first to the Aspen Grove
Recreational Area east of Mt. Timpanogos and immediately upon arrival I saw Black Swifts sailing
around in the air above Aspen Grove in the company of White-throated Swifts (Aeronautes saxatalis).
Here behind a thin cascading falls two Black Swift nests were discovered, each containing a feathered
young bird. The size of the colony is unknown. Four more sites were located farther down Provo
Canyon. One was located at Upper Falls and one each at the two cascades between Upper Falls and
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Bridal Veil Falls. A nest in the colony at Bridal Veil Falls was visible from the tourist parking area on
Highway 189 below the falls. All the nests were found on August 22, 1959, and nests were observed
again during the summers of 1960 and 1961. Everything about the sites seemed typical except that
the nests appeared to have more fern incorporated with the moss than nests in Colorado. I do not
believe this discovery constitutes a breeding range extension because Black Swift breeding sites are
ancestral by virtue of their unique and narrow ecological requirements. Unless one knows how and
where to search, the bird can be entirely overlooked.
An inexperienced observer has a high probability of overlooking Black Swift nests; in the century
before Knorr began searching, only a handful of people had ever seen one. The birds are not invisible, though.
The Utah Bird Records Committee lists more than 30 Black Swift sightings, half of them in Provo Canyon,
and no doubt many sightings go unreported. Given the extremely high site fidelity of this species and the
regularity of reports in the area, it seems almost certain that Black Swifts nest annually in Provo Canyon. In
a 2002 letter Knorr wrote:
Some years ago I got a phone call from the head of the Utah Fish & Game or Wildlife Dept
(whatever they call it) saying that birdwatchers go up and down Provo Canyon all the time and never
see Black Swifts... Two summers ago (August 2000) my wife and I were headed north on I-15 in
Utah and stopped at Provo and checked into a motel there. In the evening, we drove up to Bridal Veil
Falls at dusk and the Black Swifts were there, buzzing around the falls like bees. As my friend Charlie
Collins has proved, after being gone all day packing their crops with insects, the adults feed the young
periodically through the night. I have picked
young birds out of the nest during the day
and they seemed semi-comatose and cold
to the touch. As I said in the last sentence
of my Utah paper, “Unless one knows how
and where to search, the bird can be entirely
overlooked.” (emphasis added.)
In 2001, Merrill Webb, a biology teacher at
the Utah County Academy of Sciences and one
of the state’s most accomplished birders, teamed
with Uinta National Forest wildlife biologist
Antoinette Sitting Up to conduct a search for
Black Swifts. On August 9 they observed three
swifts in the vicinity of Stewart Falls south of the
Aspen Grove trail head to Mount Timpanogos.
Stewart Falls is just 5-6 miles over the mountain
north of Provo Canyon. They began checking
this site regularly and spotted Black Swifts there
on two more occasions. On August 21 they
conducted an early morning search at Stewart

Photo: Bill Schmoker
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Falls and discovered a bird on a nest. Based on Enid Michael’s 1932 description of a juvenile in Yosemite
(“Every feather on its back, tail, wings and crown was daintily tipped with white. The tiny feathers of its crown
and forehead, being fringed with white, gave its crown, and especially its forehead, a frosted appearance”),
Webb and Sitting Up concluded that the swift they observed on the nest was a juvenile bird. The nest rested
on a recessed ledge in the middle part of the falls. It was late in the summer of a very dry water year, and
there was just a trickle of water flowing over the nest site. The nest was composed of moss which appeared
dry. The nest site was barely visible in the sunlight for a short period of time, then was entirely shaded for
the remainder of the day.
In a 2003 Utah Birds article reporting their discovery, Webb and Sitting Up summed its significance
and described the nest site in relation to the requirements described by Knorr:
This observation represents the first confirmed Utah nesting record for Black Swift since 1961 when
0. A. Knorr (1962) conducted Black Swift surveys in Utah and found two nests with young in the
vicinity of Aspen Grove on Mount Timpanogos. On August 23, 2001, Merrill Webb searched the
four waterfalls in the area described by Knorr but found no nests or swifts. We could not locate any
previous records for Black Swifts nesting at Stewart Falls although they have been observed foraging
in this area many times by other birders.
Knorr listed five requirements that characterized nesting colonies in Colorado where he conducted
his initial studies. (1) Presence of water... (2) High Relief... (3) Inaccessibility... (4) Darkness... (5)
Unobstructed flyways... Except for the short time the nest was in the early morning sunlight the nest
site at Stewart Falls met all five of these requirements listed by Knorr. On August 25 this site was
revisited. The nest was unoccupied.
In all likelihood, the Provo Canyon and Aspen Grove area, including Stewart Falls, harbor the largest
population of Black Swifts in Utah. Much of the state is arid, and waterfalls are not abundant. Scattered
observations, however, hint of other sites that may have active colonies. Multiple observations, including one
of a grounded juvenile, have occurred near Donut Falls in Cottonwood Canyon. In a 1963 Wilson Bulletin
article entitled “Distributional data on uncommon birds in Utah and adjacent states,” William H. Behle, John
B. Bushman and Clayton M. White reported that “there is a specimen in the University of Utah collection
prepared from a bird found dead by Guy Musser on 2 August 1960. It was clinging to tules along the stream
issuing from Weeping Rock, Zion Canyon, 4,500 feet, Zion National Park, Washington County, Utah. Two
years later in The birds of Zion National Park and Vicinity, Roland. H Wauer and Dennis L. Carter listed three Black
Swift records from Zion, the Musser record and sight records in May and August of 1964.
In 2005, in a discussion of Black Swift nest composition, Al Knorr mentioned that he had seen a nest
constructed entirely of fern in southwest Utah. In response to an inquiry as to the details of that observation,
Knorr responded:
After taking early retirement from state service in California, I took a job as Professor of Biological
Science and Director of Institutional Research at the University of Nevada Las Vegas [in 1975].
Being more interested in the alpine environment than the desert, we made many trips to the wonderful
southern Wasatch. It was only a two-hour trip to St.George, Cedar City, and the great country east
of I-15, like Zion and Bryce Canyon NP, Cedar Breaks, and the Dixie National Forest. We hiked
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in the summer and skied in the winter at Brian Head. On one of our hikes, the trail took us past a
cliff dripping with water and covered with ferns. We flushed a Black Swift from a nest about 10 feet
above the trail, and I climbed up and saw a nest composed entirely of fern. Except for my 10-year
study and my discovery trips to Provo Canyon, New Mexico and Arizona, I kept no field notes, so
I can’t give you an exact location.... It was either Bryce, Zion, Dixie NF – or perhaps as far north as
the Fishlake NF.
A year later, after more reflection, Knorr indicated that the site most likely was in Zion National Park. He
had a recollection of the hike taking place not far off of I-15 and suggested that the Kolob Canyons branch
in the northwest corner of the park may have been the site. Double Arch Alcove, a large cavity eroded into
the rock walls with multicolored patterns formed by seeping water, lies along the trail that follows Middle
Fork of Taylor Creek and fits Knorr’s description. This report could conceivably refer to Knorr’s observation.
At any rate, nesting by Black Swift in southwestern Utah merits further investigation.
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Southern California


L

ord Kelvin, the 19th century English physicist declared, “When you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; when you can not measure it, when
you can not express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind; it may
be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.”
His statement has often been codified as “Science IS measurement.” If one accepts Kelvin’s dictum, the
study of the Black Swift became immeasurably more scientific in the 1980s and 90s as Charles T. Collins,
Kevin Foerster, and Manual Marín began to apply their techniques and experience to its biology in southern
California.
Very little was known of Black Swifts in Southern California when these scientists began their work. In a
1948 issue of Condor, Edward M. Hall reported finding a Black Swift nest in southern California. It was only
the sixth inland nest site reported – the fifth for California. Unfortunately, Hall’s description of the location
was vague: “at an elevation of approximately 3000 feet near Hemet in Riverside County, California.” Twentyone years later Guy McCaskie reported in October 1969 Audubon Field Notes, “At long last the Black Swift has
been proven to nest in southern California where it has long been suspected to nest: one nest was found at Big
Falls near Fallsvale in the San Bernardino Mountains on July 27, and another nest was found behind a small
waterfall about nine miles east of Hemet in the San Jacinto Mountains on June 21.” McCaskie credited both
finds to Jay Shepherd. Four Falls, which lies on the lower North Fork of the San Jacinto River near Hemet,
fits Hall’s description and is probably the small waterfall east of Hemet that Shepherd found—or re-found.
Apparently California birding authorities relegated Hall’s find to the “suspected” category, although Don
Bleitz reportedly photographed several nests at that site in the 1950’s. (A professional photographer and
inventor of numerous photographic devices and techniques, Bleitz photographed more than 600 species of
North American birds, including the Eskimo Curlew. His are the only good photographs of that species.)
Beyond Bleitz’s photographic evidence, the Western Foundation for Vertebrate Zoology houses three Black
Swift eggs collected near Hemet by Edward M. Hall in 1948, 1949, and 1954. The collection also holds
three other eggs collected by others in Riverside County between 1949 and 1957; it seems likely that these
were also from the Hemet site,
In the October 1974 issue of American Birds, McCaskie reported that G. Shumway Suffel found two pairs
nesting at Santa Anita Falls above Pasadena. Shumway’s “Santa Anita Falls” apparently is the waterfall now
known as Sturtevant Falls. (“Shum” was known as “the grand old man of Los Angeles County birding”
during the late 1960s and 1970s, and his state list at the time was second only to McCaskie’s).
When Jay Shepherd reported southern California Black Swift nests in the summer of 1969, Charles T.
“Charlie” Collins had just completed his first year teaching in the biology department at California State
University in Long Beach and was on the way to becoming the pre-eminent name in the field of swift studies,
not only in North America but throughout the world. Collins had begun his career with a four year study
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(1962-66) of the comparative biology of Short-tailed Swift and Chestnut-collared Swift in Trinidad, West
Indies, which was the basis for his doctoral dissertation. Throughout his career, he has conducted studies and
published papers—frequently in collaboration with a colleague or graduate student—on a wide variety of
ornithological subjects, but he has been especially interested in the breeding biology and ecology of swifts.
In addition to his work with the two swift species in Trinidad, he has published papers dealing with the
Spot-fronted Swift and the Pygmy Palm-Swift in Venezuela, the Horus Swift in Kenya, and the Little Swift
of Madagascar, as well as numerous pieces on the swifts of North America. He co-authored the Birds of
North America accounts of each of the four North America swift species—Vaux’s, Chimney, White-throated,
and Black. His position at Long Beach provided ample opportunity to study and monitor the local Black
Swifts.
In 1985 and 1986, Collins’s graduate student Kevin S. Foerster conducted extensive field surveys in the
San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto Mountains of southern California. He went on to a career
with The US Fish and Wildlife Service and currently serves as manager of the Sacramento National Wildlife
Refuge. Under Collins’s tutelage, Foerster surveyed 50 waterfalls in their study area and found Black Swifts
nesting at six sites, all in mountain canyons with riparian habitat along the streams. Three of the occupied
sites during this study were those previously found by Hall, Shepherd, and Shumway, but the search turned
up three previously unknown sites as well, including the largest colony yet found in southern California. This
site, Lawler Falls, became southern California’s primary Black Swift laboratory. In his master’s thesis, Foerster
described the confirmed nest sites:
1. Sturtevant Falls—[Shumway’s Santa Anita Falls] The falls are located in Santa Anita Canyon at a
top elevation of 645 meters, approximately 15 km northeast of downtown Los Angeles. . . Water
flows year round over the 20-meter falls. . . A single nest was situated on the south side of the
falls, approximately 7 meters above the base. Since the early 1970s, periodic surveys have revealed
from one to three pairs of swifts present during the nesting season, although only a single nest was
located in any of these years (Collins unpubl. data).
2. Wolfskill Falls—[A new site] This site is located in Wolfskill Canyon within the San Dimas
Experimental Forest at a top elevation of approximately 550 meters. . . Water flows year round over
a series of three waterfalls. The largest (20-meter) and highest upstream fall served as the nesting
site. A single nest was located on the north side of the fall, about 4 meters above the base....
3. Big Falls—[Originally found by Shepherd] This site is located about 2. 5 km northeast of Forest
Home in the San Bernardino Mountains at a top elevation of 1950 meters. The water flows year
round, as this stream is a major snow melt drainage for the southwest side of Mount San Gorgonio.
. . The single nest found was located in a small crevice 10 meters high on the east side of the falls.
4. Lawler Falls—[A new site] These previously unnamed falls are located 150 meters downstream
from the crossing of Highway 243 over the North Fork of the San Jacinto River. The elevation
at the top of the falls is approximately1620 meters. The water flows year round over and behind
several large boulders wedged into the bottom of the canyon. The placement of the boulders creates
a waterfall 8 meters high with a cave 10 meters deep. A minimum of seven pairs of Black Swifts
nested in 1985 and again in 1986. . .
5. Four Falls–This site is located on the North Fork of the San Jacinto River approximately 8 km
downstream from Lawler Falls at a top elevation of 755 meters. It consists of a series of four
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waterfalls [that] range in height from 3 to 15 meters. The one probable nest site was located near
the upper falls in 1971 (Collins and Shepherd, unpublished data) and in 1985 (this study). . . A
large grotto with numerous ferns can be found near the middle falls. This may be the same area
described by Hall [and it is one of Shepherd’s two sites reported by McCaskie in 1969]. Several
nests were photographed here in the 1950s (D. Bleitz pers. comm. )
6. Strawberry Grotto—[A new site] This site is located 1.5 km downstream from the crossing of
Tollgate Road over Strawberry Creek in Idyllwild. The top elevation of the falls is approximately
1402 meters. The water flows through a hole between two overhanging boulders that create a small
cave. This fall is subject to wide fluctuations in water quantity, but generally the flow is year round
(M. Hamilton pers. comm.)... We found single nests in two different locations in 1985 and 1986.
. . Strawberry Grotto is the southernmost known breeding site of Black Swifts in California.
Foerster analyzed each of the 50 potential nesting sites he visited for the correlation of the presence
or absence of Black Swifts with the site’s conformity to Knorr’s 1961 ecological criteria: water, high relief,
inaccessibility to terrestrial marauders, darkness, and unobstructed flyways. He found that all six of the
occupied sites had these characteristics, but that many of the unoccupied sites also had all five characteristics.
Many of the unoccupied sites, however, “clearly lacked a suitable ledge or shelf to support a nest.” In 1993,
Knorr published a note in Avocetta adding “the presence of niches as a sixth ecological requirement for Black
Swift nest sites.” In that article, Knorr pointed out that Foerster’s observation agrees with what he had found
at other sites.
In addition to evaluating potential Black Swift nest sites, Foerster did a good deal of measuring and
produced more numbers than any previous Black Swift study. Applying thermometer, sling psychomotor,
ruler, spring scale, watch, and calendar to the task, he measured temperature and relative humidity at the nest,
egg dimensions, egg water loss, nestling weights, temperature at nests, plumage development, brooding time,
adult weight and wing length, number and size of prey items, and nesting success rates.
His measurements indicated that temperature at nests ranged from 11 to 20. 5 degrees Centigrade (5269 degrees Fahrenheit—somewhat cooler than temperatures away from the nests) and that relative humidity
at the nests averaged 76.8%, somewhat damper than away from the nests. Eggs fell within the range of
previously reported egg sizes (averaging 26. 6 x 19. 0 mm, large for a bird this size), and the eggs’ water
loss prior to hatching was similar to the average for all birds (14% vs. 15% for all birds). Newly hatched
chicks weighed approximately 5 grams. Youngsters grew rapidly for the first stage of their lives and at 12
days weighed about 30 grams and wore a dense, black, downy coat that regulated their internal temperature.
During this first period the adults brooded the chicks constantly, and when uncovered, the chicks lost body
heat rapidly (Foerster measured a drop of 15 degrees centigrade in 30 minutes in a 4-day-old chick). The
chicks were fed periodically throughout the day during this first period of life.
Once the chicks had acquired their downy coats, their parents began to leave them unattended for longer
and longer periods until, at 18-20 days of age, the adults were gone from dawn to dusk. Primary and
secondary feathers began to erupt from their sheaths around day 11 or 12 and contour feathers begin to erupt
a day or two later. The chicks continued to grow rapidly, reaching adult weight (45. 5 grams) by day 25. Mass
topped out at 54. 6 grams (120% of average adult weight) by day 40, and then the chicks lost a few grams
in the week before fledging. The white-tipped flight feathers increased steadily after emerging and were just a
millimeter or two shy of adult length by fledging time around day 48. On their foraging journeys, Foerster
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found, the adult Black Swifts were capturing flying insects ranging from 7.3 to 12.7 mm in length (mean =
9. 9 mm). Winged ants accounted for more than 95% of the prey.
In his thesis, Foerster made a pioneering attempt at estimating the size of a Black Swift population. Since
Black Swifts forage on the wing all day and return to the nest at dusk, he found that he could estimate the size
of each colony by standing at the base of the waterfalls in the evening and counting the number of arrivals
and departures. He estimated a study area population of 28 adults in 1985 and 26 in 1986. Five of the six
colonies consisted of only one or two pairs; Lawler Falls was the exception, hosting seven pairs each year.
The portion of Foerster’s study dealing with distribution, nest site characteristics, and population size was
published by Foerster and Collins in 1991 as an article in Western Birds. It established a pattern for later Black
Swift population studies by 1) identifying and surveying as many of the potential sites (i. e. waterfalls) within
the study area as possible, 2) evaluating each site in reference to previously identified site characteristics (i. e.
those described by Knorr), and 3) estimating population size based on evening counts of adults returning to
roost at the waterfall.
The large colony at Lawler Falls became a valuable site for studies of Black Swift breeding biology.
Collins continued to monitor the site annually, capturing and banding birds when the opportunity presented
itself. Lawler Falls received more intense attention, though, from 1990 to 1992 when Manuel Marín made
40 visits of 4-7 hours each over three breeding seasons. At the time Marín, a Chilean-born Ornithologist
who had earned a Ph.D. in Zoology/Ornithology from Louisiana State University, was serving as Director
of Research at the Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology in Los Angeles. To his observations at Lawler
Falls, he brought considerable experience with New World swifts. From 1984 to 1987 he and F. Gary Stiles
had studied the morphology, flight, foraging, roosting, and reproductive biology of five species of swifts
(White-collared, White-chinned, Spot-fronted, Chestnut-collared, and Black) in Costa Rica. His period of
observation at Lawler Falls resulted in the publication of three articles describing aspects of Black Swift
behavior and breeding biology: “On the behavior of the Black Swift” in Condor (1997), “Some aspects of the
breeding biology of the Black Swift” in Wilson Bulletin (1997), and “Food, foraging, and timing of breeding
of the Black Swift” in California in Wilson Bulletin (1999).
In the Condor paper, Marín described his observations of aerial interactions, hostile displays, begging
behavior, roosting, and possible pair bond behavior. He described four types of aerial interaction. 1) The
“group chase” was “a horizontal flight during which one of the birds led a high-speed chase. The leading bird
(presumably a female) usually was followed by 3-6 birds. . . all birds remained close together at high speeds,
and the group seemed well synchronized. Group chases may involve the formation of new pairs or pair bond
reinforcement. They mainly occurred early in the season.” 2) The “pair chase” usually “began when a pair was
moving in a continuous horizontal flight. Sometimes this type of chase split off from a group chase, with two
birds separating from the group, and subsequently the birds would make a high-speed dive and follow each
other closely in erratic flight maneuvers. During the dive, the birds emitted a high-pitched call that could be
described as a rolling twitter. This type of chase was observed most often-from the beginning to the middle
of the breeding season and may function in pair bond establishment and reinforcement.” 3) “Pair contact”
also involved two birds. “Usually one bird flew horizontally, and the second bird approached from below.
Next they turned over and clashed or almost touched with the feet. Sometimes one bird emitted clicking
notes. After a few seconds, the higher bird changed its direction of flight, and the lower bird continued in
horizontal flight. 4) “Touch and grasp,” occurred when two birds “grasped each other by the feet and tumbled
downward for a few meters, sometimes several meters, occasionally separating just above the vegetation.” On
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four occasions, Marín observed Black Swifts in aerial interactions of the third and fourth types with Violetgreen Swallows. He noted that others had regarded these interactions as aerial copulations, but because they
can be interspecific, he doubted that they involve copulation and thought that aerial interactions of types
three and four are a form of aggression rather than sexual behavior.
Marín also described “wing-raising displays” that the swifts apparently use to intimidate opponents or
predators. When approached closely, both adults and juveniles reacted by raising the wings. Unlike other
swifts that exhibit this behavior, Black Swifts emitted no sounds with this display. Juveniles begged aggressively
for food, including the wing-raising display. Marín detected no vocalizations associated with food begging
although others have reported it. He suggests that Black Swifts may use visual rather than vocal cues to
facilitate feeding, and that the pale feathering around the face may serve to direct the adults to the youngster’s
mouth and enable the adults to find their nests when they arrive in the dark.
Marín, as Foerster had done a few years earlier, brought a variety of tools to bear on elements of Black
Swift morphology and breeding biology, including spring balance, rulers, calipers, micrometer, color scales,
thermometers, watches, calendars, and insect identification keys. He measured juvenile and adult body mass,
wing length, 10th primary length, tail length, tarsus length, exposed culmen, head width, foot span, gape
width, and plumage color. He measured egg color, egg mass, egg length, and width; nest material, nest
diameter and height. He recorded the timing of breeding events, identified and measured prey items, and
measured cave temperature and relative humidity. He compared measurements obtained at Lawler Falls with
data recorded on museum egg data cards (51 from coastal Santa Cruz County, 43 from inland nests) that egg
collectors had submitted over the years. He presented his findings in the two Wilson Bulletin articles.
He found that mosses comprised the primary materials of most Black Swift nests, but the birds sometimes,
especially at coastal sites, used seaweed, fern, mud, or nothing at all. All nests at Lawler Falls were moss. Marín
on several occasions captured adults with mist nets at the cave entrance, and since Foerster and Collins had
banded adults in previous years, he could recognize individual birds. During the three years that he worked
there, the exact same sites were used every year and by the same birds; however, some birds rotated position
or changed mates.
Marín observed 20 nest attempts at Lawler Falls and pooled that data with data derived from 67 museum
nest and egg data cards from central and southern California to determine the time of nesting events. The
swifts usually were incubating by mid-June with May 18 the earliest egg date and July 12 the latest. The
incubation period averaged 24 days. June 11 marked the earliest date for hatching, and the latest was about
5 August. In total, 89% of the hatching dates were in July. Marín estimated that the highest proportion of
fledging (78%) occurred between late August and early September. On two occasions eggs disappeared; they
were not replaced. Marín concluded that “The Black Swift lays a single egg, and, if this egg is lost, there is
no attempt to replace it.”
Nestlings weighed 3.1-3.5 grams at hatching (smaller than the 5 grams Foerster reported) and grew to
adult mass in 18-22 days (Foerster indicated day 25). Nestlings reached maximum body mass, on average,
by day 33-45; the largest reached 64.3 grams, 148% of adult mass. All nestlings weighed at least 50 grams
(113% of average adult mass) at fledging. Juvenile plumage growth pattern was similar to that observed
by Foerster. Tarsus, foot span, and gape all reached adult size at an early age. Most juveniles fledged during
the last week of August or first week of September. Once youngsters fledged, no adult or young birds were
observed in the cave, and it seems likely that all birds, including young, migrated as soon as the young fledged.
The latest observation in all three years was September 9.
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On scattered occasions
throughout the study, Marín
collected a total of 10 food
boluses containing 1179 prey
items. He measured the length
of 15 randomly selected
individual prey items per prey
species in each bolus. Each bolus
contained one predominant
prey species, and winged ants
comprised 91% of the prey
items. Female winged ants, the
largest prey items in the sample
had the highest volume of
all boluses. Marín noted that
the peak of Black Swift egg
hatching in July coincides with
the peak of ant swarming and Photo: Bill Schmoker
that “Winged ants are a temporarily superabundant, patchy, and ephemeral, but lipid-rich food source.”
Marín observed adults feeding young at the nest between 8:30 and 12:30 and after 18:30. He never
observed nestlings being fed between 12:30-18:30. Morning feedings decreased after day 12, and adults fed
nestlings mainly late in the evening after day 30.
The temperature in the cave fluctuated no more than 2 degrees C while external temperatures fluctuated
daily on the order of 10-20 degrees C. Humidity readings were in the 80-90% range. Marín noted that “most
nests were in the lower, wetter part of the cave, where temperature variation was less. . . This effect certainly
would assist nestlings in maintaining a steady body temperature when adults are away from the nest.”
Marín concludes the 1999 Wilson Bulletin article with a comparison of Black Swift breeding biology to
that of some pelagic seabirds:
[T]here is a general agreement that Black Swift nestlings are fed at long intervals, primarily early in
the morning and late in the afternoon or at night... The alternation of long and short foraging trips
resembles the strategy of energy expenditure described for foraging and food delivery in pelagic
seabirds. . . [L]ong trips were primarily for parental food storage as well as nestling food gathering,
whereas short trips were used to deliver food to the nestlings. Although the duration of seabirds’
trips is days, instead of hours as in swifts, they might well serve analogous purposes. Like seabirds,
the Black Swift might gain weight on the long trips and lose it overnight. Black Swifts have a high
metabolic rate and lose on average 7. 9 % of body mass overnight. . .
Black Swift migration occurs immediately after the nestlings fledge. . . Accordingly, this long
single foraging bout might also serve to store energy for migration, particularly during the later part
of the breeding season. As the Black Swift nestlings increase in age, it seems that the adults feed
them only late at night. . . Lack suggested that seabirds with long nestling periods and single egg
clutches were energy limited. This energy limitation was in food finding, food delivery, or both. Some
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swifts, particularly cypseloidines, have life history parameters similar to procellariiform seabirds. For
example, the Black Swift rears a single, slowly growing nestling, which suggests a constraint in either
finding or delivering food. Because Black Swift nestlings require a highly specialized diet in order to
have an initial fast growth and acquire a size larger than the adult quickly, I predict that the major
constraint is food finding.
Intensive studies such as those conducted by Foerster and Marín produce a considerable amount of
information that a less rigorous approach can not achieve. Other pieces of data, however, such as site fidelity
and longevity, require extensive rather than intensive study. Since the Lawler Falls colony was found in
1985, Charlie Collins has monitored the site each year for breeding success and has banded chicks at readily
accessible nests. He has captured adults on an opportunistic basis, but has not attempted to capture all adults
each year. In 1995 he and Kevin Foerster published a brief paper for North American Bird Bander documenting
a most interesting catch the previous year. They reported that Collins had captured an adult Black Swift on
its nest, which contained a still unhatched egg. This bird had been banded on August 20, 1985, by Foerster
and Collins. The bird had been an adult at the time of its original banding. Assuming a hatch date in June,
its age at recapture was at least 10 years 1 month. A bird banded in Colorado that was 6 years 10 months at
the time of its death held the previous record.
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Northern Rocky Mountains: Montana, Idaho, Alberta


A

fter Clarence Chapman discovered the first inland Black Swift colony in Johnston Canyon near Banff,
Alberta, in 1919, more than 40 years passed before a second colony was found in the Northern
Rocky Mountains. William F. Hunter, a teacher in the Biology Department at Chelsea High School
in Chelsea, Michigan spent the summer of 1961 working at the Montana State University Biological Station
under a National Science Foundation Grant. His work included a search for colonies of Black Swifts in the
southern part of the Mission Mountains. Paul H. Baldwin, a professor of ornithology at Colorado State
University who taught at the Biological Station during the summer, served as advisor for the study and coauthored the resulting paper in The Wilson Bulletin.
Hunter and Baldwin noted in their paper that the earliest observations of Black Swifts in Montana had
occurred in the 1940’s at Avalanche Creek in Glacier National Park and in the Mission Mountains, about
90 miles to the south. In the 1940s and 50s, observers occasionally reported the species in Glacier National
Park. In July 1954, Philip L. Wright, professor of zoology at the University of Montana and director of its
zoological museum for more than 40 years, collected an adult Black Swift near Coram in Flathead County.
Parties from the Biological Station had seen birds flying into waterfalls in the southern part of the Mission
Range, suggesting that swifts perhaps nested there. However, by the summer of 1961 no one had yet found
a Black Swift nest in Montana. The Montana researchers, perhaps inspired by Al Knorr’s paper on the
distribution of Black Swifts in Colorado which had appeared that spring, made plans for an investigation.
That summer Hunter searched the southern part of the Mission Mountains, assisted by R. L. Anderson, L.
W. Mottus and Baldwin. They began field work on June 20 and explored three canyons during the first week
without encouraging results. Then, on June 28, they saw several Black Swifts flying in the Mission Creek
canyon east of St. Ignatius. By following Knorr’s suggestions for searching, they located a colony on July 25,
1961. Hunter and Baldwin described their discovery in the Wilson Bulletin:
The colony was situated at a waterfall about four miles up the canyon. The falls was on a nameless
tributary which plunged down a gorge in the sedimentary rock of the steep south wall and entered
the main stream immediately below Lower Mission Falls. The falls was at approximately 4,700 feet
elevation; it had an interrupted fall of 200 feet and was 150 feet wide, including all rills and cascades.
The part occupied by the swifts was 75 feet wide.
Five active nests, each containing one downy young, were discovered in this colony along with
what appeared to be three older nests, possibly used the previous year. Adult birds were observed
entering crypts where other nests were probably present, which could not be seen or reached at
this time; also, as many as 10 adults were counted leaving the waterfall. The five nests were on a
southwestern exposure and secluded from the rays of the sun until late afternoon, at which time four
of the nests came into direct sunshine.
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That same day, the surveyors found a second nest containing a downy chick. The nest was in a moist,
moss-covered cavity, and birds entering or leaving passed through water falling over the cavity’s entrance.
The rim and body of the nest were composed of fresh green moss. The nestling was measured twice during
the summer and banded. Hunter and Baldwin estimated that this nestling was not more than one quarter
through its nestling development on July 30. They calculated the probable hatching date at about July 16-19,
and based on the 45 day nestling period reported by Legg, they predicted the nestling would fledge around
August 30 - September 2.
A visit to the waterfall on July 30 produced two more nests. They found Nest 3 “when an adult entered a
small ledge rimmed with grass and bluebells, causing a youngster to become active and peck vigorously at the
chin of the adult. The sun reached this nest by 5:30 PM, and as the nestling warmed it became quite active,
sunbathing, preening, and stretching its wings. This nestling appeared more advanced than the young of Nest
2.” Hunter and Baldwin estimated the probable hatching date a few days earlier, perhaps around July 13-16,
and predicted nest departure around August 27-30.
Hunter and Baldwin discovered Nest 4 by watching an adult cling to a dry wall under a cascade, crawl
onto a nest, and settle down beside a downy young. A slight overhang of the roof of the nest niche kept the
sun from shining directly on the nest until 6:30 PM. The sun left the nest 40 minutes later. On August 7,
Hunter found this nest gone and concluded that it must have slipped off its precarious position on a rounded
ledge, “perhaps as a result of drying, jostling, or the weight of adults perching on its side.”
On August 7, Hunter and Baldwin located a fifth nest by glassing a spot where two adult swifts had
perched on the previous evening. They spotted a young bird in a nest immediately under a small cascade, only
4 feet above Nest 4. They noted that they could not have seen this nest through its screen of water without
the illumination of sunshine. They judged that the rays shone on this nest for about 15 minutes daily. The
nest contained a young bird showing white-tipped body contour feathers along with its deep gray down and
long primaries. Hunter and Baldwin did not estimate hatching or fledging dates for his bird.
The Montana site generally conformed to all of Knorr’s physical ecological factors: water, high relief,
inaccessibility, unobstructed flyways, and darkness. However, four of the five had sunshine directly on them
during the late afternoon. “One nest received sunlight for as much as an hour and a half a day in late July
and early August. The nestlings did not seem distressed at the sunlight; in fact, they exercised, preened, and
exposed feathers to the sun. . . Nevertheless, the Montana nests were in deep shade most of the day, and at
the start of nesting they may have been in shade the entire day.”
Hunter and Baldwin indicated surprise at what seemed a “rather large proportion of nesting failures.”
They noted that “This seems strange for a nest in such an inaccessible place and containing only one egg;
furthermore, the low reproductive rate would seem to suggest a high degree of success.” Although 60% is
not a particularly low nest success rate among birds, it would seem strange if the rate at Mission Valley were
representative for Black Swifts. A bird laying a single egg each year needs a high nest success rate to maintain
its population. Later nest success calculations with much larger sample sizes, however, indicate significantly
higher rates.
Hunter and Baldwin extended their search for nesting colonies to the north during the following summer.
They reported their results in a 1972 article in Murrelet:
In June and July 1962, numerous Black Swifts were seen evenings in their usual foraging flights in
the open valley over McDonald Creek near the entrance of Avalanche Creek in Glacier National Park.
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On 24 July, several of the birds were seen to approach a large unnamed waterfall on the north wall of the
valley between Mt. Vaught and McPartland Mtn. at approximately 6000 feet elevation. The next day W.
Hunter, J. Lepley and N. Zaczkowski climbed the steep wall to the waterfall and located a Black Swift
nest containing one nestling tended by an adult. The nest could not be reached because of slippery rocks,
but it could be viewed from a nearby tree. A constant veil of spray and water fell in front of the nest. Rays
of the sun reached the spray but not the nest, which was behind in a dark crypt. The nest was of moss
and surrounded by vegetation, mostly Prenanthes sagittata. The nest site was typical of those described by
Knorr (Wilson. Bull; 73: 155-170, 1961) and Hunter and Baldwin (loc.cit.). The waterfall was about 60
feet wide and it plunged free for some 90 feet. . . The present record at McDonald valley, 22 miles south
of the Canadian border, helps to fill the gap between known nesting localities at the Mission Mountains,
Montana, and Banff, Alberta.
After Hunter and Baldwin’s discoveries in
northwestern Montana, nearly a quarter century
passed before a father and son team, Geoffrey L.
and W. Michael Holroyd found the Northern
Rocky Mountain region’s fourth Black Swift
colony. It actually may have been the fifth colony.
In their Alberta Naturalists article, “Black Swift nests
at Maligne Canyon, Jasper National Park,” the
Holroyds wrote, “In Jasper National Park [Black
Swifts] were first reported in August 1953 when
Banfield found a nest in a cave above Brazeau
Lake.” The report, recorded in Jasper National Park
warden files, no doubt came from A.W.F. Banfield,
author of The Mammals of Canada, who conducted
extensive field studies in Jasper National park about
that time. Banfield’s interest in bats certainly led to
cave explorations. Holroyd now says, however, “I
never did get any details and maybe in retrospect Photo: Bill Schmoker
should not have included the information in the article, since it may be false.” At any rate that site remains
unconfirmed and a mystery for some future explorer to resolve.
Holroyd, a Canadian Wildlife Service research scientist, began studying Black Swifts in 1975 at Johnston
Canyon where Clarence Chapman had found the first inland colony in 1919. Since then he has visited that
canyon annually to count nests. In 1978, he was joined on the trip into Johnston Canyon by his 10-day old
son Michael. Nine years later and 68 years after Chapman’s discovery, young Michael Holroyd became the
first person to find nests of Black Swift at Alberta’s second confirmed nest site, Maligne Canyon in Jasper
National Park.
Geoff Holroyd and others had seen Black Swifts “flying over, into and out of Maligne Canyon since
1975.” This circumstantial evidence was so strong that Holroyd reported in print a nesting colony there even
though nests had not actually been found. The canyon’s nature is suggested by its name, which is pronounced
“mah-leen” and is derived from the French”mal” to infer sick, or evil as in “malicious.” Something like
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“Nasty Canyon” or “Wicked Canyon” would be an appropriate translation. For approximately one kilometer
the canyon plunges to depths of more than 50 meters (165 feet) and is often less than 10 meters wide at
its rim. An interpretive trail winds its way downstream along the rim, crossing six bridges where tourists can
look down at the roaring rapids and waterfalls. These conditions make most of the canyon accessible during
the summer only to intrepid climbers with the requisite skills and equipment. When the creek bed freezes in
winter, however, visitors regularly participate in “canyon crawls.” On the afternoon of February 27, 1987,
“after 10 years of procrastination” by the elder Holroyd, he, Michael, and four colleagues walked up the
frozen creek bed and conducted a search for Black Swift nests. They searched “from the 4th bridge to 3rd
bridge waterfall and 3rd bridge to about 100 m upstream of 2nd bridge. The waterfall at 3rd bridge was not
accessible or searched.” They reported their findings in Alberta Naturalist:
Numerous ledges and green algae-like smears were found on the canyon walls. The first site was found
and immediately identified as a nest by the junior author who has been watching Black Swifts for
nine years since he was ten days old. This site was on the left cliff directly beneath the 4th bridge and
about 10 m above the valley floor. Nest 2 was upstream about 5 m and on the right bank about 15 m
high. Nest 3 was below the 3rd bridge downstream of the base of the waterfall. Other sites could be
located at this waterfall but ice conditions did not allow us to explore the area. Between Nest 1 and
3 there were at least 10 possible sites that were vacant which could hold swift nests.
Above the 3rd bridge there is a stretch of canyon which is relatively open and no likely sites were
observed. Approximately 130 m below the 2nd bridge were three nests. Nests 4 and 5 were on the
left cliff about 6 m above the floor and less than 2 m above the high water mark. Nest 6 was on the
right cliff opposite Nests 4 and 5 and at the same height. Nest 7 was lying on the ice about 25 m
downstream of the 2nd bridge. The nest had fallen from a ledge under an overhang on the left cliff and
now is in the collection of the Provincial Museum of Alberta. Nest 8 was 20 m above the floor...
With over ten years’ records of swifts at the canyon, with nests observed in the canyon, and with
feather scale in the nest that was collected, there seems little doubt that Black Swifts do in fact breed
in Maligne Canyon...
The presence of 8 nests indicates a number of likely breeding attempts although not all nests
may be used in a given year. Our search covered approximately 50% of the canyon. Assuming that the
nests are evenly scattered along the canyon, the likely number of nests is twice that which we saw.
Nest 7 is the first Black Swift nest collected in Alberta. Since the nest is built of moss and
contains pine needles, it is apparent that the swifts alite on the ground to collect nest material. The
moss is common along the edge of the canyon and may be collected near the nest site.
Holroyd recently indicated that as far as he knew, no one had done any further exploration or monitoring
at Maligne Canyon. It remains a favorite spot for birders to look for Black Swift, however, and birding tour
leaders to the Jasper Park area advertise that tour customers will see these birds when they visit the canyon.
The slow pace of discovery in the Northern Rockies continued. Nearly 20 years passed following the
Holroyds’ find at Maligne Canyon before Fran Haywood, a veteran birder from Spokane, Washington, with
a North American life list of 617 and counting, found the next Northern Rocky Mountain colony at a
waterfall in neighboring Idaho. She located that state’s first Black Swift nest on August 28, 1997, at Shadow
Falls in Shoshone County. On the next day, Fran brought fellow Spokane birder Jim Acton to confirm the
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sighting. Jim reported the events surrounding the discovery in a letter to Dan Svingen, the regional editor of
Audubon Field Notes:
Standing along the side of Shadow Falls during afternoon hours, [Fran and her husband Brad] were
startled by the appearance of a bird that came out of nowhere and disappeared behind the falls. Since
the water flow was low, observation behind the falls was permissible. The Haywoods witnessed an
adult bird and three separate nests with young. After a few minutes of discussion, it was determined
that the species that they were observing were Black Swifts. (Brad is a fisherman, Fran is a birder.)
Since Fran is an unknown to the Idaho birding community, she realized that she needed a confirming
witness to this discovery, so she called me from the Shoshone Work Center and, if there is anything
that I am interested in seeing, it’s Black Swifts. And, even though I am not well known to the Idaho
people, I do have credibility with Washington birders through the Washington Ornithological Society.
And I have seen Black Swifts in Spokane, Lincoln, Ferry and Okanogan Counties in Washington.
Since they were returning to Spokane on the 29th of August, I advised them that I would seek them
out to prepare a map to the site. On the 29th, Fran decided that she would accompany me back to
the area.
Arriving at the parking area to Shadow Falls, we immediately walked the short distance to Shadow
Falls where I served as her witness to breeding Black Swifts. At this time, only two nests remained
occupied. We assumed the third bird had launched. The occupied nests were on each side of the falls.
The young bird on the left nest was sitting right on the edge of the nest and looked like he/she was
ready to go at any moment. The bird on the right hand nest was resting inconspicuously in the nest.
As anticipated, no adult birds returned during our visit.
As we returned to my vehicle and started to return to Spokane, I noticed that Fern Falls looked
very similar to Shadow Falls, so I stopped and advised Fran that Fern Falls should be explored for
Black Swifts too. Needless to say, as I peeked around the left side of the falls, I discovered another
nestling looking at me from the far right side of the falls. The flaring white lores really exposed the
bird for me. We looked for more nest sites but found none that looked like good possibilities. So, on
this date, I confirmed Fran’s discovery on the 28th of August and, in turn, discovered another nest
site at Fern Falls.
In 2001, a team of birders and scientists published in Western Birds an article entitled “Idaho Black
Swifts: Nesting Habitat and a Spacial Analysis of Records.” The team included R. Kasten “Kas” Dumroese,
Research Plant Physiologist at USDA Forest Service Southern Research Station in Moscow, Idaho, and
one of Idaho’s most active birders; Mark R. Mousseaux, US Forest Service Forest Botanist for the Idaho
Panhandle National Forests in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho; Paul A. Holick, a birder from Moscow, Idaho; Shirley
Horning Sturts from Coeur d’Alene, one of Idaho’s leading birders; and Daniel A. Stephens, a birder and
faculty member of the Department of Biology, Wenatchee Valley College, Wenatchee, Washington; Stephens
and Sturts are the authors of Idaho Bird Distribution: Mapping by Latilong (A latilong is a block 1 deg latitude by
1 degree longitude) The Western Birds paper described the characteristics of Idaho’s two known colonies and
explored a relationship between Black Swift records in Idaho and the state’s geology.
The team described a 1998 visit to the two known nest sites, Shadow Falls and Fern Falls, both located
on Falls branch of Yellow Dog Creek in the North Fork Coeur d’Alene River watershed:
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Shadow Falls is about 8 m tall, and the curtain (free falling water no longer in contact with the cliff) is
5 m high, with the back of the falls cut at about a 45° angle and approximately 2 m deep at the base.
The main fall is 4 m wide, with a more fragmented curtain to 5 m, and the total width of dripping
water is 8 m. Fern Falls is approximately 5 m tall; its curtain is 3 m high with a backcut similar to
Shadow Falls', and the drip zone is about 12 m wide. We found four nests, each with one nestling,
at Shadow Falls in 1998. . . The lowest nest was near the southern edge of the curtain behind falling
water, and about 3.5 m above the bottom of the falls. The second nest was about 1 m directly above
the first nest, behind the curtain, and about 0.3 m below where the curtain began. A third nestling
was 0.75 m due north of the second nest along a nearly horizontal ledge. The fourth nest was not
behind falling water but about 1.5 m due south of the second nest and underneath an overhang 5 m
deep that extended about 8 m to the southeast The single nest and nestling at Fern Falls was only 2
m above the bottom of the falls near the northern edge of the main curtain.
The team compiled all known Idaho Black Swift sight records from 1929 through 2001, a total of 82
sight records from 34 general locations. Using the Black Swift breeding phenology defined by Hunter and
Baldwin in Montana, Marín in California, and their own observations in Idaho, they classified sight records
from 7 June through 31 August as occurring during the breeding season and all others as migration records.
They then mapped the sight records over the distribution of the geological formations found across Idaho.
The mapping exercise demonstrated that most of Idaho’s Black Swift observations occurred in the northern
panhandle, north of the Lochsa River, and the dates of sightings farther south indicated that those birds were
probably in migration. They described the layered rock formations at Shadow and Fern falls, (members of the
Precambrian Belt Supergroup) emphasizing the manner in which they formed ledges suitable for Black Swift
nests. They concluded that “South of the Lochsa River. . . the more highly metamorphosed Precambrian
Belt rocks lose some of their layering as they change into schist, probably reducing the availability of nesting
ledges like those at Shadow and Fern falls. . . Our observations of nest-site habitat at Shadow and Fern falls
and the prevalence of summer sight records in [northern Idaho] suggest that any northern Idaho waterfall on
sedimentary rock may meet the requirements of nesting Black Swifts and should be investigated. Additional
field work should enhance our knowledge of the distribution of Black Swifts in Idaho.”
The paper’s predictions mesh with earlier observations by Owen Knorr. In 1993, he had published a brief
paper outlining some new insights into the nest site characteristics he had established in 1961. The most
significant insight derived largely from a visit to Lower and Upper Mesa Falls on the Henry Fork of the Snake
River in southeastern Idaho. He noted that despite the presence at these waterfalls of all five Black Swift nest
site characteristics previously established, no birds appeared and none were seen in the vicinity. He further
noted that the native rock over which the waterfalls flowed and which surrounded the falls was basalt and
andesite, a particularly hard and smooth rock whose surface provided no pockets, crannies, ledges, or shelves
in the rock for placement of nests.” Knorr concluded that a sixth characteristic should be added to the five
he described more than 30 years earlier: “Presence of niches in rock for nests.”
Dumroese, Mousseaux, Sturts, Stephens, and Holick noted that the Yellow Dog Creek waterfalls “are
a popular tourist spot, with a well-maintained trail leading to Shadow Falls. Despite heavy visitation, most
persons we talked with were unaware of nests.” The late discovery of these colonies at a tourist site with
thousands of visitors annually underscores the significance of knowing how to look and when to look for
Black Swifts.
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hen Caleb Kennerly collected the first “Northern” Black Swift at Semiahmoo Bay in 1857, he
was in the heart of the bird’s breeding range. Semiahmoo lies off shore at the point where the
border between the United States and Canada reaches Puget Sound. Since Kennerly’s work,
observations of sizeable flocks of Black Swifts in British Columbia and Washington have been commonplace.
The bird’s nest sites in the Pacific Northwest, however, have remained remarkably elusive.
Charles Bendire in Life Histories of North American Birds, published in 1895, reported seeing Black Swifts near
Lake Chelan, Washington in July, 1879, birds which “evidently had young, and the twitterings of the latter
could readily be heard as soon as a bird entered one of the numerous crevices in the cliff above.” Bendire
could not reach the nests, however, and his description does not suggest a typical Black Swift nest site as he
does not mention a waterfall, though there are several in the area. In 1904, Francis Kermode, in his Catalogue
of British Columbia Birds, indicated that Black Swift was “Common near Victoria during migration.” He added,
“Rev. J. H. Keen [a missionary on Graham Island who translated The Book of Common Prayer into the Haida
language and kept a meticulous bird list as well] says they pass over at Metlakatla [a Tsimshean village 600
miles northwest of Victoria].” From John Fannin’s 1898 list, Kermode added that Black Swifts are “said to
breed in mountains back of Chilliwhack [50 miles east of Vancouver] and in the neighbourhood of Comox”
[100 miles north of Victoria].
In 1908 J. H. Bowles, a prolific contributor to Auk and Condor, reported that Black Swifts were very
common at the west end of Lake Chelan in Washington, and that they might be seen in flocks of fifty or
more at almost any time of day. As the mountains were approached the swifts rapidly became rare, until at
an altitude of a little over 2000 feet they were very seldom seen at all. Bowles found no evidences of nesting
sites, nor could he obtain any reliable reports that any had ever been found.
In 1909 William Leon Dawson, who later would write the vindication of Bert V roman, published The
Birds of Washington: A Complete, Scientific and Popular Account of the 372 Species of Birds Found in the State. He introduced
his Black Swift Account with the assertion, “No other bird of equal prominence in the North American
ornis has so successfully eluded the investigation of the curious.” He continues:
Cloud Swifts hunt in great straggling companies, and when one of them has attracted attention by
swooping near the ground, and the eyes are lifted, a dozen others may be noted in the neighborhood,
and a hundred more in the sky, up to the limit of vision. Certain atmospheric conditions, especially
a drizzling rain, may impel the whole company to seek the lower levels, and hundreds may be seen at
once hawking over the town site or, better yet, over the surface of a lake, as Whatcom, or Washington.
But on brighter days, and ordinarily, the passing throng occupies the whole heavens, and a bird seen
darting across a distant cloud may in another instant descend to the tree-tops. Altho not quite so
speedy as the White-throated Swift, there is no bird whose aerial evolutions convey such a sense of
power and unfettered freedom as do those of this veritable sky-scraper.
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The extraordinary volitatorial powers [whatever those might be] possessed by the Cloud Swifts
permit a breadth of daily range unmatched in the case of any other species. We suppose that they
appear here and there at sea-level thruout the summer but nest only in the Cascade Mountains; and
it is easy to see that a hundred mile dash before breakfast would hardly figure in the day’s work. On
this account, we may fairly presume that the Cloud Swifts are really less numerous than might be
supposed from the analogy of other birds. . Perhaps half a dozen roving bands would comprise the
entire population of the State. A company nesting on Glacier Peak might elect to spend one day
hawking over Gray’s Harbor, and the next in the Palouse country. Some such diurnal shifting does
exist, for at Chelan I have seen the Swifts in June passing down the valley at early morning, and
returning in the evening for several successive days, after which they would absent themselves for a
month. Again, at early morning, we have seen them filing thru Cascade Pass from west to east, hotwing, as tho they had business in Idaho.
These Black Swifts nest chiefly in the mountains upon the face of inaccessible cliffs. This much
we know, but the nest and eggs are still unknown [This is eight years after Vrooman found the first
nest and six before he showed one to Dawson]. .
Descriptions of Black Swift movements in the Puget Sound region set down by Samuel F. Rathbun in a
1925 Auk article, “The Black Swift and its Habits,” capture a bit of the bird’s charisma, hint at its abundance
in the area, and underline the mystery of its nesting habits. At the time, the only published accounts of its
nests were those by Bert Vrooman along the coast of central California. Rathbun wrote:
Our first acquaintance with the Black Swift was many years ago and for a time thereafter we regarded
the occasions on which it was observed as rather noteworthy, but later changed our opinion for as
more attention was given the conditions under which the birds were seen, an inkling was had as to
when and where they were likely to be found. But this required patient observation extending over a
long period of years and we still at times find ourselves at sea. Yet there is a fascination in connection
with the Black Swift that seems to be lacking in most of our other species, for it is not only uncertain
in its occurrence, but also a bird whose life history should be better known, and these very qualities
offer an incentive to tempt the observer to continued effort...
In the territory on the east side of the Sound, particularly that part quite contiguous to it lying
north and south of Seattle, the route followed by the Black Swift in the spring migration is somewhat
well defined. We have traced it for more than thirty miles and each year found the birds using it with
regularity. At this time our main place of observation has always been the same, a spot on the west
shore of Lake Washington... As we know when to expect the arrival of the Swifts, it has been our
practice to be at this place of observation on each of several successive days immediately prior to the
time when their coming was anticipated... From what we have seen of this spring movement it appears
to be soon completed, not lasting much more than ten days... In order that a more definite idea may
be had of the flight of the Swifts at this time, we quote from our notes regarding it; these records
being but a few of the many made at the time of the spring migration.
May 25, 1921. We went to the lake early and on reaching it could see many Black Swifts flying
about above it. While crossing the lake and when returning we found them quite well confined to an
area some distance from the west side, and to number several hundred. . .
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May 26. No estimate could be formed of the number of Swifts seen today, but it was very large
for at one time they seemed to cover an area from about the center of the lake to half a mile inland,
and a distance north and south as far as we could see. Over this territory Swifts were always in sight,
and as the course of our return across the lake was somewhat opposite to that followed by the birds
it gave an excellent chance to see their numbers. . .
May 27. On reaching the lake early we could see Swifts scattered from above the land on the west
side and over the lake to the east and northeast, as far as the eye could reach. Some were as low as just
above the surface of the water, but most were at a height of more than a hundred feet and a few at
the limit of the vision. Nearly all were gliding back and forth, but about eight o’clock a well defined
and general movement among them began to take place, the birds moving in companies of varying
numbers toward the northeast or nearly so. At times this movement was very plain. . .
It is during the first week in June that the Swifts remaining in this region appear to establish
themselves for their summer stay. This is inferred because, without exception, the first arrivals and
those seen on a few subsequent days invariably pursue a general northerly course. Then this route
changes to one almost due east, directly towards the Cascade Mountains; and it is noticeable that
this latter is the one thereafter followed during the summer months. . . The Swifts that remain in this
region undoubtedly nest far within the Cascade range, and each morning from their chosen retreats
make a trip to the lowlands where they seem to stay most of the day.
By the middle of June, the Swifts... seemed to have separated into colonies of varying sizes,
each of which, during the summer months, appears to follow a certain more or less defined route
every day, which the birds used each morning when flying from their mountain resort to the lower
country, returning over it with equal regularity as the evening drew near. These journeys have the
appearance of being long excursions, but the wide distances mean little to this Swift with a power of
flight to which there seems but small limitation. The valley of the Middle Fork of the Snoqualmie
River, some thirty miles almost due east of Seattle, is one such route that we have noticed the Swifts
following; and here at various times during several summers we have watched the daily flight of a
colony of these birds that numbered nearly one hundred and fifty.
Where the Swifts breed within this region as yet we do not know; but it must be well within the
mountains and in the more elevated regions. During the summer months they have been seen about
some of the mountain lakes and also above the valleys of some of the mountain streams that are
at a considerable elevation. Their flight in the valley of the fork of the Snoqualmie River, already
described, has likewise been noted a long distance up that stream the headwaters of which are not
far from the main divide. As it is very rugged in that region, there would then be no lack of suitable
places where these birds could nest and there is no doubt that in such localities the species will
eventually be found breeding.
In the 75 years following Rathbun’s observations and conjectures, the literature describing the avifauna
of the state has recorded but one breeding confirmation of Black Swift, an observation made during the
Washington Breeding Bird Atlas project. Michael Smith, Kelly Cassidy, and Phil Mattocks in Atlas publication,
Breeding Birds of Washington State: Location data and Predicted Distributions, indicate that “The observation of a bird
carrying an insect and flying to a cliff, seen in 1988 near Copper Mountain (Whatcom County – DL), may
be the first confirmed breeding record for Washington.” The location of the site is vague and the confirmation
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itself seems odd. In breeding bird atlas work, an adult carrying food constitutes a breeding confirmation for
most species. Black Swifts, however, gather a bolus of small insects at the base of their throat to feed their
young; this bolus carried by a swift in flight would not be visible to an observer. I have found only one other
observation of adult Black Swifts visibly carrying food. Sue Hirshman once observed an adult feed a butterfly
to a youngster at the nest at Box Canyon Falls in Ouray, Colorado.
In addition to this single breeding confirmation, the Washington Atlas reported probable breeding at
10 other locations and possible breeding at just over 100. All but two observations occurred in the Cascade
Mountains, mostly north of Snoqualmie Pass. The remaining two—one possible and one probable—came
from the Cape Flattery area on the Pacific coast; the Atlas projects the coastal cliffs from Flattery south to the
Quinault River as potential habitat for Black Swifts. In 2005 the species account by Anne M. Eisenger in the
definitive new Birds of Washington still indicated that “The Black Swift is one of the least understood breeding
species in Washington. . . Due to inaccessibility, reports of nesting are scarce.” The account mentions only
the Copper Mountain site from the Atlas as a confirmed nesting site. Nearly 150 years after Kennerly
collected the first specimen in Whatcom County, no one had yet actually seen a Black Swift nest in the state
of Washington.
The Washington Breeding Bird Atlas indicated that “The absence of the Black Swift in the southern
Cascades is probably due to lesser topographical relief there than in the northern Cascades.” As the Cascades
extend farther southward through Oregon, however, Black Swifts again make their appearance, not nearly as
abundantly, however, as in the northern part of their range. As late as 1940, Ira N. Gabrielson and Stanley
G. Jewett noted in their comprehensive Birds of Oregon, “One of the mysteries of Oregon ornithology is
the absence of the Black Swift from the state. It is known to breed in both California and Washington but
so far has escaped detection in Oregon except for a single specimen picked up dead in a field near Albany,
September 22, 1924. . . These swifts undoubtedly pass over Oregon regularly during migration nights, but
apparently they make long journeys, as the above specimen is the only one ever seen within the State, unless
the swifts noted by Bretherton in September 1898 at Cape Foulweather were of this species, as he suspected.
It is peculiar that they pass over the intricate system of canyons and mountains of western Oregon entirely,
only to nest in apparently exactly similar places farther north.” (A completely irrelevant digression here:
Though I never met him, I claim a loose connection with Ira Gabrielson, the first director of the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. He was my great-uncle-in-law, if such a relationship exists. A family story asserts that
he once simmered a stew throughout a summer’s field work, into which he regularly tossed potatoes, carrots,
and the meaty portions of trapped rodent specimens.)
The first probable nest site in Oregon was located in 1982 by Mark Smith who saw two Black Swifts
at Salt Creek Falls near Oakridge, Lane County, on June 22. Smith, a world-wide birding tour guide and a
co-author of Birds of Oregon, notes that although he wasn’t at the site for long and he did not see the birds go
behind the falls, “this is a perfect site.” In 1984 the seasonal report in Oregon Birds indicated, “Between six
and eight birds were seen flying into Salt Creek Falls at various times during July. This is the only reported
place in Oregon where there is evidence of probable Black Swift breeding.”
Observers have reported seeing birds regularly at Salt Creek Falls since Smith’s first report. The American
Birding Association held its convention in Eugene, Oregon in June 2-8, 2000. A note in the convention
minutes reads, “The overlook at Salt Creek Falls provided a spectacular vista from the upper rim of a 286feet-high waterfall. Here, Black Swifts were seen each morning foraging over distant ridges. Occasionally, they
approached the waterfall, and once they were even seen winging their way to the cliff face behind the waterfall.”
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Salt Creek Falls is the second highest falls in Oregon and is an easily accessible tourist site with thousands of
visitors annually. Visitors to the falls have reported Black Swift observations at least since 1982. The regular
occurrence at the falls and their behavior around the fall indicate a nesting colony; however, apparently no one
has yet found a nest. One factor in the failure to find nests here no doubt is the size of the falls. About 50,000
gallons per minute plunges over the rim making exploration of the cliff face behind the water fall virtually
impossible, a situation not uncommon at waterfalls in the Northwest Pacific Coast Region.
Barbara Combs wrote in her Black Swift species account in Oregon Birds (2003), “In 1998 a new site was
located at a waterfall in e[astern] Lane County... 7 mi southwest of Salt Cr. Falls, ironically in the Swift Cr.
basin.” In response to my request for details, she wrote, “Gary McAtee observed an adult carrying food to
a location behind the waterfall. This site is off the main highway so there has not been much follow-up.”
Combs added a number of locations where Black Swifts have been recorded, but no more nest sites. Of the
same observation, Marshall, Hunter, and Contreras in Birds of Oregon (2003) reported, “At a sight (sic) near
Diamond Peak in e. Lane Co., McAtee (2001) observed a pair carrying nest material behind the falls on 16
June 1998, and a possible nest exchange, with an inbound bird carrying food; both observations were made
11:30-12:30.”
As in Washington, no one had yet seen a Black Swift nest in the state as the 20th century came to a close.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––
Anecdotal evidence and Breeding Bird Survey data suggest that British Columbia probably hosts more
breeding Black Swifts than any other state or province. Progress in documenting nesting, however, has only
slightly surpassed that of Washington and Oregon. Allan Brooks and Harry S. Swarth in their Distributional
Checklist of the Birds of British Columbia (1925) described Black Swift as an “abundant summer visitant over a
large part of British Columbia.” They added, “Though so common a species and covering so large a territory,
little is known of the nesting habits. No nest of the Black Swift has yet been found in British Columbia.”
In the spring, 1959, issue of Murrelet, the journal of the Society for Northwestern Vertebrate Biology,
Frank L. Beebe, chief illustrator and diorama background artist at the British Columbia Provincial Museum
in Victoria, reported the Pacific Northwest’s first Black Swift nest. This discovery took place 101 years after
Kennerly had first described the bird from a specimen collected just across the sound from Beebe’s museum.
The finder was an adventurous boy whose identity has been lost, perhaps fortunately given his behavior. Beebe
wrote:
On Saturday, August 16th, 1958, a young Black Swift was brought to my house by a friend who had
obtained it from Bert Sweeting of Victoria, B.C. Inquiries revealed that the bird was one of two that
had been taken the previous day. The second bird was kept in Vancouver and presumably died.
According to the boy who found the nest, it was composed of “moss and pine needles” and was
located in a creek-canyon close beside a waterfall about two miles north of Clinton, B.C. [about 150
miles north of Vancouver] The nest was said to be about fifteen feet up a nearly vertical rock face
beside the waterfall where it was dampened by spray. The two young birds had been poked from the
nest with a stick and had fallen into the water.
Beebe, an expert on falcons and falconry, but apparently unaware that Black Swifts invariably have clutches
of a single chick, credited the boy with depredating only a single nest rather than two as he undoubtedly did.
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For the next nine days Beebe and his wife fed the young swift termites, grasshoppers, and goat’s milk. He
concluded, “During this time the long primaries grew perceptibly and the bird became very strong and spent
much time exercising its wings and even flew about the room a little. On Monday August 25 it was taken
outside to the top of a hill and launched into the air. As suspected it was perfectly capable of strong sustained
flight and when last seen was flying powerfully and still climbing, its flight differing in no way from the strong
easy flight of the moving flocks that we see on occasion over the Victoria area.”
Five years after the Clinton site was found, James Grant discovered British Columbia’s second Black Swift
nest site, just over 100 miles to the east in the North Okanagan Valley. Grant published a brief account of
his find in The Canadian Field-Naturalist:
On September 6, 1964 I discovered a Black Swift nest in the gorge of a small mountain stream 18
miles north of Vernon. It was situated on a shallow ledge of a low mossy cliff, about 9 feet above the
stream bed and 10 feet downstream from a small waterfall. The single nestling was almost fledged,
and was photographed by S. R. Cannings the following day.
The nest was visited again on the evening of September 8. Just at dusk (6:40 p. m., Pacific
Daylight Saving Time) a parent bird darted up the gorge and plastered itself against the rock at the
end of the nest towards which the nestling was facing. The latter immediately begged for food by
bobbing its head, but the presence of intruders only 12 feet away apparently alarmed the parent, as
it remained motionless for almost a minute before feeding commenced. Food was pumped into the
young bird at intervals during the next 8 minutes and at 6:51 the parent swooped downstream from
the nest, then towered up through an opening in the forest.
The nest was visited briefly at 4 pm on September 10. The nestling was restless, constantly
peering out from beneath the overhanging moss to watch the sky, peering diligently, and changing
position in the nest. Finally it backed out over the side, and clinging in a vertical position with the
head thrown back, went through a series of prolonged and vigorous wing-flapping exercises. On
September 12 the nest was empty.
The Okanagan Valley in south-central British Columbia is the home of the most eminent family of
naturalists in Canada, the Cannings brothers. The photographer that James Grant recruited was Sydney
Cannings, twin brother of Dick Cannings and younger brother of Robert. Dick and Sydney co-authored The
Birds of the Okanagan Valley, one of many books on natural history that the Cannings brothers have produced.
In it they follow up on the Vernon Black Swift site (which
is actually closer to the town of Enderby):
A nest site at Harland Creek, 11 km southeast of
Enderby, apparently has been occupied each year since
it was first located in 1964, and has provided the only
nesting data for the region.... The nest was constructed
of moss about 3m up on a narrow cliff ledge in the
creek gorge, just downstream from a waterfall 3m high.
. . The only egg date from this site is 28 June 1975.
However, in 1965 an adult was on the nest on 1 July,
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presumably incubating the usual lone egg. The earliest record for young is 18 July (1965), when the
single young was “about one-third grown – all black wrinkled skin, no feathers.” This young swift
was “almost ready to fly” on 16 August. On 23 July 1976, the nestling was “quite large, covered
with black fuzz–wing quills prominent.” On 7 August 1966, that year’s nestling was “quite feathery,
but... wouldn’t be fully fledged for another 10 days or two weeks.” The latest nestling records are 6 to
10 September (1964). On the latter date the bird was exercising its wings; the nest was empty when
visited two days later.”
Another 37 years slipped by before British Columbia’s third nest site was found. In the fall of 2000 the
Northern B. C. Caving Club received “a photograph of a large hole swallowing a creek.” In June of 2001
members visited the site and found a huge cave, which they named Redemption Cave, “named for finding such a
fine cave after a series of unsuccessful explorations.” The Caving Club initiated the Redemption Cave Project to
explore, map, and collect baseline data for monitoring the cave. On that initial visit, they found a dead juvenile
Black Swift. When team members visited in July, they noted Black Swifts flying into and out of the cave. In
August they found a nest platform. Kirk Safford, the team’s wildlife biologist made the initial identification.
He reported, “Black swifts were noted to be using the cave entrance during the August visit. This is the third
year in a row where evidence of a nesting colony has been found (a dead juvenile found in June 2001 was from
the previous year’s brood). Whitewash was noted beneath the same ledge as 2002, thus only one nest platform,
which is high up the east wall, has been identified to date. Other potential platforms occur high up on the walls
(difficult to count from below).” Safford adds that since that visit the team has returned to the cave only once
under non-frozen conditions, in the fall of 2004. They noted whitewash on that visit. To protect the cave, the
team has not made its location public, and its remoteness has inhibited regular monitoring. The Project’s web
site notes, “In summer the entrance provides the cool damp conditions required for black swift nesting habitat.
It is one of only four known black swift nesting locations in B.C., and the first in a cave.”
Safford indicated that the other three sites included the waterfalls near Clinton and Vernon plus a third
about 300 miles north of Vancouver near Kleena Keene in the Cariboo District of central B. C. This site
had been described in Canadian Field-Naturalist in 1955 by Leo Jobin, who published several articles during
the late 1940s and early 1950s documenting bird distribution in central British Columbia. Jobin wrote, “In
July, 1954, I located my first nesting colony of Black Swifts at the end of North Arm of Quesnel Lake, B.C.
The birds were nesting on a very high cliff surrounded by several miles of swampy terrain. The cliff was
inaccessible.” In the next paragraph, without any indication that he was talking about a second site, Jobin
wrote, “I located the nesting site on a high cliff, just below the snow line, in the vicinity of a small unnamed
lake. This lake is surrounded with many acres of shallow water (sic). Approximate location of the nesting site
was six miles northwest of Kleena Kleene Post Office. B.C.” That curious little lake surrounded by water lies
175 miles east of Quesnel Lake. Williams Lake, where Jobin resided, lies midway between the two sites. One
hopes for Jobin’s sake that he was the victim of some careless editing.
In 1990, before the Redemption Cave discovery, Volume 2 of The Birds of British Columbia (Campbell et
al.) indicated that only two definite nesting sites had been found in the province, those reported near Clinton
and Vernon. This book notes that “Jobin (1955) mentions the location of 2 breeding colonies of the species,
but details sufficient to confirm breeding are lacking. The first was on an inaccessible, high cliff at the end of
the north arm of Quesnel Lake; the second was on a high cliff about 11 km north of Kleena Kleene.” I have
found no record of any attempts to follow up on Jobin’s reports.
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Colorado post-Knorr: 1958-1996.


W

hen Al Knorr and Lang Baily located Black Swift nests at Cataract Gulch in 1949, they
immediately called the Denver Museum of Natural History to notify Bailey and Niedrach of the
discovery. B & N promptly dispatched Bailey’s son-in-law, Museum geologist and photographer
John A. Murphy to secure pictures of a nest. Murphy described the effort to photograph the birds in an
article in the December, 1951, issue of Natural History magazine:
We borrowed two twenty-foot extension ladders and headed up the valley between towering hills and
a series of waterfalls. We had a job getting the ladders up the hill, for the steep slopes were covered
with low brush and down timber. It took us one hour to travel 300 feet.
Finally, we wormed the ladder to the foot of the fall below the nest, and the discoverers of this
first Colorado nest pointed out the canopy high above.
From one place on the rocks of the upper side of the canyon, we could see the nest through our
binoculars, but there was no bird upon it. The place was wild and picturesque—a narrow canyon
with four levels of falls towering above, each with a drop of many feet. The water cascading from the
snow-capped crests of the jagged San Juans was ice cold, for we were at an elevation of about 10,500
feet. The lowest waterfall was twenty feet wide at the top, and it plunged thirty or forty feet into a
pool about five feet deep, in which the current was very swift. The nest was directly above this, and the
ladder had to slope across the stream. The canyon was so narrow that there were only fifteen minutes
of sunlight each day, and no direct light entered the area where the nest was situated.
We had a hard time erecting the ladder. Lang Baily stood waist-deep in the ice cold water holding
the bottom, while Knorr and I slowly heaved it into place. Then the extension was raised until we
had a look into the nest and saw the first Black Swift egg recorded in Colorado, so far as we know.
The nest was made of tightly packed moss, about eight inches wide at the base and five at the top.
There were levels differing in color, indicating that the nest had been used through several years, with
new material added each season. The moisture made the nest look fresh and green, almost as though
the moss were growing. The cup was only about three-quarters of an inch deep and was lined with
dead pine needles, which were brown and brittle. The single egg always seemed to have the widest
part toward the face of the cliff during my observations. The color was white, with a mottling of
faint pink in a band around the egg. Considerable moisture was caused by a downdraft, and the
temperature in the area was sometimes as low as 32 to 34 degrees.
Bailey and Niedrach continued, “The next morning Murphy back-packed his camera equipment to the
site, and in the ensuing days secured a remarkable series of pictures, the first of the species in Colorado.”
In 1958, nine years after Al Knorr and Lang Baily discovered the Cataract Gulch nest site, John Murphy
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and his son Jack, then a college student, initiated a study at that site, hoping to learn”something of the life
history of individual birds through banding.” Bailey and Niedrach had instigated Black Swift expeditions
because they had little they could say about the bird; from this dearth there ensued an eleven-page species
account, one of the longest in their Birds of Colorado. Half of the five pages of text and all of the six pages of
photographs detail the Murphys’ study (Knorr’s work got half a page); the coverage nonetheless remained
sketchy, providing no details of field work conducted in 1958 or 1960. During the summer of 1959, Jack
Murphy, with his grandfather Alfred M. Bailey, located eight pairs along the steep walls of the four cascades,
including one nest in the same cavity where incubating swifts were first photographed in 1949. Jack spent
several days observing and photographing the birds. The Murphys made several trips to Cataract Gulch over
the next five years, banding five nestlings in 1961, nine in 1963, and eleven in 1964. B & N conclude, “So with
marked young of three different years from known nest sites, there is a possibility that future observations of
breeding adults may be of interest.” This banding effort, along with the five birds banded by Knorr in 1950,
brought the total number of banded Black Swifts to 30, all banded in Colorado.
On June 30, 1969, a Black Swift banded on September 5, 1963, at Cataract Gulch by Jack Murphy was
found dead near Olathe, Colorado, about 57 miles to the north. Although the bird had been recorded as an
unknown age bird, the juvenile plumage is so distinctive that later analysts concluded that this bird almost
certainly was an adult when banded. However, B & N report the banding only of nestlings by Murphy. If this
bird indeed was an adult when banded, its minimum age was 6 years 10 months at the time of death, and it
held the Black Swift longevity record until an older bird was captured in California in 1994.
A sentence in Jack Murphy’s notes of June 7, 1962, as reported in Birds of Colorado, reads, “This same
afternoon, after following the tracks down the Animas and finding the new location, we went over to the
Cataract [sic] at South Mineral.” Years later, when Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory and the US Forest
Service began to survey historical sites, we could find no record of a site along the Animas. I contacted
Murphy, who then was nearing retirement from his position as Geologist at the Denver Museum of Nature
and Science, having succeeded his father in that position. In response, he sent me a topographical map
indicating Kendall Gulch, the first drainage south of Silverton flowing into the Animas River from the east as
the “new location” (Colorado colony # 26), the first colony site of the post-Knorr era in Colorado.
–––––––––––––––––––
Exactly one month after Jack Murphy located Black Swifts nesting at Kendall Gulch, Donald G.
Davis stumbled onto a colony (Colorado colony # 27) that remains one of the most remarkable yet found.
Davis’s brief account of the discovery appeared in the Wilson Bulletin two years later:
On 7 July 1962, Gary Spurling and I flushed about six Black Swifts (Cypseloides niger) from a small
cave [Fulton Resurgence Cave] at about 9,700 feet elevation, high up on the south side of the 1,500foot-deep canyon of the South Fork of the White River, some 10 miles upstream from the South
Fork Campground, Garfield County, Colorado. The cave, in the thin-bedded limestone at the base of
the Dyer member of the Chaffee formation of Devonian age, was the source of a torrential stream,
about 10 feet wide and several inches deep, which cascaded from an opening about 10 feet wide by
15 feet high down a steep, largely treeless tributary gulch of the South Fork canyon. The passage, the
floor of which was mostly covered by shallow water, extended horizontally southward into the canyon
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wall to a point about 80 feet from the entrance, where
it was blocked by a mass of collapsed rock. We found
two nests, composed of damp moss or similar vegetable
matter, in the twilight zone in niches in the west wall
about 10 feet above the floor. One nest was about 20
feet from the cave entrance and the other about 40 feet
from it. We did not have time to verify the identity of
the nests by examining their contents, but they appeared
essentially identical to Black Swift nests described and
photographed by Knorr (1961. The geographical and
ecological distribution of the Black Swift in Colorado.
Wilson Bull., 73:155-170) elsewhere in the Colorado
Rockies; and this cave was only 17 miles northwest of
the Dead Horse Creek nesting area discovered by Knorr.
To my knowledge, this is the only record of the nesting or
roosting of the Black Swift in a limestone solution cave.
However, the choice of this site should not be regarded
Fulton Resurgence Cave Photo: Natasha Goedert
as anomalous, since it included all the physical factors–
water, high relief, inaccessibility, darkness, and unobstructed flyways–found by Knorr to characterize
nest sites of the species. These cave nests were not so high above ground as is usual for surface
nests, but this disadvantage was offset by the excellent overhead protection, awkward approach for
predators, and invisibility of the nests from outside the cave. Absence of previous records from caves
may be attributed to the rarity of solution caves which spill water from sizable entrances directly onto
steep slopes far above erosion base levels. The only similarly situated stream caves known to me are
below the North Rim of the Grand Canyon, Arizona, at much lower elevations than this Colorado
cave. These have never been investigated for the presence of Black Swifts. Future visitors to any such
sites should be alert for this little-known species.
Davis, who lives on a small farm near Rulison, Colorado, has a long list of discoveries to his credit and
has become a legendary figure among Colorado cavers. A frequent contributor to The Journal of Cave and Karst
Studies and other caving periodicals, he often serves as a consultant for cave exploration, and was a member of
the team that originally explored Lechuguilla Cave in Carlsbad Caverns National Park. This cave, discovered
in 1986, now holds the position of 6th among the longest caves known. The gateway to that cave bears the
name Apricot Pit. According to the online encyclopedia Wikipdia, “When Roy Glaser and Rick Bridges led the
first return trip to the cave in August of 1987, Donald G. Davis was unable to attend because he was drying
apricots on his farm in Western Colorado. Bridges found it almost unimaginable that drying apricots could
take precedence over exploring a new cave in the Guadalupe Mountains. As a friendly jab at Donald, Bridges
suggested that the first major feature discovered on the expedition be so named to remind Donald that he
wasn’t there for its discovery.”
A prodigious achiever in the world of spelunking, Davis also is a competent ornithologist with a handful
of publications in major journals, including, appropriately, articles describing the discovery of cave-dwelling
colonies of Black Swifts in Colorado and Cave Swallows in Texas.
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–––––––––––––––––––
During the 2000 field season, Paul Hurtado, then a student at the University of Southern Colorado in
Pueblo, volunteered to survey several waterfalls in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains for Rocky Mountain Bird
Observatory. He did not find any new nesting sites, but he did succeed in finding a juvenile Black Swift on
a nest at Venable Falls (Colorado colony # 18), a site that Al Knorr discovered in mid-September 1952.
Knorr had determined that Black Swifts occupied this site on the basis of finding a used nest perched under
a distinctive gable-shaped overhang. Knorr photographed the nest; or rather he photographed a point of
light reflected from a mirror onto the nest’s location. A comparison of Knorr’s photo with Paul’s drawing of
the occupied nest he found in 2000 leaves no doubt that Black
Swifts nested in the precisely the same spot 48 years after its
initial discovery.
Paul’s father, Dr. Mike Hurtado accompanied Paul on his
trek to Venable Falls, and the sight of the young Black Swift
triggered a recollection of an earlier outing. In an April 2002
article in the Journal of Colorado Field Ornithologists, Paul reported his
father’s story of that trip. “Years ago,” Paul wrote, “while hiking
in a deep canyon along the River downstream from Lake Isabel,
my father and his friends came upon a narrow section where the
stream cascaded over two very large boulders. This general area
became known to them as ‘The Place,’ and as years passed, they
continued to visit this area with their friends and families.” On
a trip there in 1973, Mike found “a young, all black bird with a
wide mouth and very delicate, small feet . . . clinging to the nearly
vertical canyon walls below the cascade.” At the time Mike had
no idea what the bird was, but after seeing the Black Swift at
‗The Place‘ St. Charles River Photo: Paul Hurtado
Venable, he suspected that the bird was a fledgling swift. Paul
noted that “Many have long suspected that Black Swifts breed in the Wet Mountains” and that “they are
regularly seen in the Rye area just a few miles south of ‘The Place.’” No one had actually located a nest site,
though. Mike Hurtado’s recollection piqued Paul’s curiosity. He did not have an opportunity to visit ‘The
Place’ until the following year. He related his experience in a CFO Journal article:
On 1 September 2001, Kate Johnson and I grabbed some rope and made the trek down into
‘The Place.’ After many risky stream crossings and wading through chest deep ice water, we made our
way downstream to the top of the cascade. There, with the aid of the rope we were able to descend
down to a ledge situated below the cascade and just above some small falls. Here, two large caverns
were formed by the boulders. Both had water flowing beneath them, however, a brief inspection of
the first cavern revealed no Black Swift nests. The cavern formed by the second boulder had two
entrances. One facing downstream, such that only winged creatures could overcome the surrounding
vertical rock and waterfalls to access it. The other opening was located on the side adjacent to the
cascade just above the waterfall, which must be entered via very wet, slippery rocks above the falls.
Inside of this second cave on the south wall, two moss nests matching the size, shape and expected
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location of Black Swifts nests were observed,
roughly 6-8 feet in from the main entrance and
between 6-10 feet up the wall. Below, in the rocks
near the cascading water, were two other nests that
had apparently fallen. One of the nests was damaged
by the water and the other, which had not yet been
exposed to the water, was in good shape. The latter
nest was retrieved and given to the Denver Museum
of Nature & Science.
Based on Paul’s report, Peter Lowther and Charles
Collins included the St. Charles River site in the
PHoto: Ron Torretta
catalog of confirmed Black Swift nesting sites that they
compiled for their Birds of North America (BNA) species account. Paul and I visited the site in 2004, but high
water made the crossing to the cavern too dangerous to attempt. In September 2006, Mike Hurtado guided
San Isabel National Forest wildlife biologist Ron Torretta to the site. They found several dilapidated nests,
some of which had characteristics of American Dipper nests but others that suggested Black Swift nests. No
one had actually seen a Black Swift here since 1973. Nonetheless, Mike Hurtado’s early observation and the
nest Paul collected qualify the waterfall in ‘The Place’, now designated St. Charles River Falls, as a colony site
(Colorado colony # 30). On July 23, 2007, Toretta and the Hurtados made another visit to the falls where
they found and photographed three active nests containing downy chicks, finally confirming Mike Hurtado’s
remembered experience. Al Knorr noted that Venable Falls had particular significance because “it was the
farthest east that the Black Swift had ever been found nesting.” St. Charles River Falls stands 32 miles east
of Venable Falls.
Paul, who since has graduated from the University of Southern Colorado with a triple major in
mathematics, biology, and chemistry, moved on to become a graduate student in the Department of Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology at the Center for Applied Mathematics at Cornell University. His interests “fall
into the mathy world of theoretical population biology, ecology, and behavior.” Perhaps one day he will
apply some of that high-powered math to the world of the Black Swift.
–––––––––––––––––––
Al Knorr’s spectacular 1952 field season resulted in a dozen new colonies. In addition, he saw Black Swifts
in some spots where he didn’t have enough time to hunt down the nest site. In his thesis he wrote, “Shortly
after the Long’s Peak site was discovered, a short trip into the Wild Basin area resulted in the sighting of a
considerable number of swifts. Wild Basin is in the extreme southeast corner of Rocky Mountain National
Park and in Boulder County, as is the Long’s Peak nesting site.” Knorr never got back to Wild Basin to search
for a colony, and thirty years passed before anyone followed up on his observation.
In notes gathered in the process of writing Colorado Birds, Andrews and Righter (Bob & Bob) credited
Mike Figgs and Dave and Chana Alles with discovery of Black Swift nest sites at Ouzel Falls and Diamond
Lake Falls in Boulder County. Mike, a resource planner and ecologist, lives and operates an environmental
consulting company in Allenspark, just minutes from the Wild Basin trailhead. He was a founder of the
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Indian Peaks Four Seasons Bird Counts in 1981, and has participated in several other bird monitoring
activities conducted by Boulder County Nature Association for nearly three decades. In response to my
inquiry about the details of his discoveries, he wrote, “Dave Alles and I found the Ouzel Falls nests in July of
1982. Believe it or not, we had read Knorr’s thesis and thought we would investigate the area. We saw swifts
flying just below Calypso Cascades that day, which confirmed that we should check [Ouzel] falls, and we
found four nests.” He has regularly checked Ouzel Falls (Colorado colony # 28) since then, finding one to
four nests annually. “[In 2005] there was one nest,” he added, “Continuing efforts higher in Wild Basin have
never resulted in finding more nests, although there are plenty of falls.”
In his 1961 Wilson Bulletin paper, Knorr wrote that in the period from 1953 to 1958, he had sighted
Black Swifts “over University Camp, Caribou Ranch, Brainard Lake Basin, and Rainbow Lake Basin, all
presumably from a colony situated below Arapahoe [Arapaho] Glacier.” These sites lie in or near the Indian
Peaks Wilderness just south of Rocky Mountain National Park. Mike Figgs apparently was reading the
Wilson article as well as the thesis; he added, “Later in August of ’82 Dave and Chana and I were hiking in
Buckingham campground area and noticed the falls below Diamond Lake and decided to check the site out,
and sure enough there was a nest, but only one, and I have never found more than one. I have not recently
checked this site, but Dave Hallock may have. . . In both cases [Wild Basin and below Arapaho Glacier] there
must be many more nests, as we often see six or more adults in the area.” Dave, a land use ecologist and
professional birder, operates Earthwork Conservation Planning, a conservation easement planning company
based in Eldora, Colorado and Payson, Arizona. He often collaborates with Mike and has an equally long
history in Boulder County and Front Range ornithology.
–––––––––––––––––––
In 1987, Hugh Kingery, who by force of wide experience, inexhaustible energy, and boundless enthusiasm
holds the informal post of “Dean of the Colorado Birding Community,” launched the most ambitious
birding project in the history of the state: The Colorado Breeding Bird Atlas. Over the ensuing nine years,
field workers–mostly volunteers–surveyed 1745 “blocks,” 99% of the 1760 they set out to study. Each block
covered approximately ten square miles and usually comprised the southeast sixth of a 7.5 minute USGS
topographical quad map. The field workers aimed to detect 90% of the species breeding in each block and
to confirm breeding by 40% of those. At the close of the project 264 species of birds were confirmed as
breeders in the state. Nearly 1200 field workers had contributed almost 100,000 hours to the effort. The
project culminated in a 636 page tome containing detailed information about the breeding biology and
distribution of Colorado’s breeding birds. This gargantuan effort confirmed Black Swift breeding in a total
of three quads and led to the discovery of only two new colonies, neither in a priority block, emphasizing
once again the difficulty of detecting this bird and finding its nests.
The first of the two new sites lies within a few minute’s hike from I-70 west of Georgetown. Thom
Curdts discovered the site, now known as Georgetown West Falls (Colorado colony # 31), on July 14, 1994.
Thom was working as a field technician for Colorado Natural Heritage Program when he noticed a waterfall
not far from the highway. He was familiar with Black Swift nest site characteristics because the species was
one of those for which CNHP collected “element occurrences,” so he went to investigate the falls. The
search was successful; he submitted a nest card describing three nests. The first contained an egg, the second
had an adult incubating, and the third was an apparently complete nest, but empty. The nest card describes
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the location as “1/3 mi. west of Georgetown on the 3rd major
waterfall up from I-70 at mile marker 227.” Thom, who now
works as a GIS specialist for the National Park Service and plays
the five-string banjo in a band named Poultry in Motion (yes, they
wear chicken costumes) attached to the nest card a photocopy
of the Georgetown quad on which marked three waterfalls on a
small stream that crosses I-70 about one mile south of the I-70
Georgetown exit, the first the highway’s edge, the second at 9000
feet, and the third at 9200 feet. The third falls is perhaps 1/4
mile or less from I-70 and hosts the Black Swift colony.
Observers visited this waterfall annually from 2000 through
2004, but none could find a nest, nor did any see a Black
Swift; all the observers, however, indicated that the site had the
characteristics of a suitable site, although none stayed for an
evening watch. On August 27, 2004, Mike Henwood, a retired
middle school principal from Grand Junction and volunteer Black
Swift surveyor for Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory, watched
Zapata Falls
the falls the last two and one half hours before dark. He scanned
the site carefully, but found no evidence of a nest. Nevertheless, Mike’s persistence paid off, when, in the
fading light shortly after 8:00 p.m., two swifts zipped in to roost at the falls.
A daytime visit in 2005 again turned up no evidence of Black Swifts.
The second Black Swift colony discovered during Atlas work was found on July 15, 1995 by John
Rawinski at Zapata Falls (Colorado colony #32) on the western slope of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains
in Alamosa County. John, a soil scientist with the US Forest Service, one of Colorado’s most knowledgeable
owl experts, and one of two top-notch birders in his family (his wife, Lisa, is also an outstanding field
ornithologist), reported a “V” Atlas breeding code used to indicate probable, but not confirmed breeding.
This code is used when birds are observed visiting a likely nest site. The location was in the NE sector of the
Twin Peaks Quad where John recorded an abundance code of “3” (11-100 pairs), indicating a large colony.
My wife Karen and I visited the site on the evening of July 22, 2000, and saw at least a dozen Black
Swifts fly into the narrow slot canyon at the falls just before dark, behavior indicating that they were certainly
nesting there. Just five days later, Lori Brummer, an avid birder from Gunnison, and Melissa Scott, a BLM
wildlife biologist from Saguache, waded into the canyon to the base of the falls, and located two nests. Lori
noted that “the nests were located at least 15 ft or more up from the lower shelf of the falls - beside the main
drop of the waterfall - at least the ones you can see without rappelling into the fault from above. The nests
were located on the left wall as you face the falls.” Lori returned on August 16 and noted, “The birds were
off the nests and flying in pairs, presumably parents feeding young. We sat at the opening of the falls and
were “buzzed” by the swifts as they flew in and out with each other. They were so fast; I couldn’t ever count
more than 4 at a time.”
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ntil early in the 20th century all American ornithologists were essentially amateurs, often formally
trained in fields such as medicine, law, and religion, and were ornithologists by dint of selfinstruction or apprenticeship. And until the middle of the 20th century, American ornithology was
largely a descriptive science. Ornithologists observed birds in their natural environment, took notes describing
their behavior, and attempted to arrive at general conclusions describing patterns of behavior. Because the
science was descriptive, diligent amateurs often could make important contributions. The work of Mrs.
Margaret Morse Nice serves as an example of those contributions. Between her duties as a homemaker and
mother in Columbus, Ohio, she spent hundreds hours observing the behavior and ecology of Song Sparrows
in her backyard. Her account of her observations is regarded as one of the finest examples of descriptive
ornithology ever produced by amateur or professional.
Through the second half of the 20th century, the focus of ornithology shifted from description to
hypothesis-testing, which employs analytical statistics as its fundamental tool. Descriptive ornithology in
the tradition of Mrs. Nice took up fewer and fewer of the pages of ornithological journals. It has yet to
disappear completely, however, and occasionally a piece of exceptional observation in the manner of Mrs.
Nice slips into the otherwise highly technical journals.
Unfortunately, the word “amateur” has acquired connotations of substandard performance, especially
in its adjective form, “amateurish.” Derived from the Latin
root “mare,” meaning “to love,” the word “amateur” denotes
someone who pursues an activity purely for the love of it.
In this root sense of the word, Sue Hirshman, “The Black
Swift Lady at Box Canyon Falls,” exemplifies the purest
amateurism.
Sue credits her father for instilling in her a life-long love
of birds. “Being the youngest of three daughters,” she says,
“I guess I was his ‘Tomboy’ as I was always hanging around
him. We took many hikes in the Indiana woods and he was
always teaching me about birds, plants, flowers and trees.”
Sue indicates that during his high school days, her father’s
biology class corresponded with other students from other
parts of the country. “Little did Dad know at the time he
was corresponding and receiving pictures from Roger Tory
Peterson, whom he later met at Henderson, Kentucky, where
Peterson was a guest speaker at Audubon State Park. What
Rich presenting a Colorado Field Ornithologist
a thrill for my Dad!! Peterson remembered the pictures that recognition plaque to Sue Hirshman—Summer, 2005
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he had sent Dad. They were of two warbler’s nests with eggs. I have the black and white photos in my album
which I now treasure.”
In 1989, Sue and her husband Bill bought a house in Ouray and began spending their summers there. “I
had no idea that the Black Swifts nested over at Box Canyon,” she said. “My friend, Barb Boland, first told me
about the birds, but she didn’t know much about them. It seems nobody in town had any information about
them. I checked many of my bird books and found most of my information from Bailey & Niedrach, which
I had purchased at a used book store in Durango. Guess I was hooked as I kept going over to Box Canyon to
see the swifts. Barb told me one day that since I was so interested, I should start taking notes on the birds.
Barb became so interested and such a mentor that about every day she would ask me what I had learned. She
really instilled my enthusiasm to learn more about the birds.”
Sue began recording her observations in Box Canyon in 1996. She visited the colony on 72 days that
summer between the time she first spotted the birds circling over town on June 18 until the last fledgling
left the canyon on September 15. Although she alternated visits between mornings, afternoons, and early
evenings, on many days morning blended
into afternoon and that into evening, and
she wound up spending the entire day at
the falls. Sue began her note-taking by
assigning an identification number to each
nest. She found 14 nests in the canyon that
first summer. On each visit she recorded the
status of each nest–whether it contained an
egg, an incubating adult, a chick, or nothing
at all. Swifts attempted to nest in 10 of
those 14 nests; nine eggs hatched, and eight
of those hatchlings successfully fledged.
The active nest that did not produce a chick
did produce an unprecedented observation;
Photo: Sue Hirschman
three eggs were deposited in that nest, each
disappearing within a few days. No documentation of egg replacement in a Black Swift nest had previously
appeared in the literature. Manuel Marín in his studies at Lawler Falls in Southern California twice observed
loss of eggs without replacement and stated categorically, “The Black Swift lays a single egg, and if this egg
is lost, there is no attempt to replace it.”
The following year demonstrated that 1996 had not been a great one at Box Canyon. Sue observed 14
Black Swift pairs initiate nests in 1997, all but one of the eggs hatched, and all of those chicks successfully
fledged. Sue’s dedication to the task also intensified as she visited the falls on 95 days. The swifts were there
from June 19 to September 24—98 days. After her second summer of monitoring the Box Canyon Swifts,
Sue summarized the colony’s nesting phenology and success for the two breeding seasons. She compiled
her notes on the birds’ morphology and behavior and her observations of possible human disturbance.
She published her observations that winter in the Journal of the Colorado Field Ornithologists. Her two years of
observation yielded the largest sample size sample for Black Swift phenology and nest success yet compiled.
She had only just begun.
By the end of the 2006 nesting season, the figures had grown to epic proportions. Over a period of 11
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years, Sue had accumulated notes on the Black Swift colony on 1,082 days, averaging 98 days of visitation
each year. Her visits have averaged almost 6 hours per day from when swifts arrived in early June until the
last chick fledged. On a few rare occasions, other obligations kept her from visiting, but on most of these,
she recruited one of her birding buddies to fill in for her. Through 11 nesting seasons, only 31 days had no
observations. Her record for sample size soared completely beyond what anyone else is likely ever to achieve—
a record in a league with Cal Ripkin’s 2131 consecutive games played. Sue’s relationship with the Box Canyon
Black Swift colony parallels that of a mother bird to her nest; the more time a bird has invested in incubating
and brooding, the more tenaciously she sets. Abandonment of a healthy clutch hardly ever happens. At this
point, it would probably require a number of death threats to drive Sue away from her post.
Sue’s 11 years of observation demonstrated once again that Black Swifts return to their nest sites year after
year, and those sites seem relatively stable in size. Al Knorr had estimated a colony size of ten pairs in 1950.
Eight of the 14 nests she found in her first year persisted through the 11 years, and another 12 were built.
Sue counted an average 14 nest attempts each year; on average 12 eggs hatched and 11 youngsters fledged, a
73% nest success rate, significantly higher than for most birds. She observed considerable fluctuation among
the years, though, with a high of 15 youngsters fledged in 1998 and a low of six in 2006. In the drought year
of 2002, only seven youngsters fledged. The two low production years differed in that nest failure in 2006
occurred during incubation and those of 2002 during the nestling period.
On six occasions after the first year’s observation of eggs being replaced after disappearing, Sue observed
a second egg at a nest. In two instances the second egg appeared while the first was still present. Neither of
those nests produced a hatchling, but Sue undoubtedly took the only photograph ever of a Black Swift nest
with two eggs in it. Three of those second eggs hatched and the chicks successfully fledged. One of those
chicks set a record for late fledging date—October 7—an amazingly late fledging date for an insectivore
at any elevation in Colorado, much less one at 7800 feet. Ski slopes have opened that early. Sue has not
determined the events that lead to second eggs. Perhaps when an egg is lost to an accident or predation, a
female can produce a second egg to replace it. Perhaps females compete for nests, and a second egg is that
of a usurper who jettisoned the egg of her rival. At any rate, if anyone has a chance to solve this mystery, it
is Sue Hirshman.
The Wilson Ornithological Society’s web site asserts, “Perhaps more than any other biological science,
ornithology has been advanced by the contributions of persons in other chosen professions. The Wilson
Society recognizes the unique role of the serious amateur in ornithology. Fundamental to its mission, the
Society has distinguished itself with a long tradition of promoting a strong working relationship among all
who study birds.” The society’s quarterly, Wilson Journal of Ornithology, acted on that principle in 2007. The
December issue includes Sue’s paper (Carolyn Gunn and I were junior authors) detailing her observations. .
On reading the paper, Al Knorr wrote, “Sue’s paper is a monument to commitment. Wow!” Pete Lowther,
the senior author of the Birds of North America Black Swift account, served as a peer reviewer for the paper. He
concluded his review with a note of congratulations, singling out Sue. “My complements to the authors
(Hirshman especially) for their presentation – good work by careful ‘amateurs’ in the footsteps of Margaret
Nice!”
Sue continued to visit her colony in 2007, recording ten nest attempts that had produced eight fledglings
by the time the last chick left September 20. She eagerly awaits “ her” birds’ return.
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n 1952, Owen A. Knorr noted in his master’s thesis that “The Black Swift is far from common on its
breeding grounds, and in point of numbers of individuals, probably stands near the bottom of the list
among the breeding Colorado birds.” No information emerged in the ensuing 43 years to alter that
assessment. In 1995 the Rocky Mountain Region of the U. S. Forest Service issued a list of “sensitive”
species--species recognized by the Regional Forester as needing special management to prevent them from
becoming threatened or endangered. . The listing process considered the best information available concerning
species range, population size, and population trend. The actual size of the Black Swift population within
the Southern Rocky Mountain Region was anybody’s guess, and data to indicate whether the population was
increasing, decreasing or stable was totally absent. The Forest Service was concerned that its management
decisions could affect food supplies and water flows critical to a stable Black Swift population and therefore
included it in its list of Sensitive Species. The listing propelled a burst of activity in Black Swift research.
Groundwork for these Black Swift studies began in 1996 in the Rifle Ranger District office of White
River National Forest, where Kim Potter, a seasonal wildlife technician provided the impetus. After graduating
with a biology degree from the University of Wisconsin at La Crosse, Kim moved to Colorado in 1979 and
spent the next 10 years in Vail leading a ski bum’s existence. Although she had identified Scarlet Tanager,
Brown Creeper, Chestnut-sided Warbler, and Rosebreasted Grosbeak in a 4-H project when she was
12 and had learned taxidermy while preparing avian
specimen skins for the school collection during
her undergraduate days at La Crosse, Kim did not
consider herself a birder until 1990. After moving
from Vail to Denver where she was working as a
lab technician, she happened upon a group of local
birders. She joined them for a couple of hours, and
“from that moment forward became an obsessed
birder.” The game of birding did not interest her
as much as learning bird biology and behavior and
having an opportunity to contribute to science. She
Kim Potter Photo: Rich Levad
soon began working as a volunteer on the Breeding
Bird Atlas project and hanging out at the Dakota Hogback Hawk Watch near Denver.
In the summer of 1993, Kim’s partner Linda Bessette was offered the directorship of Perioperative
Services at the hospital in Rifle. Kim was delighted to be back on Colorado’s Western Slope. That winter
Linda told her to treat her birding like a job and not to worry about working until next summer. Kim took the
offer seriously and spent part of that winter banding birds in Colima, Mexico on a project studying winter
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site fidelity of migrants. Early that spring Kim began prowling the hills around Rifle doing Breeding Bird
Atlas work and looking for owls, her newest birding preoccupation. (Kim found more small montane owls
than any other Atlas worker.) In the summer of 1994, Kim worked as a full-time field worker for the Breeding
Bird Atlas Project--an experience that Kim describes as “one of the best summers ever”. It led her to realize
“There are more things to learn right here than I could ever learn in three lifetimes.”
Kim parlayed the Atlas experience and several wildlife biology correspondence courses into a series of
seasonal jobs over the next few years with Colorado Division of Wildlife, Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory,
and the US Forest Service, where she eventually became a full-time wildlife technician. In addition to
boundless curiosity and infectious enthusiasm, Kim has a keenly observant eye. In a single field season, she
once discovered colonies of four taxonomic classes: Aves (Black Swift and Purple Martin), Amphibia (boreal
toad), Gastropoda (Oreohelix haydenii, a land snail), and Insecta (Theano Alpine, a butterfly)—all uncommon
to rare species in Colorado. In another season she found an amazing total of 14 Flammulated Owl nests,
and while working with Sage-Grouse for the Division of Wildlife, developed an amazing ability to spot
arrowheads.
The Rifle Ranger District of the White River National Forest hired Kim as a seasonal wildlife technician
1996. Her assigned tasks included gathering information on one of the Forest’s Sensitive Species—the Black
Swift. Kim compiled a list of historical and potential Black Swift nest sites in the White River Forest. She
canvassed the literature for information on previously described sites, studying Knorr’s 1961 paper on the
distribution of Black Swifts in Colorado and discovering Donald Davis’s 1962 note on Black Swifts nesting
in a cave on the Flat Tops. She interviewed Hugh Kingery, the director of the Breeding Bird Atlas project,
on observations made by field workers. She found potential sites in Marc Conly’s Waterfalls of Colorado and
Cameron Burns’ Colorado Ice Climber’s Guide. She visited the Denver Museum of Nature and Science and dug
through Bailey and Niedrach’s notes. She found Al Knorr in Reno, called him, and asked for suggestions; he
provided guidelines for searching and also suggested some specific locations that he believed to have a high
potential. She interviewed members of the birding community, including Vic Zerbi, an active birder and a
county court judge from Glenwood Springs. After Vic told her that Knorr’s Dead Horse Creek sites were at
Hanging Lake and that he had seen Black Swifts there, Kim made her first effort at field verification. She made
several trips to the lake, finally seeing swifts overhead, but no evidence of nesting.
Early in her exploration of Black Swift distribution and abundance, Kim had several conversations with
another Forest Service biologist who was also becoming interested in the bird. Chris Schultz had just begun
full time employment with the Forest Service in 1996, working half-time as Assistant Wildlife Program Leader
for the San Juan National Forest and half-time as director of the Rocky Mountain Center of Excellence for
Neotropical Migratory Birds, U. S. Forest Service Region 2. Although new as a full-time Forest Service
employee, more than 20 years of experience working with birds made Chris particularly well suited for the
directorship of a neotropical migratory bird office. After earning a Bachelor of Science in wildlife biology
from the University of Vermont in 1982, Chris spent the next 14 years working seasonal wildlife jobs—mostly
bird jobs and most of those dealing with raptors—a continuation of a path he had begun as a high school
student. He trapped and banded migrating raptors in Israel with raptor guru Bill Clark and rappelled into
Peregrine Falcon eyries to band nestlings in Greenland. He banded migrating hawks at Cape May, New Jersey
(where he once caught a Peregrine that he had banded on a nest in Greenland), serving as the co-director of
that project with Clark for much of that period. He continued with that project after he began working with
the Forest Service, spending his working days in Colorado and his vacation time in New Jersey.
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Chris first worked for the Forest Service as a seasonal biologist on the Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre, and
Gunnison National Forests (known locally as the GMUG) in 1991. While working in this position he helped
establish a Boreal Owl nest box project that radically revised our understanding of this species in Colorado.
Prior to this project, Colorado had documented a total of two Boreal Owl breeding confirmations; in the
first year of the GMUG project, 16 pairs nested in the boxes. Chris has continued to work with the GMUG
Boreal Owls and has extended that work into the San Juan National Forest, erecting an array of nest boxes
there. Between stints with the Forest Service and banding at Cape May, Chris studied wildlife biology at Utah
State University. He received a Master of Science degree in 1996 and began full-time employment with the
Forest Service. Dick Roth, the director of the Region 2 Neotropical Bird center at that time, was approaching
retirement. Familiar with Chris’s extensive experience with birds, Dick nominated him as his successor.
That winter, in the process of reviewing technical literature pertinent to his new position and at the urging
of Kim Potter, Chris encountered Al Knorr’s 1961 paper on the geographical and ecological distribution
of Black Swift in Colorado. Reading Knorr’s paper, Chris realized that this bird should receive attention
from both of his assigned positions. The San Juan National Forest apparently hosted a significant Black
Swift population. Several conservation priority lists gave this neotropical migrant a high ranking, and USFS
Region 2 had designated it a Sensitive Species. Besides, Chris found the bird interesting and challenging; he
decided he should see whether Knorr’s colonies were still active.
The summer of 1997 marked the beginning of
field investigations as Kim and Chris began surveying
historical and potential Black Swift nest sites. Kim
began focusing her keen eye on the waterfalls in and
around the White River National Forest. She made
an early trip to the waterfalls at and near Hanging
Lake, where she counted six swifts and watched
nest building. In July she and her father, Ray Potter,
spotted Black Swifts foraging overhead while
birding at Fravert Reservoir, a small impoundment
in Rifle across the street from the Forest Service
office. She realized that although the 30 miles to
Hanging Lake would be easily negotiable for this
Rifle Falls Photo: Rich Levad
bird, Rifle Falls was only ten miles to the north of
where they stood. Could the many thousands of visitors to this waterfall have overlooked the birds there? Two
days later, on the evening of July 29 Kim, her father, and Emily Wortman-Wunder, another Forest Service
seasonal technician, visited Rifle Falls and waited for Black Swifts to fly in. Kim described the events in a note
in the Journal of the Colorado Field Ornithologists.
We positioned ourselves as close to the falls as possible while maintaining a maximum view of the
sky, the waterfalls and associated spray zones, and the immediate flyway before the falls. The sky was
partly cloudy and sunset occurred approximately 2030 hours. At 2020 hours a swift circled the area
in front of the falls several times, then flew directly into the upper 1/3 of the middle segment of the
falls. A few minutes later a pair flew in and circled the falls several times flying in and out of the fall
area in close formation, at high speeds. . . The pair eventually came to roost on the limestone wall east
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of the falls along the outside edge of the spray zone. Up to five individuals were observed flying at
the same time. At 2100 hours Black Swifts were still flying in and out from a mossy shelf under the
west segment of the falls, darkness prevented further observation of swift activities. . .
Although the vertical slippery rock made it impossible to examine these roosting sites more
closely to confirm the presence of nests, it is typical at night for one adult to roost on the nest while
the other roosts next to the nest (Owen Knorr; pers. comm.). Marín (1997) noted adults roosted on
the nest for the first half of the nestling period. [Surveyors in subsequent years have directly observed
nests at Rifle Falls.] We estimate the size of the Rifle Falls colony at 3 to 5 pairs.
Rifle Falls, a popular tourist falls and Colorado State Park, hosts thousands of visitors annually, yet no
one had ever reported seeing a Black Swift there. Discovery of the nest site required an observer who knew
what she was looking for. Although Kim was still relatively new to the hunt, she had done her homework
and had begun to develop a search image on her visits to Hanging Lake. The Rifle Falls discovery (Colorado
Colony # 33) marked the beginning of a remarkable string of discoveries for Kim and the project she
instigated.
Two weeks later, on August 16 while on a family outing to the town of Marble, Kim scoped the sky
over Fulton Creek Falls along the road below town and spotted Black
Swifts flying over the valley below the falls. She returned on August
21, accompanied by Emily Wortman-Wunder, and hiked to the base
of the falls. Kim and Emily described their observations in a Forest
Service report:
At 2015 hours a swift flew directly to the rock face from down
valley and was visible clinging to the mossy rock, under an
overhang approximately 0.5 m from the top of the falls and 0.5
m from the falling water, in the spray zone. A few minutes later
a pair flew in and circled the falls several times, flying in and out
of the fall area in close formation. This pair eventually came to
roost beside the first one; at this time a second pair flew in and
circled the falls. One of these swifts landed in a crevice about 1
m away from the above roost site and could be seen there clinging
horizontally. At 2030 hours it was too dark to see any further
activity and we left the falls [Colorado colony # 34].
Fulton Creek Falls Photo: Kim Potter

Chris Schulz began his 1997 explorations of Al Knorr’s sites on July 4, with a brief visit to Silver Falls
near the foot of Wolf Creek Falls. In 1958, Knorr had found two colonies “located in the Wolf Creek Pass
region.” He had provided no specifics, but it seemed likely to Chris that the colonies were Silver Falls and
Treasure Falls, the most accessible and most visited waterfalls in the area. On his visit to Silver Falls, Chris
observed four adults flying together in front of the falls. One bird flew into a probable nest ledge, a large
alcove, and stayed more than 20 minutes, but Chris could not see a nest. Nonetheless, he had determined that
at least one of Knorr’ sites continued to be occupied nearly 40 years after it had been found.
Chris had read the Black Swift account in Bailey and Niedrach’s Birds of Colorado, and from that he decided
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that the Silverton area, just a couple of hours from his office,
required his attention. On August 26, he hiked from the ghost
town of Eureka up Niagara Gulch to the foot of the falls, the
site of the first colony found by Knorr. Although he saw at
least one Black Swift fly in to the falls and was excited to have
evidence that Black Swifts still resided at the site, Chris quickly
came to the same conclusion that Knorr had arrived at 38
years earlier. It would require a difficult and time-consuming
technical climb to gain access to the nesting niches, and it
would be safer and more efficient to try another spot. He
went back through Silverton and up South Mineral Creek to
Cataract Gulch. There his luck mirrored Knorr’s as he soon
located “one well-feathered young in a nest on the east wall of
the lowest falls.” Later, when he studied the Cataract Gulch
photographs in Bailey and Niedrach, he concluded that the
nest he found rested in the same niche as the first Colorado
nest found by Knorr and Baily in 1949.
On August 28, Chris made a second visit to Silver Falls.
He followed Knorr’s advice and stayed until dark. It paid off.
He saw nine Black Swifts flying about falls and roosting high
Chris Schultz at Silver Falls Photo: Rich LevaD
on the back wall of the large alcove on the left side of the falls,
most after 8 p.m. Several birds flew behind the water. He assumed the birds were nesting, but could not see
any nests without climbing.
The next day Chris returned to Cataract Gulch, accompanied by a Forest Service colleague and equipped
with climbing gear and banding pliers. The nestling had not fledged. Chris located a solid anchor tree on the
east rim of the gulch, rappelled down to the nest, and banded the youngster, the first Black Swift banded in
Colorado since the Murphys had banded here 36 years earlier.
In the 1997 field season, Chris began to develop a protocol for monitoring Black Swifts. Having studied
Knorr’s ecological characteristics of Black Swift nest sites, he believed that it could be useful to quantify those
characteristics and see if they could provide a statistical tool for predicting whether Black Swifts might occupy
a site. He created the first draft of a field form that rated on a scale of 1-5 each of six site characteristics,
a list based on Knorr’s but slightly modified. He combined two of Knorr’s characteristics, the presence and
inaccessibility of niches because he was interested in measuring the potential of sites regardless of whether
an observer could determine Black Swift occupancy. Since all Colorado nests had been constructed of moss,
he added the presence of moss at the waterfall to see if that had any predictive power. The draft protocol
called for observers to travel in pairs for safety and called for visits extending until dark to watch for latereturning adult swifts. He completed evaluation forms for Silver Falls and Cataract Gulch during that first
field season.
Kim and Chris’s accomplishments of 1997 seemed modest: they had confirmed continued occupation at
six historical sites; Kim had located two new sites; Chris had banded one Black Swift nestling. Kim had begun
an inventory of historical and potential nest sites in the White River National Forest; Chris had drafted a site
evaluation protocol. Their efforts, though, laid a foundation for the following years’ explorations.
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n finding Black Swift nest sites, timing is everything as Chris Schultz discovered. Chris got an early
start in 1998, visiting ten waterfalls between June 4 and July 9, all but one in mid-day. Although four
of those falls have since proven to be occupied by Black Swifts, he visited too early in the year and too
early in the day; he found no swifts on these visits. Chris proved for himself what Al Knorr had demonstrated
earlier: chances of seeing Black Swifts increase dramatically after mid-July and after sunset. In August his
luck improved. He made an evening visit to Silver Falls where he had seen swifts the previous summer, and
he stayed until 9:30 p.m. Before it got dark, he counted up to 14 Black Swifts circling about the waterfall.
Five days later Chris was joined by his wife Brenda, who is a USFS law enforcement agent, to explore one of
the many waterfalls named Falls Creek Falls, this one a few miles north of Pagosa Springs and just a quarter
mile from Fourmile Falls, which they visited first. They stayed at Fourmile for only half an hour, filling out
an evaluation form but seeing no swifts. They got to Falls Creek falls at 7:45 pm. Almost immediately they
began to see Black Swifts flying into the falls, and Brenda nailed down the confirmation when she spotted a
Black Swift chick in a nest next to the falling water (Colorado colony # 36).
Two days later, Chris spent the last two hours of daylight at Treasure Falls, which, along with Silver Falls,
was probably one of the two sites Al Knorr found near the foot of Wolf Creek Pass. Once again his timing
was right, and he counted eight swifts flying into the falls before dark, confirming occupancy at a site 40
years after its discovery. An evening visit three days later to North Clear Creek Fall, another of Al Knorr’s
colonies, proved fruitless. An evening visit to Cataract Gulch on August 20 produced sightings of only two
Black Swifts, and he could not find an occupied nest. Chris’s season ended early as he headed to Cape May
for the fall raptor banding season.
Colorado Black Swift exploration received a boost in 1998 as Colorado Natural Heritage Project
(CNHP) conducted biological inventories of the Roaring Fork watershed and the Uncompahgre River
Basin. Using data compiled from its own databases along with contributions from agencies, including the U.
S. Forest Service, CNHP identified target areas for field research. These targeted areas included previously
known locations of targeted species and areas of similar habitat. Black Swift was identified for inventory in
both drainages. Box Canyon Falls in Ouray was in the Uncompahgre Basin; no colonies had previously been
located within the Roaring Fork watershed.
Prior to beginning field work that summer, Jeremy Seimers, one of the principal investigators on both
projects, talked with Chris Schultz at a Partners in Flight meeting. When Chris learned that Black Swifts were
on the list for the CNHP inventory projects, he asked Jeremy to fill out his evaluation forms on the waterfalls
he visited. Jeremy surveyed eight waterfalls that summer, including a tour of Box Canyon Falls with Sue
Hirshman, and completed forms on each. He found two new colonies, one at Bulldog Creek Falls (Colorado
colony # 35) in the Roaring Fork watershed and one at Oben Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 37) in the
Uncompahgre Basin. Jeremy indicates that the search for the nest site he found on Bulldog Creek in 1998
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“was prompted by an observation that Kim Potter made in 1997 of 4 Black Swifts at the intersection of
Hell Roaring Creek and Avalanche Creek. She submitted a field form to CNHP and on that form suggested
that Bulldog Creek (which is the tributary just north of that intersection) may have swift nesting habitat.”
Following her suggestion, Jeremy and coworker Rob Schorr hiked up the creek to the waterfall where they
spotted a nest in the falls. Jeremy notes that “The nest site find at Oben Creek wasn’t much more than
scanning topo maps for waterfalls and visiting them late in the summer to see what I could see.” What
he and colleague Drew McDowell saw there was “One adult sitting on a nest. The nest was in plain view
approximately 50 feet above the ground.”
Kim Potter also got an early start on the 1998 field season even though she did not get time to visit a
waterfall until late August. Her first efforts were directed towards getting Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory
(RMBO) involved with Black Swifts. Her timing was perfect.
The last decade of the 20th century had seen an unprecedented burst in bird conservation activity.
In 1990 the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation and its partners sponsored an international workshop
to address population declines among neotropical migrants, species that breed in North America and
winter at tropical or subtropical latitudes. This workshop led to the creation of Partners in Flight (PIF), which
brought together conservation organizations, natural resource agencies, businesses, landowners, foundations,
universities, and individual citizens dedicated to maintaining healthy bird populations throughout the Western
Hemisphere. The organization’s stated goal is ‘Keeping Common Birds Common,’ but it also works to
conserve less common species and reduce conflict between wildlife conservation and economic development.
Since its inception, PIF’s focus has expanded from neotropical migrants to all land birds, migratory and nonmigratory; the organization has spawned state and regional subdivisions which have set about identifying
local conservation priorities and strategies.
Two years before the formation of PIF Mike Carter, a young wildlife biologist from Kansas, founded
Colorado Bird Observatory, a non-profit organization with the mission of conserving the birds of the Rocky
Mountains and Great Plains. Later renamed Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory (RMBO) to better reflect
its area of operation, it has become a national leader in bird conservation. Early on, Mike took the lead in
developing an assessment process to identify conservation priorities. This process evaluates data on population
size, distribution, population trend, threats, and regional abundance of bird species and generates numerical
scores that rank each in terms of its and biological vulnerability.
In 1998, a Colorado PIF (COPIF) committee began work on its Bird Conservation Plan under the
leadership of COPIF chairperson Carol Beidelman. In its deliberations, it identified Black Swift as a priority
species based on a high PIF species assessment score. When the plan was completed in 2000, it noted, “This
species has a high conservation need locally and throughout its range.” The COPIF plan, like nearly all
PIF plans, emphasized the importance of effective monitoring programs to support conservation efforts,
asserting that “monitoring is the first step in conservation.”
Also in 1998 RMBO launched its ambitious Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program to monitor, or at
least track, the population trends of all Colorado breeding birds except game birds and Threatened and
Endangered species, which are monitored by other programs. The program’s goal requires it to assume
monitoring responsibility for some 220 avian species. Random sampling techniques produce sufficient data
for monitoring most of these species, but these techniques do not work with nocturnal birds, birds with small
populations, or birds that nest in colonies. Monitoring these species requires special techniques. Black Swift
is a typical example of this suite of “special species.”
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The designation of Black Swift as a Forest Service Region 2 “Sensitive Species,” its designation as a
COPIF “Priority Species” and the establishment of RMBO’s Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program converged to
stimulate a rapid expansion of the efforts begun by Kim Potter and Chris Schultz. Using the Forest’s visitor
map, quad maps, and Conly’s Waterfalls of Colorado Kim made a waterfall chart for the White River National
Forest. This became the template for an expanded statewide waterfall database which provided a list of more
than 300 sites to evaluate.
In the first week of June, 1998, I retired after a 30-year career as a high school English teacher and began
an entry-level job as Tony Leukering’s assistant for RMBO in its Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program. While I
spent most of the summer establishing point-count transects, Tony had asked me to be thinking about special
species projects as well. For the past year, Kim had been regaling me with Black Swift stories. I was not totally
unfamiliar with the bird.
Sometime in the mid 1980s, I had made a copy of Al Knorr’s article hoping to find a spot where I might
add Black Swift to my life-list. I succeeded in that endeavor on the evening of July 16, 1988, when several
circled overhead as my wife Karen and I sipped wine and soaked in a hot tub at Box Canyon Inn, just below
the falls. (I recommend this technique to anyone who wants to see Black Swifts!) The bird had captured
Kim’s imagination, and she was busy convincing me that I should give a big chunk of my “special species”
attention to Black Swifts. She too had been busy with other duties and by the end of August had visited only
three waterfalls—Bulldog Falls with the CNHP crew to see the new colony there and two nearby unoccupied
sites. We made up for it in September. In the first eleven days of that month, Kim educated and hooked me.
We began with a trip to a likely-looking waterfall in Unaweep Canyon in Mesa County; we found no swifts,
but it was a gorgeous hike—a bit spooky sneaking along some narrow ledges in the dark, but gorgeous. Kim
went to Rifle Falls on the next evening and confirmed continued occupancy there.
On September 3, Kim, Rachel Reichert (another Forest
Service technician), and I climbed the trail out of Glenwood
Canyon up to Hanging Lake. We found five nests at the two
upper falls (actually, Kim found five nests and pointed them
out to me) before separating just before sunset to watch each
of the three falls until dark. I posted myself at the base of the
lower falls, a fifty-foot wide complex of waterfall segments
tumbling down a thirty-foot limestone cliff strewn with dark
solution pockets. Not ten minutes after I settled in, the first
Black Swift zipped through a slot in the box elder thicket
below the falls, flared just in front of the falling water, and
left again in a flash. During the next 30 minutes this scene
was repeated enough times that I lost count. Then the swifts
started zipping in and disappearing in the curtain of water.
I broke out my flashlight and directed the beam at a pocket
where a swift had seemed to disappear. Two pair of red eyes
gleamed in the darkness. Searching the other niches on the
cliff face, I found three more niches with eyes. When it grew
too dark to see arriving swifts, I made my way up to the main
falls at the lake where Rachael was waiting. Kim soon arrived Hanging Lake Photo: Rich LevaD
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from the upper falls. Between us we had counted a minimum of 16 adults arriving at the three waterfalls. Our
count of nine nests meant we had missed at least two and no doubt more than that. We excitedly shared our
stories. I was thrilled. And hooked.
The next afternoon Kim and I hiked up the Booth Creek trail from Vail to check a couple of waterfalls
that sounded promising from Conly’s waterfall book. Conly wrote, “Booth Creek Falls is a 60-foot braided
horsetail 1.8 miles from the trailhead. It cuts deeply into the rock and twists into a nice little pool at the
bottom. The steepest drop is hidden in a twisting cut in the cliffs. Views are possible opposite the top of the
falls, and we climbed down to a platform inside the cut about halfway down the falls, right across the cut from
the water. This closer view is not recommended for those with children, vertigo or both.” Kim and I took the
opposite route, climbing up to the platform from below and then up to the top. The “platform” runs long
enough that we have designated these drops as separate waterfalls, Upper and Lower Booth Creek Falls. The
lower falls lacks suitable niches for swift nests. Conly was right about the climb at the upper drop–not for
those with vertigo. I had reached the halfway point before I looked down. I couldn’t quite believe I had done
this, and there was no chance that I was going to try to go down. I continued to the top, Kim close at my
heels. When we hit the top, she gave me a wry grin and said, “Thanks a lot.” I’m not sure she has ever quite
forgiven me for leading her up that climb, but it was really her fault. She hooked me on these birds. And the
climb paid off. As we sat on the rim at the top of the falls, Kim peered down, turned to me, and said, “There
it is!” Twenty feet below us on a knob of rock sheltered by a slight overhang, sat a nearly-grown Black Swift
youngster on a nest. We had found a new colony (Colorado colony # 38). The hook sank deeper.
Four days later, on September 8, I tried some Black Swift exploration on my own. Al Knorr’s 1961 paper
had mentioned finding five small colonies near the Sneffels ghost-town, all at approximately 10,500 feet,
along the road to Yankee Boy Basin above Ouray. With five sites in the area, I thought that I might have a fair
chance of finding one or two. When I arrived at Camp Bird, less than a mile below Sneffels, I supposed I had
thought correctly about my chances. A likely-looking waterfall tumbled out of the forest above the mine, and
a cliff to its left fit Knorr’s description of a colony that was “notable in that the volume of water present was
extremely small, consisting of only a steady dripping.” However, a locked gate and a stern “No Trespassing”
sign blocked any close approach. I continued up to Sneffels where I parked and hiked up the Imogene Pass
Road, which switches back and passes above Camp Bird. Well above the mine, I found a waterfall on Imogene
Creek, but I could not find evidence of Black Swifts using it. It did not seem to have any dark niches or ledges
for placement of a nest. From my parking spot near Sneffels, I could see water coming down the hillside
through the trees, but nothing that looked like much of a waterfall. Nevertheless, I decided to follow the small
stream that crossed the road on my way back to my truck. Less than 100 yards down the steep hillside I came
to a nice 30-foot waterfall, in fact two waterfalls or rather two segments of a waterfall separated by 20 yards
of forest. The first segment did not have any suitable niches, but on the face of the second, a round black
solution pocket perhaps a foot in diameter, lay behind dripping water at the edge of the fall. At first, the hole
appeared uniformly black. Gradually, though, I became aware of a line of tiny white chevrons angling across
the black hole, and I realized I was looking at the wing of a nestling Black Swift. As much as I would have
liked to claim discovery, it seemed likely that Al Knorr had been standing in this very spot 48 years earlier. It
was an exciting re-discovery nonetheless. But the highlight of the season was yet to come.
Kim found Donald Davis’s account of Black Swifts in a cave on the Flat Tops and was doubly intrigued.
Not only was this a unique site, unlike any others in the literature, it was in her forest. She had to see it. Davis’s
article did not name the cave, but it provided a fairly precise location, “at about 9,700 feet elevation, high
up on the south side of the 1,500 foot-deep canyon of the South Fork of the White River, some 10 miles
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upstream from the South Fork Campground, Garfield County, Colorado.” Kim began investigating by calling
Rich Wolfert, president of Colorado Grotto, the state cavers’ organization, and inquiring whether he knew
of a resurgence cave in this location. Wolfert replied that indeed he did know of this site, that its name was
Fulton Resurgence Cave, and that he had visited it many years earlier. By the end of the conversation, Wolfert
had agreed to lead an expedition to the cave. About a week before the scheduled date, September 9, he called
Kim to ask if it would be okay for Davis to join the expedition since he lived just down the road in Rulison.
Kim, of course was delighted to have the original discoverer aboard. Davis described the outing in an article
in the Journal of Colorado Field Ornithologists:
In 1962, I had discovered two Black Swift nests in Fulton Resurgence Cave (Davis 1964), the
only known colony on the White River Plateau that Kim still had not visited. Therefore, she was
anxious to include me on a trip that she was planning to the cave. Others included on the trip would
be a caver—Rich Wolfert, Rachel Reichardt (Kim’s colleague), Rich Levad of the Colorado Bird
Observatory, and my partner, Chester McQueary. On the afternoon of 9 September 1998, we drove
to the ridgetop of Blair Mountain and then hiked for about two hours, descending 1,200 feet (367
meters) to the cave mouth in a box canyon below. . .
Fulton Resurgence Cave is a rectangular opening in a formation known as the Devonian Dyer
Dolomite. The cave’s entrance, located approximately 150 feet downslope from Fulton Cave proper,
is about 20 feet wide by 30 feet high (6.1 x 9.l
meters). Before the cave’s formation, a stream
believed to originate from the nearby Blair
Lake sink ran through, and out the entrance
of, Fulton Cave. Eventually, the stream was
swallowed into rubble before reaching the cave
entrance, forming a new cave below. Now, the
stream resurges as a spring from a rubble slope at
the back of Fulton Resurgence Cave, about 150
feet (46 meters) from the cave entrance. Several
feet wide and a few inches deep in autumn, the
stream descends gently through the resurgence
cave before dropping a few feet over a waterfall
below the entrance and cascading down a steep
ravine below.
Rather than nest near the waterfall, the
swifts at Fulton Resurgence Cave use niches
inside the cave itself. (Interestingly, this remains
the only reported case of Black Swifts nesting
in a limestone solution cave.) Once inside the
cave, we found the Black Swift colony alive Kim Potter and Todd Patrick at Fulton Resurgence Cave
Photo: Natasha Goedert
and well. When I had originally discovered the
colony in 1962, I saw just two nests, both on the left (looking outward) wall. This time we observed
six nests, all 12-25 feet (3.7-7.9 meters) up from the cave floor on the vertical faces of the two walls.
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The innermost nest was about 77 feet (23.5 meters) from the cave entrance, in the dimness of what
cave specialists call the “deep twilight zone.”
The Black Swift’s way of life renders the species relatively safe from predators, which may explain
their unusual strategy of laying only one egg per nesting attempt. [The only other North American
land birds with this habit are the Band-tailed Pigeon (Columba fasciata) and the now-extinct Passenger
Pigeon (Ectopistes migralorius)]. They build their neat, cup-shaped nests of moss and mud in suitable
hollows of vertical rock walls. In Colorado, Black Swifts typically lay their eggs in early July, and
the young fledge in late summer. At the time of our visit on 9 September, each nest held a nearly
mature nestling, which rested quietly upon its pedestal-like nest with its head and wings extending
well outside the nest wall. We observed no adult swifts; presumably they were out feeding away from
the cave.
The biologists had come prepared to band the young if possible, but only the lowest nest was
reachable, and then only with an improvised ladder (from a spruce tree)! Rich climbed up and
grasped the young bird carefully, then brought it down to be weighed and banded. Close inspection
revealed an exquisite creature, as perfectly adapted for its aerial life and dark nesting locations as you
can imagine. It had a tiny beak and a wide, insect-catching mouth. The stiffly-curved wings, normally
held like scimitars crossed over the back, extended far beyond the tail. It had huge, dark eyes, and
the feathers were black with lighter edges, giving a pretty, scaled effect on the head. The young bird
tolerated the handling with little sign of fear, and allowed itself to be replaced on its nest and released
without flopping away in a panic, as many songbirds would do. We then left the birds in peace.
Whether or not the Black Swift colony in Fulton Resurgence Cave has actually increased in size
since I discovered it in 1962 is not clear. I had used a carbide lamp at the time, which was not as
effective at focusing light on the walls as the spotlights we had on Kim’s trip, thus I easily could have
missed seeing more obscurely located nests. Either way, I was pleased to see that the colony is still
doing well after 36 years.
The following day, buoyed with enthusiasm following the successful expedition, I headed back to the
Sneffels area to see if I could locate any more of Knorr’s colonies there. On the way through Ouray, I stopped
and took the five-minute hike up to Cascade Falls where Knorr had found Black Swift nests in 1952. I studied
this very high waterfall for a few minutes, despairing of finding anything on that huge expanse, when a small
clump of Sullivantia high on the cliff seemed to move. I swung my binoculars that way, and there behind the
plant a nestling Black Swift fluttered its wings. I thought it a good omen. Continued occupancy at one more
historical site (discovered 1952) was confirmed with very little expense of time. But my luck seemed to have
run out. I saw nothing on evening watch at the gate to Camp Bird. The following day, I visited Bridal Veil Falls
at Telluride in the afternoon, where I saw no Black Swifts or evidence of nests at Colorado’s tallest waterfall.
The sheer size of the wall made a search for nests seem futile. (Al Knorr would point out that mid-afternoon
visits to large waterfalls stand little chance of producing any Black Swift detections.) I then found my way to
Mystic Falls for the evening. Knorr had seen Black Swifts in the area in 1952, but my watch proved fruitless.
I was positioned at the top of the falls, though, and as we have gained experience, have learned that swifts
frequently elude the notice of observers stationed above their flight path. And by September 10, any swifts
nesting here may have already departed on their migration flight.
The visit to Mystic Falls ended my first Black Swift season, but Kim logged one more discovery before
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hers ended. On September 16, while hiking up No Name Creek north of Glenwood Springs, she noticed
a 15-foot waterfall flanked by a shallow cave that provided suitable niches for Black Swifts. She examined
the cave and found three nests that she was certain had been made by Black Swifts. Even though the birds
had departed, the used nests constituted sufficient evidence to list No Name Creek Falls as a confirmed nest
site (Colorado colony # 39). This discovery concluded our 1998 Black Swift field season. With the help of
CHNP’s Jeremy Seimers, we had visited and completed evaluation forms at 43 waterfalls and had confirmed
occupancy at 21 of those sites, including five new locations that we discovered during this season. We had
located and surveyed 10 of the sites discovered by Al Knorr in the 1950s as well as the resurgence cave found
by Donald Davis in 1962, and we had found Black Swifts occupying all of them.
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uring the 1999 field season, Forest Service priorities limited the time Chris Schultz could devote
to Black Swifts. Even worse for the project, the vagaries of seasonal employment with the Forest
Service led Kim Potter to take a job through the field season with Colorado Division of Wildlife
studying Sage-Grouse in Middle Park. The study employed her through the Black Swift period and Kim did
not get out of the sagebrush all summer.
The project did benefit from another Colorado Natural Heritage inventory--this one of the San Miguel
Basin where CNHP biologist John Sovell surveyed several waterfalls that summer. Although Chris’s field time
was limited, he had worked at spreading the Black Swift gospel among his colleagues, and Bob Frey, Wildlife
Biologist in the Pagosa Springs Ranger District, surveyed some waterfalls near Wolf Creek Falls. Also, my
genial boss Tony Leukering, held over Aaron Crawford, one of RMBO’s field techs for an additional month.
Aaron had been conducting point counts for the Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program; in August we sent him
out to survey waterfalls.
For much of the season, I had been conducting point-count transects as well. On July 2, I was establishing
a point-count transect in a mixed-conifer stand adjacent to No Name Creek near Glenwood Springs. The
transect ended less than a mile downstream from the small waterfall where Kim had found used nests the
previous September and interpreted them to be Black Swift nests. After I completed the final point, I
continued up the trail to that site. Kim’s directions made it easy to find, and I soon spotted an adult Black
Swift on one of the nests she had described. The second nest appeared empty, and I could not see the third,
secreted back in the alcove across the creek. A streak of whitewash suggested an occupied nest there, and soon
a swift darted from the recess and zipped downstream. Kim’s interpretation had been right on the mark.
Surveying waterfalls in the Front Range, Aaron Crawford confirmed continued occupancy at Ouzel
Falls in Rocky Mountain National Park, and on August 17 he spotted a chick on a nest at Snake River Falls
(Colorado colony # 40) west of Loveland Pass. John Sovell confirmed continued occupancy at Bridal Veil
Falls in Telluride, and on August 27, he earned discovery credit for a new colony when he saw two Black
Swifts come to roost at Bear Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 41) a couple of miles to the west. Bob Frey
surveyed five waterfalls off the Wolf Creek Pass road, and on September 17, he and Jeremy Greene spotted a
Black Swift fly into a crevice at Lower Lake Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 44).
In mid-August Chris managed to get a few days free to explore in the Sneffels area. He surveyed several
waterfalls without finding any evidence of occupancy before visiting Silver Basin Creek Falls. He hadn’t seen
my report from the previous year, but he repeated my visit almost exactly and found a nestling on the same
nest. We agreed that if we could both find this nest independently, Knorr almost certainly had found it as
well.
On August 24, I resumed my Black Swift explorations with a visit to a waterfall at Vail known to the local
ice climbers as The Fang. Al Knorr had reported three colonies at East Vail. I thought the middle of the three
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waterfalls tumbling down the north-facing slope a likely candidate. Brad Benter, a local birder, accompanied
me and first spotted the first Swifts circling far out over the valley. As darkness approached at least five swifts
flew into The Fang and alighted. This waterfall carries only a small stream of water and makes little noise,
so as the adult swifts arrived, we could hear a high-pitched twittering, which we took to be juveniles greeting
their parents. One more of Al Knorr’s sites confirmed and still occupied more than 40 years later.
I made visits to Milton, Bulldog, and Rifle Falls during the following week and saw Black Swifts arrive
at each one as darkness fell. I was thoroughly enjoying my work but it became even more fun. My friend,
teaching colleague, and fellow birder Coen Dexter had reported seeing a flock of about a dozen Black Swifts
at Woods Lake west of Telluride. The DeLorme map of the area indicated a waterfall just a couple of miles
away on a tributary of Fall Creek. On September 2, accompanied by Skip Mottram, a long-time teaching
friend, I set out to find it. At the first tributary along the Fall Creek Road, we bushwhacked through a halfmile of dense undergrowth, and broke out into a clearing near the foot of a beautiful sixty-foot waterfall. A
large overhang formed an alcove at the left side of the falls. I raised my binoculars to examine the ledge under
the overhang and immediately spotted a nest occupied by a nearly full-grown nestling Black Swift and a few
feet to the right another. And in a vertical crack to the right of the alcove, yet another! High on the cliff
two more nests rested in dark niches, but we could not tell if they held swifts. Accompanying Kim in the
colony discovery at Booth Creek Falls a year earlier had been a thrill, but this discovery was the first that I had
planned and executed. Fall Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 42) carved an indelible memory.
Since we didn’t need to wait for dark to confirm occupancy at this waterfall, Skip and I headed for the
next. An hour later, we were hiking up the Bilk Creek trail on the north slope of the Wilson Massif. Bilk
Creek has several waterfalls, but Chris Schultz had made a recommendation: Conly’s Bilk Creek Falls #3.
Chris had hiked this trail in June the previous year and this falls had impressed him with its potential. En
route we stopped on the trail above Bilk Creek Falls #2 and glassed it 100 yards below us. It was getting late.
The site did not look particularly exciting, and Chris’s note indicated that he doubted that it was suitable. We
pushed on to #3. As we approached our destination, the sky darkened with one of the thunderstorms that
characterize late summer afternoons in Colorado’s San Juan Mountains. The last forty yard stretch to the base
of Bilk Creek Falls # 3 descends a steep, slippery slope from the trail to the creek bottom. Skip commented
on the way down that it would get really ugly climbing back out if it got any wetter.
Chris’s evaluation of the falls was right-on scoring 27 points on the survey form out of a possible
30—very high. We scanned the cliffs at the falls carefully, but could find no evidence of Black Swift nests.
Lightning flashed steadily in the west. We tried to focus on the sky above us in hopes of seeing a swift arrive
but kept glancing away at the storm, trying to gauge how much longer we could stay before that climb out
got too sloppy. I was about to say, “Let’s go!” when a black shape zipped past. Black Swift? I had only a
momentary impression of something black flashing by, and Skip had missed it. But it had to be a swift.
Nothing else would take that route at that speed. Big rain drops started to fall. We made our break, scrambled
up to the trail, and headed home. Later, with only the tiniest bit of doubt I recorded Bilk Creek Falls as a
probable occupied site (Colorado colony # 43). Allan Phillips would have been appalled.
The following week I wound up my field season with two great hikes. On the afternoon of September
7, John Toolen and I made the 1200 foot descent from Blair Mountain to Fulton Resurgence Cave where we
counted six Black Swift youngsters on the same nests that the larger crew had found the previous year. The
next evening I led a group consisting of BLM wildlife biologist Ron Lambeth, Grand Junction Daily Sentinel
outdoor writer Dave Buchanan, and RMBO field tech Gwen Lee up to the three waterfalls at Hanging Lake.
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We found five active nests and counted seven adults coming in to roost at dark.
Despite the distractions, our progress accelerated during the 1999 field season, completing survey forms
for 49 sites (running the total to 80), finding five new colonies (running the total for Colorado to 44), and
confirming continued occupancy of two more of Al Knorr’s colonies (running that total to 13).
The following year, 2000, was again marked by limited USFS activity and increased RMBO involvement
with Black Swift exploration. Chris Schulz made his annual visits to Silver Falls and Treasure Falls, which were
both occupied. He checked a couple of unoccupied sites, and made the hike up to Fourmile Falls again. Chris
had been impressed with this waterfall the previous year when he confirmed occupancy at nearby Fall Creek
Falls. This time Chris had a bit more luck at Fourmile, finding a used nest and adding a new colony (Colorado
colony # 45) to the inventory. Kim Potter was back with the Forest Service again as a seasonal biological
technician, but other priorities monopolized her work time, and limited her Black Swift activities.
In contrast, I had my busiest Black Swift season, as RMBO picked up more responsibility for field work.
In 25 days in the field, I filled out evaluation forms for 43 waterfalls. The year started as Karen and I visited
Zapata Falls on the west slope of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains overlooking the San Luis Valley. John
Rawinski had discovered a colony there six years earlier while doing Breeding Bird Atlas work. Our visit was a
bonus—a very nice conclusion to a spectacular day that had begun at dawn at Monte Vista refuge in a canoe
among three thousand White-faced Ibis and three hundred Snowy Egrets, followed by an early afternoon
visit to idyllic Big Lake to count a colony of nesting Eared Grebes. Now we were watching groups of Black
Swifts swirling at break-neck speed above the picturesque waterfall. They were the first swifts Karen had seen
since those over the hot tub at Box Canyon Inn. This waterfall drops into a slot canyon reminiscent of Box
Canyon Falls in Ouray, but on a slightly smaller scale. We saw as many as eight swifts simultaneously, but were
confident that we were seeing different groups and that the colony was larger than eight, perhaps approaching
the colony at Box Canyon in size.
Two evenings later, I perched at the top of North Clear Creek Falls northwest of Creede waiting for
swifts to arrive. Al Knorr had found swift nests at this waterfall in 1952, but in each of the previous two
years, Chris Schultz had spent an evening here and had seen nothing. I was prepared to give him a razzing
when I confirmed occupancy at this site, but darkness fell and I too saw nothing. I was tired and it was dark,
so I ignored the “No camping” signs and rolled out my sleeping bag in the back of my truck. I awoke to the
rising sun, fixed some breakfast and prepared to hit the road. When I was packed, I strolled to the rim for a
last look at this beautiful tourist falls. As I stood watching the swallows swooping about below me a larger,
faster form caught my eye. Black Swift! No! Two, three, four, five Black Swifts circling about the falls. Several
times one of the birds entered a dark crevice on the left side of the waterfall and re-appeared a minute or two
later. The date, July 25, suggests that the birds should have been incubating eggs or brooding. If so, the birds
may have been males, each representing half a pair at the colony. The birds had apparently slipped by me the
previous evening, unseen against the dark backdrop of canyon walls. At any rate, the observation confirmed
continued occupancy at another of Knorr’s colonies discovered nearly half a century earlier.
During the next three weeks, I observed nests or swifts coming to roost at four more sites that probably
were sites that Knorr had discovered. On August 8, Mike Henwood, a birding friend from Grand Junction,
and I made a trip to the Sneffels area above Ouray. We first checked the nest niche at Silver Basin Creek, which
was again occupied. Returning down toward Camp Bird, I spotted a very small waterfall spilling into Canyon
Creek. It carried no more water than what might run through a two-inch pipe, but it formed a nice horsetail
across the 20-foot cliff beside the creek. About half way down a slight overhang created a “swifty” niche,
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and there sat a Black Swift nest occupied by a fuzzy black chick. In recognition of its size, we dubbed the site
“Trickle Falls.” Because it clearly fell within the area of Knorr’s five small colonies near Sneffels, we added
it to the list of his sites re-found. Visitors can easily examine the Trickle Falls site from the Yankee Boy Basin
Road, and can readily see whether Black Swifts are present as there is only one suitable niche. These qualities
have enabled us to document intermittent occupancy, as Black Swifts used the niche in three of the following
five years. After two years of use, the nest was unoccupied the third year, and completely gone the fourth. The
following year it had been rebuilt in precisely the same spot and was occupied by an incubating adult.
Later that afternoon we checked the waterfall in Senator Gulch, about a half mile down the road from
Trickle Falls. This waterfall, less than 100 yards from the road on a Canyon Creek tributary, seemed likely also
to belong to the group of Knorr’s five Sneffels colonies, and we confirmed continued occupancy when two
Black Swifts flew out of niches near the top of the falls. An evening watch at the locked gate at Camp Bird did
not produce any results, but it seemed likely that the waterfall and dripping cliff behind the gate represented
the last two of Knorr’s “Sneffels five.”
During the next month, I averaged nearly a waterfall per day and saw Black Swifts at ten, including East
Vail Falls and The 19th Hole (named by ice climbers for its location near the Vail golf course), the two
waterfalls flanking The Fang. On September 8, I logged my first new colony discovery of the season, spotting
two used nests on a ledge next to Waterfall Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 46) near Ophir. After seeing a
number of occupied nests that year, I had no doubt that these were Black Swift nests even though the birds
had departed. Two days later I found another nest with green moss on the top layer at Bear Creek Falls near
Telluride where John Sovell had seen Black Swifts come to roost the year before. It clearly had been used this
year. On September 12, RMBO colleague Glenn Giroir and I returned to the Telluride area and hiked to
several waterfalls. We found a nest occupied by a juvenile Black Swift at Lower Mill Creek Falls (Colorado
colony #47) and another at Cornet Falls (Colorado colony #48). These two nests provided a lesson in
searching as each sat in a perfectly dry niche nearly 100 feet away from the falling water. At Lower Mill Creek,
we studied the cliff adjacent to the waterfall for some time before I happened to turn around and spot the
nest on the cliff behind us. At Cornet Falls the nest sat in a niche high on the dry sandstone cliff opposite
the falling water. I have nominated Cornet as the most likely site where Al Knorr may have missed finding a
colony. The waterfall is within the city limits of Telluride, the sort of place he almost certainly would have
visited. Unfortunately, any information he recorded regarding apparently unoccupied sites disappeared with
his lost field notes.
Late in the season, Kim Potter managed to break free for visits to two of her favorite sites. On August
27 she visited Rifle Falls. She noted, “I spent about 15 minutes at Rifle Falls tonight. At 19:25 a Black Swift
flew in over our heads at the park bench. I put the flashlight on the niche and saw two roosting adults and
one juvenile face looking over the side of a nest at me. Another dry site. Very exciting!” On August 31, she
hiked to No Name Falls. She noted, “A juvenile was on nest #2. Nest #3 was unoccupied. Nest #1 had fresh
whitewash, but heavy flows precluded crossing the creek.” And on September 1, she led a party consisting
of Rachel Saylor (nee Reichert), Bret Smithers, Mike Henwood, John Sovell, and me to Fulton Resurgence
Cave. For the third consecutive year, each of the six nests was occupied by a youngster. Kim had us wellorganized: we packed in three five-foot ladder sections which enabled us to reach five of the nests and band
five juveniles.
Kim joined me on the season’s final trip to a waterfall we believed to have hosted one more of Knorr’s
25 Colorado colonies. In the summer of 1958, Knorr had located a small colony in the Black Canyon of the
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Gunnison River after seeing an early photograph of a beautiful “swifty” waterfall there. Chipeta Falls seemed
to me the most likely spot. Chipeta now tumbles directly into Morrow Point Reservoir, which didn’t exist in
1958. Knorr would have hiked down the railroad tracks that now lie under several feet of water. Access to
the reservoir is limited. Some hardy individuals have been known to pack boats down several hundred steps
at the Deer Creek access, or follow a trail that descends 1200 feet from Highway 92 to Robbers’ Roost
Campground on the north shore. The National Park Service runs an excursion boat tour of the reservoir
for visitors who are willing to make the trek down the Deer Creek steps. Early in September, under the guise
of family fun, Kim and I had taken our families on that excursion. The view of Chipeta Falls from the boat
convinced us that this must be the place. The next week, I contacted Terese Ritz in the Resource Management
department of the Curecanti National Recreation Area. She expressed interest in our Black Swift search and
agreed to take us to Chipeta Falls on a boat the department keeps at the dam. Kim and I met Terese at the dam
on the afternoon of September 18, and made a quick ten-mile run up the reservoir to the waterfall. We were
unable to see any nests, and no swifts arrived during our stay. A splattering of whitewash under an overhang
on the right side of the falls suggested a nest, but we could not confirm occupancy. Park rules mandated that
we be off the water before dark, so a pleasant, late-afternoon boat ride back across this spectacular canyonwalled lake ended the season.
In 2000, seven other RMBO field techs—Alan Versaw, Arvind Panjabi, Beth Dillon, Dana Roberts, Dave
Dittmer, Doug Faulkner, and Mike Blanck—each surveyed waterfalls, 42 all together. They detected swifts
only at Ouzel Falls, an historical colony in Rocky Mountain National Park, where most of their surveys
were conducted. RMBO and USFS field workers completed 106 evaluation forms in 2000, 60 at previously
unevaluated sites, bringing the total of evaluated sites to 140. We discovered four new colonies, bringing
Colorado’s total of documented sites to 48, 16 added by our efforts in the past four seasons. We confirmed
continued occupancy at 6 more of Knorr’s sites bringing that total to 18. We had identified more than 200
potential sites that we had not yet surveyed; we had a lot of work ahead of us--if this activity indeed could
be called work
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lthough our early efforts were productive, we needed to do much more if we intended to generate
accurate data on the Black Swift’s population size or trend. In 2000, I initiated Project ColonyWatch to
monitor Colorado’s 15 species of colonial waterbirds. Because they depend on riparian and wetland
habitats, these birds commanded a high priority for my attention as coordinator of special species monitoring
projects for Monitoring Colorado’s Birds. Project ColonyWatch was designed to provide efficient, economical
monitoring of these waterbirds by incorporating existing local monitoring efforts and recruiting volunteers
to monitor as many of the other colonies as possible, leaving a small number of sites for RMBO technicians
to survey. The fledgling project worked well that first year. We recruited more than 50 volunteers to monitor
waterbird colonies, mostly Great Blue Herons. I thought this approach might provide a model for expanding
our efforts with other colonially nesting birds like Purple Martin and Black Swift. Sue Hirshman’s work at
Box Canyon Falls and the success of Project ColonyWatch suggested that perhaps we could build a network of
Black Swift monitors similar to what we had developed for Great Blue Herons.
I was also concerned about the rather low rate of Black Swift detection by the RMBO field technicians
who had conducted surveys in the previous two years and uncertain whether that rate resulted from an
absence of swifts or from a lack of observer experience. Surveying for Black Swifts is hard work demanding
physical abilities and time commitments well beyond those required for monitoring heron colonies. It seemed
likely that we would have to depend on hired field techs to do much of the exploratory work. In previous
years, we had sent our techs out without training, depending entirely on their proven skills of bird finding and
identification. I suspected that a bit of training might increase their success. To address these considerations, I
scheduled a training session to kick off the 2001 season. Tony Leukering, who held the purse strings, agreed
to hold over a few field techs and have them attend the training.
That winter as I made the rounds recruiting ColonyWatchers at Audubon Society and bird club meetings, I
included a pitch for Black Swift volunteers and an invitation to the training session. Late in the spring Chris
Shultz and I did a presentation for Black Canyon Audubon Society in Montrose. After the presentation,
Andrea Robinsong, one of the chapter’s leaders (She added the “g” to her name to reflect her passion for
birds), said a friend of hers, Carolyn Gunn, might be interested in helping with the Black Swift project.
To Andrea, it seemed a perfect match. Carolyn loved hiking and lived in Telluride, an area graced by many
waterfalls. Andrea called Carolyn the day after the meeting, and gave her my contact information. Carolyn
e-mailed me asking for specifics such as the birds’ breeding biology, where to look, tips on finding occupied
colonies, and a photo of a nest. I did not have those materials at hand at the time and I was immersed in the
field season. I figured attendance at the training session would answer most of her questions, so I sent her a
brief note on the Black Swift’s predilection for nesting in dark niches next to waterfalls. Undeterred by my
scanty instructions, she began reconnoitering waterfalls in the Telluride area. Although she knew it might be
a bit early in the nesting season, she needed little excuse to hike to new areas. She kept after the project with
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the tenacity of the wolverine that she claims as a totem.
The training session was scheduled for the last weekend in July; the Black Swifts would be incubating
or breeding then, and the trainees would have more than a month to explore before the swifts headed south.
I chose Telluride as the place. We would have a good chance to see nests at Cornet, Lower Mill Creek, Fall
Creek, and Waterfall Creek falls, all short hikes, and we could drive to the base of Bridal Veil Falls for an
evening watch. The group could conduct a survey at each of these falls, and maybe with a lot of eyes we could
find a nest at Bridal Veil–a huge expanse of conglomerate rock with many nesting possibilities. Having an
enthusiastic volunteer who lived in Telluride made the choice seem even better. When I told Carolyn about
the training session plan in Telluride, she readily accepted the responsibility of securing campsites and lining
up a place to meet with the participants. She was eager to begin surveying waterfalls and already had several
questions about the required protocol. I knew I had a winner!
Even before the training session scheduled for July 23, Carolyn had found nests at the previously discovered
Bear Creek Falls (John Sovell had seen adults come to roost in 1999, and I found a used nest there in 2000).
She made several visits to the falls
early in the season, finally finding an
adult on a nest on June 30. She also
found a new colony before she had any
training. On July 15, she hiked up Bilk
Creek to look at several waterfalls. She
stopped at Bilk Creek #2 (Colorado
Colony #49) and scrambled 100
yards through willow thickets down
a steep slope to the falls. There, in a
deep vertical crack approximately 25
feet to the left of the falls, she saw
four nests. “The lowest was an old,
unused nest,” she noted, “the next could not be seen but many urates were present. The next highest nest is
in a wide area of the crack, just above a fern-like plant and an incubating bird was on the nest.” (Both Chris
Schultz and I had viewed this falls earlier and thought little of its potential. Chris had noted, “Small cliff
faces along east side of Bilk Creek about 75 yards upstream of the falls have better potential than the waterfall
itself; more shaded, more niches, more moss, much wetter.” I had noted, “This falls has only a few niches, not
much moss. The best niche is readily visible from the trail above the falls, and no nest structure is apparent.
Probably not inhabited.”)
My daughter Amy and I met Carolyn in Telluride early on the day of the training. We decided to hike
up Bilk Creek, so I could see Carolyn’s discovery. We scrambled down the slope at Bilk Creek Falls #2, and
she pointed out the details of her find. From there we continued up the trail to Bilk Creek Falls #3 where
I had seen what I believed to be a Black Swift two years earlier. We scanned the cliffs on either side of this
thundering 100-foot plunge, and Carolyn soon pointed to a spot high on the cliff and said, “I think those
are urates.” From where we stood, we could not see into the niche above the faint speckles of whitewash,
so we crossed the stream and crawled up the steep, slick rock slope on the other side. Looking across from
25 feet up the slope, we could see an adult Black Swift sitting on its soft, mossy nest. I was pleased that this
observation vindicated my rather tenuous earlier claim that this site hosted a colony, but I wondered as we
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headed back down the trail, “Who is training whom?”
Carolyn brought to the Black Swift project a powerful blend of competence in biology and mountaineering.
Like most of our “Black Swift crew” she was a flatlander, born and raised in Oklahoma. She earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in animal science and Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree at Oklahoma State,
served a 14-month internship in small animal medicine and surgery at Angell Memorial Animal Center in
Boston, and completed a small animal surgical residency at the University of California, Davis, Veterinary
Medical Teaching Hospital. She had published scholarly articles with titles like “Ozone-induced alterations
in collagen metabolism of monkey lungs: use of biopsy-obtained lung tissue,” “Limb salvage procedure for
local control of canine long bone sarcoma,” and “Hepatic dearterialization in the dog.” The limb salvage and
hepatic dearterialization procedures were both later applied to human medicine.
After completing her residency, where she routinely put in 80-hour work weeks, Carolyn took a break
from academia. She took a winter job in Telluride as a ski-lift operator and summer job working for Rainier
Mountaineering Inc. at Camp Muir in Mount Rainier National Park, where she “planned meals, cooked, did
the dishes, made sandwiches and was the radio dispatcher in case of problems on a summit attempt.” After
two summers at Camp Muir, Rainier Mountaineering Inc. hired her to manage the base camp (at ~17,000
feet) for its 1984 China Everest Expedition, which became the first successful American climb of the difficult
north face of Mount Everest. Carolyn’s experience on this trip led to expeditions to K2, Peru, Denali, and
Everest again over the next few years. It also led to her writing The Expedition Cookbook, still a standard reference
on cooking and nutrition for mountaineers. Carolyn found the life of mountain climbing, world-hopping,
and skiing idyllic, but she says, “Reality and bills set in, so I returned to veterinary practice for several years.”
At the time of Andrea’s call, she was ready to pursue a career in wildlife biology, an area that had always
captured her interest. Black Swift volunteer work seemed a logical step in that direction.
Twenty-two participants attended the training in Telluride, a nice mix of volunteers, RMBO seasonals,
and Forest Service biological techs. We presented a slide show, explained the project, went over forms, and
tried to answer questions the first evening. Chris, Carolyn, and I led the participants to four waterfalls the
following day. We saw swifts on nests at each. After dinner, we drove to Bridal Veil Falls and watched at least
a dozen Black Swifts circle about before disappearing into the huge cliff. The next morning the participants
selected waterfalls to survey, a mixture of historical and potential colony sites.
Carolyn added another new site after the training, finding a nest at Mystic Falls (Colorado colony #67).
Despite her remarkable first season, rookie-of-the-year honors belong to a young RMBO seasonal employee
who got his life-list Black Swift at the Telluride training session. Jason Beason, a native of Xenia, Ohio,
(another flatlander!) graduated from Ohio State University in 1990 with a major in wildlife biology. After
graduation he worked on the Black-footed Ferret reintroduction in Shirley Basin and Meteetse, Wyoming. He
got his first bird job in 1992 in Arizona with the Arizona Bald Eagle Nestwatch Program. On a break from
the eagle watch, he went to the Chiricahua Mountains to hike and camp. There, he says, “I ran into a group
of birders who were looking at an Elegant Trogon. I was sold! After that I kept trying to string together bird
jobs – Bird Bum!”
Over the next eight years Jason worked at a variety of short-term bird jobs, returning to Arizona each
year for the Bald Eagle Nestwatch, searching for Northern Goshawks on the Mogollon Rim, doing point
counts in the Targee National Forest in Idaho, searching for Black-backed and Three-toed Woodpeckers nests
in Yellowstone National Park, searching for nests of grassland birds in the Rita Blanca National Grasslands
in the panhandle of Texas, searching for nests of grassland birds (“Awesome sparrows!”) in southeastern
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North Dakota, counting migrating hawks in the Bridger Mountains of Montana, banding migrating hawks
and Flammulated Owls in the Sandia Mountains of New Mexico, searching for nests of Black-backed,
Three-toed, Pileated, Lewis’s, and Hairy Woodpeckers in the River of No Return Wilderness area in Idaho,
surveying Baird’s, Grasshopper, and Cassin’s Sparrows and Sprague’s Pipits (“Awesome birds!”) in the desert
grasslands of southeast Arizona. When necessary between bird jobs, he worked at menial labor jobs to
support his birding addiction.
In the fall of 1994, Jason served in the Peace Corps in Honduras where he met Kerry Noonan. When
Kerry returned from Honduras in 1997, she joined Jason and worked at the Eagle Nestwatch. Over the next
two years, she worked on several projects with Jason, and they were married in 1999.
In the spring of 2000, Jason came to work for Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory counting migrating
hawks at Dinosaur Ridge and surveying the eastern plains of Colorado for Burrowing Owls. In May, he
headed for Nevada where he spent the summer working on that state’s Breeding Bird Atlas (“I found the first
breeding population of Rufous-crowned Sparrows for the state that summer! Despite the ridiculous heat,
this was my favorite field job.”) He returned to Arizona for one last season of Bald Eagle Nestwatch and
following that came back to Colorado to man the Dinosaur Ridge Hawkwatch again. When the hawks had
finished migrating, Jason stayed on to do point counts for the Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program into July,
and then, bringing his wealth of bird and nest-finding experience, showed up in Telluride on July 22, for the
weekend of training in the art of seeing Black Swifts. Jason recently told me, “I had not seen a Black Swift
until the Telluride training session in 2001. I was sold on them at that training. Then, I was lucky enough
to pick the San Juans as my location to search that August. I forget how many new sites I found that year
– 12? When I checked in with Tony and told him of my luck, I got the feeling that he didn’t believe me
sometimes!”
Jason’s recollection is nearly correct; he actually discovered 13 new colonies. Although he was fortunate in
his choice of waterfalls, I suspect that, given the same assignment, few observers would have found as many.
He did things right, and he stayed late. A perusal of his survey forms reveals that he comfortably travels alone
after dark in the wilderness. At only two of his discovered colonies did his observation end before 8:30 p.m.,
and he made several confirmations by flashlight. His notes provide an illuminating record of his travels that
month:
07/26/01–Piedra Falls. [Colorado colony #52]. Four Black Swifts at least, one probable nest.
The nest looked like a Black Swift nest, but I did not see a bird on it. I climbed to the top of the
waterfall (somewhat difficult) and found the nest there.
07/27/01–Lean Creek Falls. [Colorado colony #53]. Four swifts, one active nest. Two birds
entered at 20:28. Perch near moss mound that I thought may have been nest. At 20:33, one bird on
nest! Others still perched beside it. At least one more came into the area at 20:41. At 20:45, my
flashlight picked up 4 different pairs of eyes shining at me! All within a meter of the nest. The nest
is almost under the waterfall, near the top of the plunge.
07/27/01–Lean Creek Cave. [Colorado colony #54]. I checked out a little cave with a tiny
seep in the top on the hike in to Lean Creek Falls and spotted what appeared to be a swift nest in
a small crevice in the ceiling of the cave. On the hike out in the dark, I shined my flashlight in the
crevice and got eye-shine and flushed a Black Swift off the nest. It immediately returned. It was
incubating/brooding when I first saw it. The nest niche is approximately 15 meters from the ground.
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The cave faces the river, SE facing.
07/28//01–Lake Creek Falls, Upper. [Colorado colony #55]. Two swifts flew in to roost at
19:20. I did not see a nest where they perched, but there could be one tucked in there.
07/30/01–Turkey Creek Falls. [Colorado colony #58]. One unoccupied Black Swift nest
seen near the bottom of the falls, easily seen from large plunge pool, very near the spray zone. The
nest was very low but not accessible, because of slick rock face immediately below. You would fall
into the pool if you tried to get to the nest. The nest looked ‘picture perfect’. [Ken Behrens found an
active nest here in 2004, confirming Jason’s interpretation. ]
07/30/01–Borns Lake Falls. [Colorado colony #59].Eight Black Swifts and one active nest.
Probably more nests.
07/31/01–Camp Creek Falls. [Colorado colony #60]. Two Black Swifts and 1 nest (active?)
The nest was in a dark crevice on a ledge just to the left of the falls. It looks like a nice pile of
moss–very nest-like. One swift appeared to possibly roost at this falls, but I couldn’t find it with my
flashlight. Another Black Swift flew above the falls, seen only once. [Ken Behrens found an adult
incubating on a nest here in 2004, confirming Jason’s interpretation]
08/02/01–Rio de Los Pinos Falls. [Colorado colony #62].Saw five Black Swifts and located
one possible nest. He notes: “One 6-8” mound of moss that looks very much like a Black Swift nest.
No adult swift present. The ‘nest’ is about 3’ from the top of the plunge, and just west of falling
water. Looks like a great place for a Black Swift nest. . . When I used my flashlight looking for
eyeshine, I saw 5 different birds.
08/03/01–Laguna Venada Falls. [Colorado colony #63]. Awesome! Four Black Swifts
(Definitely more). 2 to 4 nests. I surveyed the wrong part of the falls on the night of 8/3. On 8/4
I found a better area to survey and found the nests. One nest had a large nestling which was flapping
and pooped over the edge. Nest with chick 40’ downstream and even with spot where stream begins
its plunge. Other nest 30’ downstream and 10’ lower than spot stream begins it plunge.
08/04/01–Divide Falls. [Colorado colony #64]. Noted one Black Swift come in to roost, but
no nests found. Three birds were seen above the falls in the area, and there could be another location
in this drainage for Black Swift.
08/13/01–Rainbow Creek Falls. [Colorado colony #65].I got lost and found an amazing
waterfall. I thought I was on the West fork of the San Juan, but later discovered that I was lost. The
evening of 8/13 I saw 10-15 Black Swifts every time I scanned the skies above the falls. Four came
in to roost here, but I think that there are other waterfalls nearby. On 8/28, I returned and found
one active nest here. There is another waterfall on the next tributary downstream on Cimarron Creek
that would be worth checking out.
08/28/01–West Fork Falls #3. [Colorado colony #66]. This is a deep dark lost canyon with
falls at the back. It is impossible to get in there and really look for nests. I think I see one possible
Black Swift on the west side of the canyon wall in a ledge. Two Black Swifts flew into the canyon/
falls area at 19:50. [Ken Behrens did the impossible in 2004, scrambling into the gorge and finding
occupied nests here.]
08/29/01–Lower Rito Blanco Falls. [Colorado colony #68].One Black Swift came in to
the falls and roosted under the plunge zone at 1944. I saw three nests which looked very much
like Black Swift nests; two on a ledge on the right side of the falls and one in a pocket on the left
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side, approximately 30 feet from the falls.” [Carolyn Gunn found occupied nests here in 2002 and
2003.]
Whether as a result of good training, good talent, or good luck–probably a combination of all three–the
2001 field season succeeded beyond my expectations. Twenty three people submitted Black Swift counts
and site evaluations for 121 sites. They
found adult Black Swifts or nests at
54 sites; before the season began only
48 sites had been documented. Most
impressively, they discovered 21 new
colonies, pushing Colorado’s total
to 69. Jason’s record of 13 colonies
eclipsed Al Knorr’s single season
record of 12 established in 1952, and
it propelled him into second place,
although a distant second place, behind
Al for most colonies discovered in a
career. RMBO seasonal Cameron Cox
added two new colonies in the Chama
Basin–East Chama Falls (Colorado
colony #50 and East Fork Chama
Colorado Colonies
Falls (Colorado colony #51); Michael
Garrard, a San Juan National Forest Service biology technician, saw four swifts come to roost at Silver Creek
Falls (Colorado colony #56); RMBO seasonal Alan Versaw found a nest at Willow Creek Falls (Colorado
colony #61) in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains near Crestone. The project leaders, Chris, Kim, and I, were
shut out—although we saw a lot of Black Swift at previously documented colonies—until the tail end of the
season when Kim and I found used nests at Hawk Creek Falls above Redstone (Colorado colony #69), a trip
described in the first chapter of this account.
The field season of 2002 resembled the previous year’s. We hosted a training session again, this time in
Ouray to take advantage of Sue Hirshman’s hospitality at Box Canyon Falls. Eighteen observers visited 114
sites, evaluating 79 new sites and discovering 18 new colonies, pushing the number of known colony sites in
Colorado to 87. We confirmed occupancy at two more of Al Knorr’s sites.
Once again, Jason Beason led all observers in finding new colonies although he did not approach his
previous one-year record, finding “only” six. He handicapped himself by not going to the San Juan Mountains.
Instead he explored Rocky Mountain National Park, which had three known colony sites at the beginning of
the season. Fifty years earlier Al Knorr had located two colonies in the park, one at Columbine Falls (then
Peacock Falls) and one on a wet cliff in Loch Vale. Mike Figgs and Dave Alles had found Black Swifts nesting
in the Park at Ouzel Falls thirty years later. In one field season, Jason tripled the Park’s inventory, locating six
small colonies—Timberline Falls (Colorado colony #70), Upper Mertensia Falls (Colorado colony #71),
North Black Lake Falls (Colorado colony #72), Andrews Glacier Cave (Colorado colony #83), Black Lake
Cave (Colorado colony #84), and South Black Lake Falls (Colorado colony #85). Jason also confirmed
continued occupation at Knorr’s Loch Vale site. An element of luck may have played a part in Jason’s flurry of
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discovery, but it seems likely that his skill and technique played a more significant role. Several observers had
surveyed the Park’s waterfalls the previous two years, and they had found Black Swifts only at Ouzel Falls.
Jason’s exploration of the Glacier Creek/Loch Vale area illustrates his diligence. The Loch is a lake which
lies three miles from the Glacier Gorge Junction trailhead, and Loch Vale is the glaciated valley of Icy Brook
above The Loch. Jason set out to locate Knorr’s site and explore the country above there. To do it right, each
trip necessitated a hike out in the dark. On July 20, he made his first trip up Grizzly Creek to Timberline
Falls in Loch Vale. He found an occupied nest and saw three Black Swifts arrive at dusk to roost. Given its
proximity to Knorr’s “wet, dripping cliff ” in Loch Vale, it seems surprising that this waterfall is not on his list;
however, Jason visited this falls again the following year and could find no evidence of swifts. He noted that
water flows were heavier than the previous year when he could see niches suitable for nest placement that were
now screened by flowing water. He suspected that swifts may use this falls only in drier years. Walt Wilson
saw Black Swifts come to roost at this site again in 2005.
Jason returned to Loch Vale on August 1. He reported, “I think I have relocated Knorr’s Loch Vale site.
I went into the Park to search for the “dripping cliff.” At about 6:30, I found a good spot above The Loch.
The elevation was approx 10,700 feet according to the GPS unit. I did not locate any nests; however, there are
many good looking spots where a nest could easily be hidden. It is not possible to thoroughly search the top
40 feet for nests (there is about 90 feet of visible wet cliff-face). Three Black Swifts came in to roost between
8:30 and 8:55!”
A week later, Jason was back again. In his book on Colorado waterfalls, Conly described a waterfall up
the slope on the north side of Black Lake that sounded promising, so Jason made the hike up there for an
evening watch. Black Lake lies five miles from
the trailhead, about two miles south of The
Loch. In the immediate area of the waterfall,
he found two other spots he thought worth
surveying, a very wet cave with running water
and a large waterfall south of the lake not
described by Conly. Jason had found swifts
using a cave at Lean Creek in the San Juans
the previous summer, so this cave attracted
his attention. At least three Black Swifts
came in to roost at the North Black Lake
Falls that evening, so these other sites seemed
particularly promising and demanded another
visit.
The following week, Jason hiked up the
Andrews Creek trail from The Loch. Neither
Conly nor the map indicated any falls on this
creek, but we had found many unmapped,
Jason Beason banding Black Swift Photo: Rich LevaD
unpublished falls in our explorations, and wet
dripping cliffs required a closer look. Below Andrews Glacier, he turned up a gorge named The Gash and
spotted what appeared to be a sizeable cave opening on the mountainside. He picked his way across the talus
and found a shallow, wet cave 25 feet high by 15 feet wide. He liked what he saw and sat down to wait for
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dark. At 8:10 a Black Swift came in to roost. Unlike Black Swift nest sites at waterfalls, the cave was very
quiet, and Jason could clearly hear vocalizations from the cave after the bird arrived, presumably made by a
nestling begging for food. In each of three subsequent years, visitors to this cave, which Jason named Andrews
Glacier Cave (Colorado colony # 83), observed Black Swifts (up to six) enter the cave.
The cave theme must have intrigued Jason, for the very next evening found him on watch at the cave he
had seen earlier above Black Lake. His notes from that visit indicate, “Two BLSW flew into this alcove at 6:28
and roosted. They were vocalizing. They did not leave after they entered. I did see one possible nest (looks like
a mound of moss) the first time I visited this area. I re-spotted this possible nest today. I tried to see eye-shine
with my headlamp at this possible nest but did not. This site is 300-400 meters from North Black Lake Falls.
Several BLSW were seen this evening flying around in the vicinity. The cave has a wide notch in the top which
can not be seen into.” Black Lake Cave was Jason’s penultimate nest site discovery for the year. Four days later
he made the five mile hike up to Black Lake one more time to check out the waterfall south of the lake. His
directions indicate, “Approximately half of the way up the slope to North Black Lake Falls you can see South
Black Lake Falls plunging down from Frozen Lake. To get to the base of South Black Lake Falls you must
bushwhack (mostly jumping from one large boulder to the next) about a half mile.” One Black Swift came
in to roost at 7:30 p.m. at South Black Lake Falls, Jason’s sixth colony discovery in 2002 and nineteenth just
over a year after he had seen his first Black Swift in Telluride. He did not get home before dark.
We located another dozen new colonies in addition to Jason’s in 2002. Super-volunteer Carolyn Gunn
found two new colonies, her third and fourth solo discoveries, on an outing southeast of Pagosa Springs on
August 10, at North Fork Honda Creek Falls (Colorado colony #75) and West Fork Honda Creek Falls
(Colorado colony #76). Two days later, Carolyn joined Chris Schultz, Forest Service seasonal Ava Mullins,
researcher David Wiggins, and me in Silverton to visit historical sites nearby and to survey some potential
sites. Wiggins had contracted with the Region 2 Forest Service office to write technical reports on a number
of Sensitive Species including Black Swift, and this trip provided him with some field experience with the
bird and an opportunity to talk with some of the project participants. I didn’t arrive until mid-afternoon, and
the group had already added two colonies to the inventory. They found an occupied nest at Maggie Gulch
Falls (Colorado colony #77) north of town and only minutes later saw an adult Black Swift swoop in and
roost at Crystal Lake Falls (Colorado colony # 78) 250 meters to the south. In the evening we split into
two groups to watch two waterfalls near Howardsville for arriving swifts. Carolyn and I waded up Eureka
Gulch to the base of a 30 foot waterfall 100 meters or so above the mouth of the sheer-sided gorge. The San
Juan Mountains had a record low water year in 2002, and the stream was only a few inches deep; however, it
may be impossible to get to this waterfall most years. Al Knorr and Jack Murphy had both seen Black Swifts
in the Eureka area, but neither reported visiting the waterfall, which is not visible from the mouth of the
gulch. Between 8:10 and 8:35 four or five swifts flew into the falls in Eureka Gulch (Colorado colony # 79).
Carolyn spotted them first, of course.
The next day this crew added two more nest sites to the inventory, finding nests and nestlings at Porcupine
Creek Falls (Colorado colony #80; Carolyn found the nest) and at South Mineral Creek Falls (Colorado
colony #81; I finally found one first. ) a mile upstream from Cataract Gulch where Knorr found the first nest
in Colorado 53 years earlier. Chris and I drove over Red Mountain Pass the next day to check the sites near
Sneffels. Parked at a pullout overlooking Canyon Creek below Camp Bird Mine, I spotted a used Black Swift
nest in a niche across the creek. We couldn’t see anything on this nest, but it appeared to have been recently
used as the moss ringing its cup was green. The pullout is 25 or 30 feet above the creek, which is a roaring
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cascade between sheer walls at this point. We named the spot Old Dam Cascade (Colorado colony #82)
for an ancient wooden structure at the head of the cascade. This was the sixth nest site we had found in the
Sneffels area where Al Knorr had found only five, so we considered it a new site.
Another rookie-of-the-year appeared during the 2002 season. A 19-year old birder from Pennsylvania,
Ken Behrens, had conducted point-count transects for the Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program and stayed on in
August to do Black Swift surveys. I gave him a list of a dozen waterfalls to visit in the San Juans, and he came
back with survey forms completed for 32, most of which we did not have in our database. He had done a
thorough exploration of the West Fork of the Navajo River and its tributaries, locating and evaluating every
potential nest site in the drainage. Although he found nesting swifts at only the two waterfalls where Jason
had found them earlier, the thoroughness of his work provided a very clear picture of Black Swift status in
that area, the sort of picture we would like for every drainage. Ken added two new colonies to the inventory
during his San Juan trip, Lower Eagle Creek Falls (Colorado colony # 73) and Quartz Creek Falls (Colorado
colony # 74) both in the Pagosa Springs area.
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uring the 2003 field season, twenty-four observers conducted counts at 149 sites, evaluated 71
new sites, and discovered 9 new colonies in Colorado bringing the state’s total to 96. Forest Service
efforts in the San Juans were limited to a few visits that Chris Schultz could manage on his own
time; Kim Potter was able to get Black Swift explorations on the agenda for the Rifle Ranger District’s field
work. She trained a crew of seasonal field workers for Black Swift surveys and had them survey nearly all of
the historical and identified potential sites in that district. They confirmed nesting at the historical sites they
visited and discovered three new colonies, all late in the season. In addition we evaluated 10 sites in New
Mexico where Jason Beason discovered a new colony at Rio Quemado Falls.
Carolyn Gunn and I shared discovery at two sites, Navajo Basin Falls near the head of the Dolores River
(Colorado colony #88) and Argenta Falls (Colorado colony #94) near Lake City. Carolyn found the first
nest at each site—again. The Argenta Falls colony came as a pleasant surprise. Based on Conly’s description,
we thought this waterfall on private property along the Fork of the Gunnison between Lake City and Lake
San Cristobal had a low probability of being occupied. Since we were passing nearby between visits to more
promising sites, we stopped to do an evaluation form to get it off the list. We turned into the Argenta Falls
housing area, pulled up to the house nearest the falls, and knocked on the door. Jack Simmons, the gentleman
who owned the house, answered and we explained our mission. He graciously granted permission to survey
the waterfall but said he had not seen birds fitting our description. We walked to the top of the falls, only
50 yards or so from the house. Before I could get my binoculars up to my eyes, Carolyn said, “This place is
occupied.” She was looking straight across the top of the waterfall into a cavern next to the torrent on the
other side. She pointed out a niche near the outside edge of the cavern where a nearly full-grown Black Swift
rested on its nest. Glassing the cave carefully from where we stood, we found five more occupied nests. We set
up a spotting scope and invited Mr. Simmons to view the birds. He was as pleasantly surprised at our find as
we were. (In the summer of 2007, the Simmons house was available for rent by the week–$1700.)
Two months earlier en route to a meeting in Lake City, Chris Shultz had scooped our Argenta Falls find
as the first in the area when he stopped at Whitmore Falls (Colorado colony #88) nine miles west of town
on the Engineer Pass road. During his mid-afternoon visit, a Black Swift left its nest in the gorge at the top
of the waterfall and sped downstream. Chris visited this waterfall again the following year and confirmed its
occupancy by finding an occupied nest.
Three colony discoveries occurred at waterfalls where previous visits had produced negative results.
RMBO field tech Cameron Cox found a “fairly obvious nest, 20 feet up on a small ledge under an upsidedown “V” overhang” at Agnes Vaile Falls (Colorado colony # 91) in the Sawatch Mountains west of Buena
Vista. Two years earlier an RMBO tech had made a mid-day visit and described the waterfall as “A mostly
sun-exposed falls with few niches. Would not warrant checks every year except access is so easy. Absence of
niches and exposure to sunlight are the killers for this falls.” The surveyor the following year–again conducting
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a mid-day visit–concurred. Despite the negative impressions, the waterfall received a relatively high score on
the evaluation scale. I visited Agnes Vaile in 2004 and could not find a nest, but local birder Sherrie York saw
at least two adults enter a niche at dusk on a later visit.
Observers in three previous years had not seen any Black Swifts during evening watches at Big Green
Falls (Colorado colony #91), an easily accessible waterfall on the Middle Fork of the Cimarron River, which
Conly described as a “lively 60 to 70 foot segmented falls plunging brightly amidst a fabulous display of
moss.” Each of the observers gave this waterfall a high score and expressed surprise that no swifts appeared.
RMBO field tech Brian Gibbons saw four Black Swifts arrive after 8:00 p.m. on August 20.
Earlier that same day, Eric Koch, Brett Smithers, and Patrick McEacheran, three seasonal employees
working with Kim on the White River National Forest, spotted a nest with a youngster while surveying
South Fork White River Falls (Colorado colony # 92). Observers had surveyed this lovely waterfall, visible
across the valley from the rim above Fulton Resurgence Cave, in each of the three preceding years. As at Big
Green Falls, they had thought the site promising, but had not found nests nor seen Black Swifts. Then in
2002 a readily seen nest appeared. Water supply may influence occupancy here, or at least detection. Kim
found the same nest occupied in 2004, but in 2005, water flows were higher and the nest niche was flooded.
Our experiences at Agnes Vaile, Big Green, and South Fork White River falls underscores the difficulty of
detecting swifts at some sites, the necessity of evening observations, the value of multiple visits to sites that
apparently meet the nesting requirements, and the possibility of intermittent occupancy at some sites.
Two weeks after their South Fork White River trip, the team of Koch, Smithers, and McEachern found
a second site, locating three active nests in a cliff on Dead Horse Creek about a half mile above Hanging
Lake--a slow, wet half-mile bushwhack through thick willow and boggy ground. Kim had earlier learned
of the existence of this site and named it Super Secret Falls (Colorado colony # 95). When the three-man
team arrived, however, the site had no waterfall. The 40 foot limestone cliff, peppered with solution pockets,
stood above a beautiful spring from which arose the full flow of Dead Horse Creek. Abundant moss on the
cliff face testified to ample water at times, and the cliff no doubt had a waterfall earlier in the season, but
not a drop fell across the cliff in early September. On the same day, Kim and Wendy Beard, another of Kim’s
summer crew, visited another waterfall on the south rim of the Flat Tops, Hillside Spring Falls (Colorado
colony # 96), where they found two nests with young in an easily viewed pocket under a large overhang.
On August 22, Routt National Forest Biologist Robert Skorkowsky surveyed a waterfall on the North
Fork of the Elk River and found a Black Swift chick on a nest in a crack under an overhang. As he watched,
an adult arrived, fed the youngster, and left “amazingly fast.” Robert’s discovery was the most significant of
the 2003 season as it extended the Black Swift’s range in Colorado 40 miles farther north from Loch Vale,
which previously had been the northernmost known site. North Fork Elk River Falls (Colorado colony #
93) lies less than 10 miles from the Wyoming state line.
Prior to 2003, the only active colony known in New Mexico was the colony at Jemez Falls (New Mexico
colony #1). Al Knorr had found that site in 1950, but had not published anything about his find. It was
re-located independently 40 years later by New Mexico birder Phillip Johnson. In corresponding with Al, I
learned that he had also found a Black Swift nest at Nambe Falls (New Mexico colony #2) in 1958, another
find that he did not publish. New Mexico Department of Game and Fish had records only of the Jemez
Falls colony subsequent to Johnson’s discovery and was interested in a clearer understanding of the bird’s
distribution and abundance in the state. The Department granted RMBO small contracts to do exploratory
work in 2003 and again in 2004. We evaluated ten New Mexico sites in the first year and fifteen in the second.
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New Mexico is a much drier state than Colorado with far fewer perennial streams and far fewer waterfalls.
We concluded that it has a very small Black Swift population and predicted that the total number of colonies
probably does not reach double digits. We did see Black Swifts at five locations and confirmed occupation at
three sites. In 2003, Kim Potter, Carolyn Gunn, and I visited Jemez Falls and found eight active nests. On
August 26 that year Jason Beason located a new colony at Rio Quemado Falls (New Mexico colony #3) in
the Pecos Wilderness to add to the 19 he had found in Colorado the previous two years. He reported:
The falls on the North Fork of the Rio Quemado is a perfect waterfall for Black Swift. I scored it a
29 out of 30 possible points and at approximately 7:40 p.m. on Tuesday, August 26, at least 8 Black
Swifts were flying around in the canyon and eventually came in to roost at the falls! There is one nest
visible that appeared to be a Black Swift nest. The nest was not occupied by a large nestling like I
thought it would be this time of the year, however, a Black Swift did perch only an inch or two from
this nest while I was present. The falls are at least 110 feet high and there are several good locations
(small ledges and niches) for nests at the top of the falls which are impossible to see into.
Two days later, Carolyn and I obtained permission to survey a privately owned site on the Tierra Amarilla
east of Chama. Ticonderoga Falls, an incised, 25‑foot horsetail falls on Chavez Creek with deep alcoves on
both sides, seemed highly suitable for Black Swift nesting, but a thorough search failed to turn up any nests
and an evening watch detected no Black Swifts roosting at the falls. At 7:00 p. m. and continuing to dark,
up to three Black Swifts at a time flew overhead, but they stayed high and headed east. It seems likely that an
active colony lies further upstream.
The following year we confirmed continued occupancy at Nambe Falls and found Black Swifts again on
the Tierra Amarillo. Carolyn and I conducted an evening watch at Nambe Falls (a key attraction at a tribal
park north of Santa Fe) and observed at least two Black Swifts come to roost just before dark. Later in the
Tierra Amarilla, we saw Black Swifts flying up and down Cañones Creek, the next drainage north from
Chavez Creek. Jim Mundy, the landowner, indicated that there is a nice waterfall up that stream, but we did
not reach it. The Tierra Amarilla no doubt harbors a colony or two yet to be found.
Sartor O. (“Sandy”) Williams III, our contact with the New Mexico Department of Game and Fish
and dean of the New Mexico birding community, indicated that a researcher had reported Black Swifts at
a waterfall in the Gila Wilderness of southwestern New Mexico in the 1980s. Forays into the wilderness
in 2004 by Jason Beason and Ken Behrens produced no swifts but did produce some excitement for Ken.
Despite our fervent lectures to RMBO field workers about putting safety first, Ken’s reports are peppered
with notes about dangerous climbs at waterfalls (as a result Ken often found nests at falls where other, saner
observers had not.) Ken contacted Harry White of Glenwood, New Mexico, who knows the Gila Wilderness
intimately, and questioned him about waterfall locations and descriptions, and then he set out. His report on
the Gila trip had us checking our insurance coverage.
On my first full day in the area, I hiked up a canyon to find the best falls that Harry described.
I found nothing but some rapids in a narrow canyon; not even much water. My only remaining
prospect to find BLSW was a big falls that Harry had only been to once. I headed to this falls in the
late afternoon, hoping that I could find it and then wait for swifts at dusk. The falls failed to appear,
despite hiking well beyond where Harry said it should be. An afternoon rain storm had washed ash
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from a recent burn into the stream, turning the water black, giving the tight canyon I was hiking down
an eerie feel. I continued much longer than I should have, greatly wanting to find a falls with swifts.
I encountered several pools that I had to climb around. Eventually I reached a huge pool that I fell
into, found to be deeper than I am tall, then paddled across. As it was getting dark, I turned back,
dreading the hike back, since I knew I would have to circumnavigate several pools, including the one
that I swam across. I finally reached the dreaded pool, and started climbing up the almost vertical
slope to get around it. I reached a point where I couldn’t climb higher or any farther. The only way
down was a huge old pine trunk that was about 8 feet from the ledge on which I was trapped. I was
so high that my flashlight couldn’t reach the bottom of the canyon. The tree trunk looked like a way
down. I secured my pack, including my flashlight, gauged the distance, backed up a foot or two on
the narrow ledge, then made the leap into the dark towards the tree. I smashed into the pine and felt
it lurch forward. For a moment I was worried that the tree (which appeared to be dead) was going to
fall. It stabilized, I shimmied down, and found myself on the other side of the dreaded pool. I got
soaked in the stream several more times during the remaining hike back, then became disoriented and
spent an hour trying to find my camp despite having a gps. After stripping off my soaked clothes and
crawling inside my sleeping bag, I quickly fell asleep to the sound of the black water.
Due to shifts in priorities in the Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program, we have added relatively little to our
Colorado inventory since the field season of 2003. We evaluated only six new potential sites in 2004 and one
in 2005. We did discover three new colonies in 2004. Ken Behrens found a previously unrecorded waterfall
on a tributary of Turkey Creek (Colorado colony #97) north of Pagosa Springs. Carolyn Gunn wangled
permission to visit the Banded Peaks Ranch in the Tierra Amarilla Land Grant east of Chromo. She and I
visited four waterfalls on the ranch and found a juvenile Black Swift on its nest at a waterfall on the East Fork
of the Navajo River (Colorado colony #98). Once again, Carolyn found the nest! Kim Potter added another
colony to the White River National Forest inventory when she and her supervisor, Julie Grode, found a used
nest at a waterfall on No Name Creek about three miles upstream from the No Name Cascade colony. When
she returned to Upper No Name Falls (Colorado Colony # 99) the following year to verify that the nest was
indeed a Black Swift nest, she located seven active Black Swift nests. We added no new colonies in 2005, but
added two in 2006. On June 22, while conducting point-count transects in the South San Juan Wilderness,
Jason Beason and RMBO colleague Rob Sparks spotted a “swifty-looking” waterfall on a tributary of the
Middle Fork of the Conejos River. They investigated and found two adult swifts occupying nests. Three
Forks Falls (Colorado Colony #100) became the twenty-first Black Swift colony Jason had discovered. Ken
Behrens spent a few days exploring the San Juans, and at dusk on August 5, saw at least three Black Swifts
come to roost at Upper Kilpacker Falls in Dolores County (Colorado colony #101),
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Following through in the Southern Rockies
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urveying a large number of Black Swift nesting sites in Colorado produced a catalog of nest sites
which can serve as the basis for future monitoring of population changes. During the 2004 season,
we focused on establishing a monitoring protocol rather than substantially increasing the inventory
as in previous years. We listed all the sites that previously had been active along with those sites that had
high scores on our evaluations but where we did not determine occupancy. We then randomly assigned these
sites into a five-year rotation for surveys. Colorado State University statistician Paul Doherty evaluated this
monitoring design and indicated that it was basically sound but recommended that a second site visit to
calculate detection probability would strengthen its validity. Twenty two sites were selected for the first year’s
effort. Of these 22 sites, 15 were determined to be occupied in 2004. All of the occupied sites were in the
set of 17 sites previously determined to be occupied, giving this set an 88% occupancy rate at a minimum.
Failure to detect swifts at a waterfall on a single visit is inconclusive and the real occupancy rate may well have
been 100%.
We also conducted nest counts at 56 of the 60 sites where nests had been reported as safely observable.
We found 109 nests at 38 sites, including 87 nests that showed evidence of use in 2004; 53 were occupied
by juvenile birds, 1 by an egg, 15 by incubating or brooding adults, and 18 showed other evidence (e. g. fresh
moss, fresh whitewash) of use in the current year. We concluded that the nest counts could contribute useful
data to a monitoring plan and that nest counts could be limited to a selection of the larger, more accessible
sites in the future.
Although this monitoring scheme appears to work effectively, it requires evening watches at approximately
20 sites and daytime visits to another 20-30 or more. This effort would take the time of two experienced field
technicians for 4-6 weeks, a significant expenditure.
The 2004 field season also marked the beginnings of an increased Black Swift banding effort. On July
28, 2004, I visited Zapata Falls in the company of Kalen, Josiah, Micah, and Joshua Malueg, four young
(ages 10 to16) bird enthusiasts from nearby Hooper. Somewhat astonished, we counted 25 swifts entering
the falls between 7:15 and 8:30 p. m. As the swifts flew into the slot canyon leading to the waterfall, many
zipped past us at heights of only 6 to 10 feet. Hiking back to the parking lot, Kalen asked, “Couldn’t you
catch those low-flying swifts with a mist net?” Why didn’t I think of that? We had been looking for just
such a place! Although banding was not an element of the monitoring project, it could help unravel some of
the Black Swift mysteries.
Only a small number of adults had been banded in Colorado previously. Al Knorr banded five at Box
Canyon in 1950, the first Black Swifts banded anywhere. John and Jack Murphy banded 25 nestlings at
Cataract Gulch in the early 1960s. Chris Shultz, Kim Potter, and I had banded a dozen nestlings at several
locations since 1997. According to the USGS Banding Lab, only 109 Black Swifts had been banded anywhere
through 2002. We knew of no previous attempts in Colorado to capture adults with mist nets, but the birds’
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low flight path into the narrow canyon at Zapata Falls made this site seem designer-perfect for a mist net
operation.
On the evening of August 26, a contingent of RMBO staff and volunteers erected a mist net at the
entrance of the slot canyon at Zapata Falls. One 12-meter mist net reached easily across the mouth of the box
canyon. We anchored the end poles to the canyon walls, thanks mainly to the freestyle rock-climbing ability of
Kalen and Josiah Malueg. We had the net up by 6:30 p.m. and within ten minutes a female attempted to leave
the canyon at a low trajectory, hit the
top trammel, and dropped helplessly
into the baggy net. Three or four of
our crew waded into the icy water,
lowered the net and retrieved the first
Black Swift mist-netted in Colorado.
Jason Beason, our designated bander,
applied the US Fish and Wildlife
aluminum band, measured the wing
and tail length, checked for molt and
fat, and determined the bird’s age (after
hatch year) and sex (brownish plumage,
white-edged feathers on the abdomen,
and square tail indicated female). In
the next hour and a half, we caught,
measured, weighed, and banded four
more swifts. We also collected a sample Setting up mist nets at Zapata Photo: Amy Levad
from the bolus on one of the birds. The sample, identified later by CSU entomologist Boris Kondratieff,
consisted entirely of queens of a species of flying “cornfield” ants of the genus Lasius.
The following morning, John Stanek rappelled down the left wall where the birds apparently were nesting.
I had recruited John for this team because of his climbing ability. John earned a Bachelors Degree in recreation
and taught rock-climbing and river-running at Colorado Community College for eight years before returning
to Western State College to get a degree in biology. John located nine Black Swift nests at Zapata Falls; five
of the nests were empty but had fresh moss around their rims. Either these nests had failed or the young had
already fledged. The other four nests were occupied by youngsters–three nearly full-grown, and one downy
chick that appeared to be at least three weeks from fledging. The only reachable chick was nearing fledging
age. To avoid instigating any premature flight, we did not attempt to band it.
The success of the mist netting operation at Falls in 2004 suggested that this site had potential for a
long-term study of return rates, longevity, and productivity, so banding here has become an annual event. In
2005, a party of 18, including the four Malueg boys and their dad, Scott, John Stanek, Jason Beason, Kim
Potter, several birders and agency biologists from the San Luis Valley, my daughter Amy, and me, returned on
the evening of August 18 for the second annual Zapata Falls Black Swift banding. By dark we had captured
seven swifts, one of which wore a band from 2004. The next morning, John again rappelled down the left
side of the canyon. He found seven active nests, and through some acrobatic rope work was able to reach three
youngsters. He lowered them to the banders below, who applied bands and sent them back up to be replaced
on their nests.
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The third annual Zapata Falls Black Swift banding event took place August 17, 2006 under the direction
of Jason Beason and Kim Potter. John Stanek came to do the climbing and the Malueg boys and their dad to
help erect and man the net. Tony Leukering, the director of the Monitoring Colorado’s Birds program and one of
the nation’s most accomplished bird-banders, provided help with the aging and sexing of captured birds. My
son Kenny and I had devised a pole and line system for stacking two mist-nets, the top net reaching twenty
feet above the ground. The system worked well,
and the team netted and banded eleven Black
Swifts before dark, running the total of adults
banded at the site to 22.
Kim, Jason and the Maleug family returned
on August 16, 2007 for a fourth year of
banding at Zapata. They caught twelve adults,
five of which had been previously banded.
Unfortunately, no climbers were able to attend,
so no juveniles were banded.
Inspired by the success at Zapata Falls, Kim
Potter led a renewed and expanded banding effort
at Fulton Resurgence Cave where we previously
had banded a few juveniles. Todd Patrick, one
Adult banded at Zapata Photo: Amy LevaD
of our local owl enthusiasts has assisted on the
annual trips. Todd lives in Glenwood Springs where he operates a photography business, a nice addition
to owl and swift outings. Kim and Todd banded five nestlings at the cave in 2004 and eight in 2005. On
August 22, 2006, Kim and Todd added a new wrinkle to the cave expedition. After banding seven nestlings,
they erected a mist net at the cave’s entrance, and stayed until dark. They captured eleven adults with the net,
running their one-day total to18, and the year’s total to 31. Kim and Todd returned to the cave a year later-August 27, 2007--and repeated this operation. They did even better, banding six of the seven youngsters they
found on nests and mist-netting 13 adults. Six of those adults were birds banded the previous year.
Annual banding of adults at larger sites like Zapata Falls and Fulton Resurgence Cave—and Box Canyon
if Jason is able to follow through on his plans—could yield information on adult longevity and survival rates
as well as site fidelity. Banding nestlings could reveal information about dispersal. And either, with a great deal
of luck, could provide clues to the mysterious location of the wintering grounds.
In addition to a monitoring model and the new banding effort, our field work produced important
information on the distribution and abundance of Black Swifts in the southern Rockies and a model for
predicting the likelihood of occupation of potential sites. After the 2005 field season, Kim, Chris, Carolyn,
and I began a paper describing the Black Swift work we had done from 1997 through 2005. We recruited
Forest Service Biologist Joe Doerr, a colleague of Kim’s on the White River National Forest, to do the
statistical work. Joe came to Colorado in 1990 after earning a Masters Degree in wildlife management from
the University of Alaska Fairbanks and working for 13 years in Alaska as a commercial fisherman and wildlife
biologist on the Tongas National Service. During his tenure there, Joe published peer-reviewed papers on
moose, caribou, black-tailed deer, black bear, Blue Grouse, and Marbled Murrelet, and he brought to the
team competence and confidence in publishing as well as statistics. We submitted the paper, “Distribution,
Abundance, and Nest-site Characteristics of Black Swift (Cypseloides niger) in the Southern Rocky Mountains
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of Colorado and New Mexico,” to Wilson Journal of Ornithology in the spring of 2007. It was subsequently
accepted and appeared in that journal’s spring 2008 issue.
Over a period of nine years, we catalogued 448 historical and potential nesting sites in Colorado (427)
and northern New Mexico (21), and we conducted at least a preliminary evaluation of 386 of those. Many
of the sites received several visits, and volunteers and field techs completed 631 site evaluation forms and
conducted more than 700 site visits. They hiked somewhere around 3000 mountain miles, a substantial
portion of them trail-less bushwhacking, with an elevation gain approaching 150 miles.
Site evaluations followed the rating scale designed by Chris Schultz at the beginning of the project, a scale
based upon but not identical to the criteria developed by Al Knorr. At each site, surveyors assigned a numeric
rating from one to five to each of six habitat parameters based on increasing abundance or extent. The scale
rated the amount of flowing water, the degree of relief over surrounding terrain, the degree of aerial access
to or from the nest niches, the extent of shading of nest niches, the number of nest niches inaccessible to
ground predators, and the amount of moss available at the nest site. A “perfect” site would receive a score of
30. None received a 30, but we did find a couple of 29s.
Surveyors searched each site for nests and the presence of urates, attempting to determine whether it
was occupied by Black Swifts. When feasible, they remained at the site until dark to detect adults arriving
to roost. We considered sites occupied if surveyors observed an active nest, a used nest, or adults coming to
roost at a suitable nest location. The third criterion does not meet the standard for nesting confirmation for
most species, but we designated these sites as occupied because there is no confirmed record of Black Swifts
roosting during the breeding season at a site where nests were not present. We have found nests at all but 12
of the Colorado colonies.
We determined occupancy at 291 of the 386 sites we evaluated; 102 were occupied and 189 were vacant.
At the 95 remaining sites, we did not complete an evening watch and the site had potential nest niches that
we couldn’t reach or see into. Although we detected no evidence of Black Swifts using these sites, we could
not confidently call them vacant, so we categorized the occupancy status as “unknown” and did not use them
in testing predictive models. Joe tested the predictive power of 63 combinations of the six characteristics plus
the possibility that none of the characteristics had any predictive power. His analysis indicated that each of
the characteristics significantly contributed to a higher probability that a site would be occupied by Black
Swifts. The best model incorporated all six. This model correctly predicted the occupancy status at 272 of
the 291 sites (95%) and was approximately 1056 times more likely to be the correct model than the interceptonly model. It works.
Our study corroborated previous observations that Black Swifts have a strong fidelity to their nesting
sites. We located all but one of the 25 sites Al Knorr found in Colorado in the 1950s and confirmed
continued occupancy at all but one of those nearly 50 years after their discovery. We also confirmed continued
occupancy at six of the eight Southern Rocky Mountain sites discovered by others between 1950 and 1996.
We were unable to conduct evening watches at any of the historical sites where we failed to detect continued
occupancy and thus cannot conclude that these sites are vacant. I would bet that thorough surveys would
reveal that they are indeed occupied.
Our surveys located 70 previously undocumented Black Swift nest sites, increasing the inventory of sites
in the Southern Rocky Mountains from 33 to 103, by far the largest regional inventory. These numbers
fluctuated a bit as we gained information about historical sites and re-interpreted observations submitted by
field workers. Changes may yet occur, but they will be very minor. The San Juan Mountains in southwestern
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Colorado, the White River Plateau in central Colorado, and Rocky Mountain National Park in northern
Colorado, in that order, host the greatest concentrations of colonies. Colonies range in size from a single
pair up to 18 pairs. Some smaller colonies, those with only one or two nests, appear to be intermittently
occupied but larger colonies seem to be occupied annually although the size of these colonies may vary.
Counts at occupied sites produced an estimate of 2.5 pairs per occupied site. If those counts are accurate,
the total Black Swift breeding population at documented occupied sites in the Southern Rocky Mountains
is approximately 500 breeding adults. We have 60 sites in our catalog that we have not surveyed. If the rate
of occupancy at these unsurveyed sites is similar to the rate at sites we surveyed, they support approximately
75 breeding adults. We evaluated 95 sites where evidence of occupancy or vacancy remained inconclusive.
If our model is as accurate in predicting occupancy as it appears to be, those sites could support as many as
300 more breeding adults. (The negative results of preliminary surveys, though incomplete, may mean that
the occupancy rate at these is significantly lower despite the relatively high scores assigned to them. If so, the
power of our predictive model would also decrease.) A review of topographical maps in the region produced
estimates ranging from 105 to 420 potential sites that remain to be catalogued. These sites may support
another 200-750 birds. These calculations produce a population estimate of approximately 1,000-1,600
breeding birds. Although these calculations are admittedly “iffy,” they have more reliance on actual data than
any others previously produced. It would be surprising to find they are far off the mark.
In 2005, I conducted a brief experiment at Box Canyon Falls to measure our detection ability during an
evening visit. I suspected that we do not see many of the swifts that come in to waterfalls in the evening. Box
Canyon seemed an ideal spot to test my hypothesis. It is a large colony and Sue Hirshman knows the location
of all the nests, so we could conduct counts at the nests before and after conducting counts of arriving birds.
On three evenings in August, I and an assistant (my daughter Amy and my wife Karen on two nights, and
friend Lesley Golub on the third) counted arriving Swifts during the last hour of daylight. Swifts got by us
without detection each evening. On the third evening, the swifts came home late and did not circle about as
they had the previous evenings. Sue could find no adults at home before we began. Lesley and I had fleeting
glimpses of only three swifts coming in before dark. Sue counted 26 swifts roosted at the nests after we
finished. Twenty three had zipped by undetected within a few feet of where we stood. It is not feasible to reach
the mouth of the canyon, which would be the best spot to conduct a count, so we counted from the catwalk,
20 feet over the creek. The birds apparently entered below us, almost invisible in the fading light against the
gray cliff. This experience highlights the importance of getting to the base of a waterfall to conduct evening
explorations and suggests that we may miss detecting many birds, especially when the observation point is less
than ideal and/or the colony is small.
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s the Southern Rocky Mountain project wound down, the Bird Conservation Region coordinators
in the Pacific Northwest and the Northern Rocky Mountains initiated attempts to find Black Swift
nest sites. These efforts faced daunting obstacles. The huge number of potential nest sites in the
Pacific Northwest suggests an almost endless project. The web site “Waterfalls of the Northwest” lists 783
waterfalls in British Columbia, 1256 in Washington, and 794 in Oregon. There may be nearly as many more
that are not in that database. Northwestern waterfalls tend to be large, complicating the task of finding nests.
Surveyors in the Northern Rockies also face large obstacles; they may have fewer and somewhat smaller
waterfalls, but they also have to deal with grizzly bears.
In 2003, Bob Altman, Coordinator of Bird Conservation Region 5– the Northern Pacific Rainforest
Bird Conservation Region (NPRBCR)–initiated a volunteer effort to find Black Swift nest sites using the
survey protocol developed by the Colorado project. NPRBCR extends a thousand miles along the coast from
northern California to southeastern Alaska, reaching inland to include the coastal mountain ranges. Bob
expanded the search to include all of the states of Washington and Oregon, including those parts that fall
outside of BCR 5. The ambitious goals of the effort were to “establish a baseline population status for Black
Swift at waterfalls throughout the NPRBCR. . . to provide a snapshot of the nesting status of Black Swift
across a large geographic part of its range that can be used as a reference for future monitoring, and used in
conjunction with other efforts to establish a population estimate for the species. . . [and to] provide the first
listing of sites along the northern Pacific Coast essential for Black Swift conservation.” In the introduction to
his report on the 2003 effort, Bob quoted the most conservative available accounts of nesting confirmation:
“Despite its regular occurrence near several waterfalls in the Bird Conservation Region, nesting has yet to be
confirmed in Alaska and Oregon, and only two nests have been reported in British Columbia ([The Birds of
British Columbia] Campbell et al.,1990) and one in Washington [actually a report of an adult carrying food,
not a nest]. ([Breeding Birds of Washington State] Smith et al. 1997).”
Altman created a web page listing waterfalls in Oregon and Washington where Black Swifts had been
reported and waterfalls that seemed to meet the nesting criteria. The web site invited volunteers to participate
in surveys. Altman also recruited volunteer surveyors by sending out announcements on the Oregon and
Washington birder’s list-serves and asking agency wildlife biologists and birding organization leaders to help
spread the word. In response to his requests for help, 103 participants visited 82 waterfalls that summer,
more than half of them at least twice as the protocol suggested. Volunteers from the birding community and
agency personnel who surveyed on their own time conducted more than 90% of the visits. Some agencies
paid staff to collect data on waterfalls within their districts, and in Alaska the U. S. Forest Service had several
staff members participate.
Participants detected Black Swifts at 36 waterfalls. They observed the birds “at the falls” at 18 (1 in
California, 1 in British Columbia, 6 in Oregon, and 10 in Washington) and “in the sky” at the other 18 (12
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directly above the falls). In a later communication, Altman explained that observers used the “at the falls”
designation for swifts “flying right near the falls (no specific distance from the falls but in general probably
within 50 meters or so) as opposed to flying in the sky well above the falls or downstream from the falls. The
intent was to indicate that they are likely nesting at the falls.” The lone California waterfall where observers
detected Black Swifts was McArthur-Burney Falls, a known nest site. One of the six Oregon sites was Salt
Creek Falls, generally recognized as a nest site although no nests have yet been found there. Observers found
nests at Cascade Falls in British Columbia and “confirmed nest location” at Silver Falls in Washington
when volunteers observed two Black Swifts fly into a likely niche “with food.” The volunteers did not
directly observe a nest. At an additional four waterfalls–Lemolo Falls and Warm Springs Falls in Oregon and
Horseshoe Basin Falls and Bridal Veil Falls in Washington–observers saw birds going into suitable niches, but
could not actually see a nest. It seems almost certain that these sites host breeding birds, and it seems prudent
to treat them as colony sites for conservation purposes.
Volunteer Danny Tyson, who discovered the colony at Cascade Falls in British Columbia, brought more
owl experience to the Black Swift search. Having worked several years as a Wildlife Technician looking for
Spotted Owls, he “reckons that in eight years he has seen pretty much every one of them in BC.” Tyson related
the story of his discovery of the Cascade Falls nest site in an article in Discovery Magazine:
I had scouted out a promising swift nesting site at Cascade Falls, which is located about 16 km
northeast of Mission. The falls are of a horsetail type, approximately 22 m in height; the water keeps
semi-constant contact with the bedrock on its descent. On the evening of 2 August 2003, Donna
Moro and I headed out to see if any swifts were present at the falls. We arrived at about 8 p.m. and
started watching the skies from the canyon floor in the cool mist of the falls. . . At 9 p.m. the light
was fading fast in the canyon and I thought no swifts were to be found at this site. Then at 9:19 in
the dim light, a black shape streaked past the veil of cascading water towards the cliff face: a Black
Swift returning to its nest site. We were very lucky to see the swift— if we had blinked, we would
have missed it.
I returned on 5 August to see if I could locate the nest. . . I trained my scope on the damp, mossladen cliff hoping to see something that resembled a swift, but with no luck. There was a small cave
that I thought the swift could have entered but it was too dark to see into. Then I noticed a small
splash of whitewash on a near-vertical piece of rock under a horizontal overhang. . . Following up
the fall line of the whitewash, my eye was led to a small piece of moss. I then scaled down the canyon
wall to approach from a different angle and, lo and behold, on a small projection under the overhang,
about 16 m above the waterfall pool, was a fist-sized clump of moss. . . the swift’s nest! The angle
and darkness of the site did not allow a clear view into it, but with the whitewash directly below, the
chick must have been present inside. . . .
On 14 August, I returned with my father, Rick, to see if the swifts were still coming to the nest. .
. At 8:44 the first swift flew into the gorge, circled, and then flew back out. At 8:47 the swift returned
and flew directly up to the nest under the overhang. The second of the swift pair came in at 8:49,
hovered near the cliff face, and then flew up under the overhang. We stayed until 9:10 at which time
it was getting too dark to see—up until that point neither swift had left the nest site.
The Northwest Pacific Rainforest Bird Conservation Region extends north into southeastern Alaska,
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which is also the northernmost extension of the range of the Black Swift. In 2003 through 2005, Altman
enlisted Gwen Baluss, a wildlife technician at Tongass National Forest, to survey likely Black Swift nesting
areas in southeastern Alaska. He “hoped that monitoring efforts could then be initiated based on the species’
tendency toward long-term fidelity to colonial nesting sites at waterfalls.” Bob and Gwen compiled a database
of Black Swift sightings in Alaska to identify the areas where most sightings had occurred. In 2003 and
2004 they surveyed waterfalls “along the Stikine River, Hyder area, inland lakes in Misty Fjords National
Monument, Tracy Arm-Ford’s Terror Wilderness, and locations near Petersberg and Ketchikan.” In 2005,
waterfalls were surveyed in Walker Cove off the Behm Canal. They surveyed a total of 12 waterfalls at least
once during the nesting season. Although they observed Black Swifts in the sky over the falls or flying along
the river corridor at five locations, they did not find any nests or observe swift behavior that would indicate
a site was occupied.
In 2004, Michael Shepard and Paul Levesque of Rocky Point Bird Observatory (on the southern tip
of Vancouver Island near Black Creek, BC), followed up on Altman’s 2003 effort, initiating a project “to
gather and synthesize information on Black Swift distribution in British Columbia.” They posted a request
for information on the North American Bird Information Web Site and promulgated the request through
birders’ communication channels. Many observers submitted incidental observations. Shepherd and Levesque
also “gleaned information from the various birding newsgroups around the province.”
More than sixty
observers contributed 153 sight records. Most of the sightings occurred in the lower mainland and Vancouver
Island areas, but the largest concentration—600 birds--appeared at Nulki Lake near Prince Edward 325
miles north of Vancouver on May 29. In late May and early June, up to 400 migrants were sighted over Grant
Narrow just north of Vancouver and 200 were reported at Parksville-Qualicum on Vancouver Island 60 miles
west of Vancouver.
Levesque took two weeks off in July to check waterfalls on Vancouver Island and in the Vancouver area.
He writes, “After 12 days of getting skunked I was ready to go home. Brandywine Falls, 60 miles north of
Vancouver, was going to be the last waterfall I checked–this ornithological foolishness had to end. Brandywine
is a large horsetail that drops 70 meters into a plunge pool. I started scoping the rocks around the falls, and
then I saw a Black Swift turn its head while it sat on a nest! The highlight of my summer vacation! I revisited
the nest three times that season and got to see both adults at the nest feeding the chick. The last visit the nest
was empty.”
Bob Altman did not pursue his project in 2004, but in 2005 he contracted Larry Schwitters, a retired
science teacher and one of the area’s leading birders, to survey 20 waterfalls in Washington for Black Swifts.
Larry had surveyed a few waterfalls as a volunteer in 2003 and had located the probable nest site at Bridal
Veil Falls in the Northern Cascades. Larry quickly became hooked on the birds, and by the end of the 2005
season, he had surveyed more than 120 waterfalls, “an expression” he says, “of my strongly goal-oriented
personality and character.”
Larry described some of his Black Swift adventure in an article in American Birding Association’s
newsletter Winging It:
I bagged my first swift on the third waterfall that season [Hardscrabble Falls], a pitiful little thing
trickling out of a Bellingham foothill. The approach was fairly easy, and it even looked like there was
a potential nest site—but really, what are the chances? Sixty-four minutes before sunset, two sickleshaped wings rocketed over the falls and downstream. The chances just got a lot better. At 9:46, the
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bird is back, high-speed and low over the falls, a black streak splat into the center of the rock face.
What a rush!. . . by early July we were boasting a better batting average than Ichiro.
A high water mark was reached July 27th at Emerald Pool, a nifty though not spectacular waterfall
in the North Cascades. Here, just off US Highway 20, a northeast-facing, 400-foot-long box canyon
tapers from a 100-foot-wide opening down to 35 feet. Water veils down 43 feet into the canyon’s
closed end.
Looking forward to an 8:53 sunset, I ate my evening meal perched on the bumper of my mini
SUV, secure in the knowledge that any Black Swift coming into the canyon would pass right over
me. Lunch-To-Go has just begun the digestion process when I pick up a swift slowly working its way
up the Skagit. It makes two lazy circles over the river, then passes over me and up the box canyon. It
soon comes back out, makes another circle, goes back in—and doesn’t come out. Time to get to the
base. Fifty minutes later, we catch another Black Swift doing wide circles out over the road. It heads
into the box canyon, where it demonstrates just how maneuverable these birds are, performing ten
screaming 18-foot-radius circles, the last of which appears to swing the bird just over the top of the
falls.
Four minutes after sunset there is a second swift spinning tight circles overhead. It’s become
difficult to see in the canyon, and I’m ready to call this a three-bird falls. But fifteen minutes later
comes the real action, with swifts all but brushing my face continually for fifteen minutes. I estimated
8-14 individuals in the canyon with me that evening, and I fell asleep wondering if there was a nice
covered ledge just out of sight near the top of the falls.
The next morning’s first light found me appraising the steepness of Emerald Pool’s east canyon
wall. There was certainly an element of risk, but it didn’t freak me out. My slow and careful scramble
up was followed by a tippietoe around the ledge and over the top of the falls, where I discovered a
second, unrecorded waterfall. It sported two superb long, deep horizontal cracks. If one could find
the time, the rope, and the courage, here would be a likely spot to document a Black Swift nest in
Washington.
By the end of his big field season, Larry had added ten probable nest sites to the Washington inventory:
Upper Foss River Falls and Keekwulee Falls in King County; De Roux Falls, Lillian Falls, and Rocky Run
Falls in Kittitas County; Big Four Falls and Upper Twin Falls in Snohomish County; Emerald Pool Falls and
Hard Scrabble Falls in Whatcom County; and Jordan Creek Falls in Skagit County. His experience also led
to some thoughts on the case of the Black Swift in the Pacific Northwest. First of all, he thinks the data may
be tainted by misidentification. Larry says that observers have occasionally reported Vaux’s Swifts as Black
Swifts. “Vaux’s seem to like to hunt over waterfalls at dusk before heading to their broken snag home,” he
notes. “One of the most reliable places to see Black Swifts is ‘known’ to be a bridge southeast of Mt. Rainier
over the Ohanapecosh River. Been there four times and always saw lots of Vaux’s. There were three falls that
Bob Altman wanted me to check a second time because the volunteer’s positive reports seemed out of line.
Saw Vaux’s at all of them.”
Larry also notes that Black Swift nests seem much more difficult to find in this region than in the
Southern Rockies, and he speculates that the birds do not nest on ledges beside the waterfall but in cracks,
niches and depressions behind the falling water. He suggests that the geology at a waterfall may determine
whether Black Swifts will use it. “In Washington and Oregon,” he says, the underlying rock “was a very
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consistent predictor for the negative. Basalt, especially flow, and columnar was the kiss of death. No place
to build a nest.” He adds, “Most of the Cascade mountains are composed of non-layered igneous (perhaps
metamorphic) granite-like rocks. Here a nest usually is going to have to be in some crack where no one can
see it.”
In 2004, Dan Casey, Northern Rocky Mountain Bird Conservation Region Coordinator, initiated the
first organized survey of nesting Black Swifts in Montana since Hunter and Baldwin conducted their search
more than 40 years earlier. As a past chairman of Montana Partners in Flight and the primary author of
the Montana Bird Conservation Plan, Dan knew that Black Swift commanded a high conservation priority. In
order to assess the species’ status, Dan gathered a crack team of researchers, including himself, Jeff Marks,
Dick Cannings, and Steve Gniadek, to conduct the surveys. Casey’s team again reflected the pattern of owl
aficionados to develop an interest in Black Swifts. Marks, then the Director of Bird Conservation for Montana
Audubon, is the senior author of The Birds of North America species account for Long-eared Owl. Cannings,
whose main research interest is the breeding biology of small owls, is the author of the species accounts for
Western Screech-Owl and Northern Saw-whet Owl. Gniadek is a wildlife biologist at Glacier National Park
and intimately familiar with the landscape to be surveyed. From mid-July to late August 2004, Dan and his
team visited 32 potential nesting sites in western Montana. They confirmed that Hunter and Baldwin’s site
on South Fork Mission Creek was still active, but the site at Mount Vaught/McPartland Mountain in Glacier
National Park most likely was not. They found a new site on Haystack Creek in Glacier National Park,
learned of a possible site on Gash Creek in the Bitterroot Mountains, and observed swifts foraging near the
series of waterfalls above Avalanche Lake.
On July 12, the team of Casey, Marks, Cannings, and Gniadek observed Monument Falls and three
unnamed falls on the headwall about 1.5 km above Avalanche Lake in Glacier National Park from 18:35
to 21:00. In their report to the Montana Natural Heritage Program describing the season’s efforts, Casey
and Marks wrote, “Each of these falls is more than 200 m high, and they consist of a mixture of plunges,
cascades, and horsetail sections. We observed them from >1 km away, making it difficult to accurately assess
features of the falls (height of different sections, moss and niche availability, etc.) and to see if swifts were
approaching them. Parts of these falls appear to contain suitable habitat for nesting swifts, and the sites
should be visited up close in future years.” During their observation, they saw several Black Swifts feeding
above the lake and over the basin below the falls, but the birds did not approach the falls closely. Nor did
the team approach the falls closely. “We note, however,” Casey continued. “that such surveys will require
bushwhacking through dense, bear-infested habitat that would not be safe to traverse after sundown. Indeed,
we retreated from our initial vantage point when an adult grizzly bear (Ursos arctos) appeared in the brush 250
m above Avalanche Lake and less than 150 m from us. We note that these waterfalls were surveyed [by Hunter
and Baldwin] for Black Swift nests in 1960, ‘without success.’” Confirming a Black Swift Colony here may
not be worth the risk.
On August 2, Casey conducted a search for the colony that Hunter and Baldwin found in Glacier National
Park between Mount Vaught and McPartland Mountain. He searched from the road along upper McDonald
Creek but could not find a waterfall or even flowing water at the location described by Hunter and Baldwin.
He concluded that the waterfall had likely been formed by a flow from melting glaciers that no longer exist. In
the February 2003 issue of the journal BioScience, Myrna P. Hall and Daniel B. Fagre wrote that the glaciers in
the Blackfoot–Jackson Glacier Basin of Glacier National Park decreased in area from 21.6 square kilometers
in 1850 to 7.4 square kilometers in 1979, a loss of 66%. Their analysis of a future climate scenario based
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on carbon dioxide–induced global warming predicted that all glaciers in the basin will disappear by the year
2030. In their report, Marks and Casey said “The possibility that melting glaciers associated with global
climate change result in a net loss of waterfalls, and thus a potential loss in nesting habitat for Black Swifts,
is intriguing.”
Failing to find Hunter and Baldwin’s second colony, Casey proceeded to a roadside waterfall on Haystack
Creek to conduct an evening survey. In their report, Marks and Casey described the visit:
Haystack Creek (Glacier Park). —Dan and Hannah Casey visited this site on 2 August from 20:25
to 21:35, observing from the roadside at the falls and from a pullout about 200 m west of the
stream crossing. The road was under construction, so closer approach was not possible. We saw
four swifts fly into the falls (one at 20:42, three at 21:28), indicating that it is the first new nesting
site discovered for Black Swifts in Montana in more than 40 years. . . . all four were within a 20 m
section of cliff face below Going-to-the-Sun Road. Elevation at the site was 1,585 m (5,200 feet).
One entry occurred at perhaps the most likely site for a nest, just below the lip of a small (ca. 15
m) plunge section of the waterfall; the other three birds flew into the wetted cliff just south of this
plunge. The number of pairs and/or nests that these four individuals represent is unknown. This site
should certainly be resurveyed in future years. After the road construction is completed, it will be
possible to scramble below the road to a place where the falls are more easily visible, which should
enable us to estimate colony size.
From 2:00 to 5:15 p. m. on August 5, Jeff Marks visited the waterfall on the South Fork of Mission
Creek where 45 years earlier Hunter and Baldwin discovered the first known nest sites for Black Swifts in
Montana. No one had reported Black Swifts here in the interim; in all likelihood, no one looked for them.
To get to the site, Marks crossed Mission Creek below Mission Falls and bushwhacked through dense brush
to the lower half of the falls. Then, he scaled a steep slope and plowed through more brush to come out on
a small outcrop of rock directly across from a small segment with a gentle plunge of water near the top of
the main falls where the swifts nest. Just after 4 p.m. a Black Swift arrived silently and flew directly behind a
curtain of water, presumably to a nest. The site Marks observed was not in the same location as any of the
five nests described by Hunter and Baldwin but was within a meter of their Nest 4 shown in the paper. Marks
noted that “The entire falls is a complex of plunges, horsetails, fans, and cascades, and the falls are segmented
and tiered. Much of it appears unsuitable for nesting swifts. This fact underscores the need to revisit some
of the large falls in Glacier Park (e.g. Avalanche Lake complex) that might appear unsuitable from a distance
yet contain small portions of suitable habitat used by swifts. . . Another important lesson learned at this site
is that swifts may arrive very quickly and quietly (or their vocalizations cannot be heard above the noise of
the falls), and they will fly directly to their nests without circling the falls. Had [I] been looking in another
direction for even a moment, [I] would have missed seeing the bird.” If Marks had been just a bit less lucky,
he could well have detected no swifts; by August 5, Black Swifts frequently do not return to the nest site until
dusk, hours after his departure.
Marks and Casey report that Sophie Osborn, who later became Field Manager for The Peregrine Fund’s
California Condor Restoration Project, observed Black Swifts flying into a waterfall on Gash Creek falls in
1997 or 1998 while studying American Dippers. The falls consists of a 25 foot plunge with water flowing
into a cave-like bowl that appears to have lots of niches behind it. In 2004 Jeff Marks observed this site from
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6:30 to 7:25 p.m. on July 22. Marks did not see any swifts, but he was not able to stay until dark. The site
could be easily and safely accessed from private land. Marks and Casey noted, “The site is not typical for
Black Swifts because it is at a rather low elevation [4,100 feet], is near the base of the mountains, does not
offer a commanding view of the valley below, and is partially enclosed by conifers from above. Nonetheless,
in view of Osborn’s observations this site should be visited near sundown next year if permission from private
landowners to access the site can be obtained.”
In 2006, Casey visited Haystack Creek Falls on August 17. He found three active Black Swift nests “just
alongside and slightly below the arched bridge where the road crosses Haystack Creek.” The nests were visible
from a pullout on the west side of the creek on the Going-to-the-Sun Highway. On the Montana Rare Bird
Alert, he advised observers “Look for a large patch of orange moss directly to the right of the waterfall about
halfway down the plunge portion of the falls.”
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he American Ornithological Union Check-list of North American Birds, Seventh Edition, indicates that
Black Swift breeds locally through the Antilles, including Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, Puerto Rico,
Montserrat, Guadeloupe, Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, and St. Vincent. The subspecies of the
Antilles is Cypseloides niger niger, and the first Black Swifts described came from this region. The original species
description appeared under the name Hirundo nigra in the 1789 edition of Systema Naturae, edited by Johann
Friedrich Gmelin. That description was based on Mathurin Jacques Brisson’s earlier (1760) description in
Ornithologie of “Le Martinet de Santa Domingo.” The “Martinet” Brisson described came from the island of
Hispaniola. By coincidence, a man named F. N. Martinet–no relation to the swift–illustrated Brisson’s book.
Nearly 120 years passed before the subspecies type specimen was collected. In 1879, Edward Newton, British
colonial administrator, amateur ornithologist, and brother of the noted professional ornithologist Alfred
Newton, collected that specimen in Jamaica. Edward had recently arrived there from duty in Mauritius, from
whence he had sent Alfred a specimen of the Dodo, already extinct.
The first published Black Swift nest record from the West Indies did not appear until more than180
years after Brisson’s description. James Bond provided that report in an article in the July, 1941 issue of
Auk entitled “Identification of Dominican Birds.” Bond attributes his information to Mr. Percival Agar
of Roseau, Dominica, “a man who is one of the most competent field naturalists now resident in the West
Indies.” Bond wrote:
On July 27, 1938, a colony of these swifts was found nesting near Laudat, below the fresh-water
lake. The rather bulky, cup-shaped nests of moss were situated on ledges or in holes on the sides of
a small, damp and gloomy ravine not wider than five to ten feet and perhaps twenty to twenty-five
feet high, in dense forest. Ten nests were found here, most of which were incomplete and unoccupied.
Two contained one egg each, one of these measuring 26 X 17.7 millimeters. According to Mr. Agar,
this swift is not resident in Dominica, arriving early in March and departing to some unknown
locality about the end of August or beginning of September. It is of interest to note that there is
a record of this bird from the Merume Mountains, British Guiana. The Black Swift has previously
been found nesting only in California.
Dominica is one island of the Lesser Antilles--not to be confused with the Dominican Republic on the
island of Hispaniola, which with Cuba, Puerto Rico and Jamaica comprises the Greater Antilles. Dominica
is a volcanic, mountainous island of 290 square miles—the size of a small county in any of our western
states—an island of rainforest, rivers, and dozens of swifty looking waterfalls. Bond’s report remained the
only published record of Black Swifts nesting in the West Indies for more than 40 years.
In 2003 Mark Oberle, in Puerto Rico’s Birds in Photographs, indicated that a Black Swift nest had been
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documented in El Yunque National Forest-although the photo of a Black Swift on a nest
in that book was taken at Box Canyon Falls in
Colorado! Ernesto Garcia, at that time serving
as Forest Biologist at El Yunque National
Forest in Puerto Rico, reports that he in fact
found two active Black Swift nests one year,
both at waterfalls on the south side of Pico
del Este, a 3,446 peak in the Forest. He took
photographs and recorded information on
the nests and their locations, but the records
have disappeared. Ernesto has since moved
© Eladio Fernandez 2007
to Weaverville, California, where he serves as
Federal Agencies Coordinator for the US Fish and Wildlife Service in the Partners in Amphibian and Reptile
Conservation Program.
Allan Keith, in his annotated checklist Birds of Hispaniola, reported that Black Swift was first proved to
breed on Hispaniola on June 21, 2002 at Los Arroyos in Sierra de Bahoruco in the Pedernales province of
the Dominican Republic. Sociedad Ornitológica Hispaniola member Nicolas Corona found the nesting site,
and Eladio Fernandez, author of Birds of the Dominican Republic, confirmed the sighting and photographed an
adult sitting on the nest. Keith reported, “Thirteen nests were found on the wall of a narrow dark canyon at
about 1,500 meters elevation in wet broadleaf forest. One nest had an egg, another a hatchling and several
other nests out of reach were occupied by brooding adults.”
On July 9, 2007 Mark Oberle forwarded to me a photograph by Eladio Fernandez of a Black Swift
chick that appeared on a nature photography list serve for the West Indies. Eladio wrote in response to my
inquiry, “This chick was photographed June 30th in the Ebano Verde Scientific Reserve, Cordillera Central
[in the Duarte province of northern Dominican Republic]. The locality was near (north) the Visitor Center
in El Arroyazo. I walked upriver from the first river crossing. There were two nests, each with one chick, on
the western bank of El Arroyazo River. The nests were on a shaded humid river bank––clay substrate––at 10
feet off the ground. The nests were 20-30 feet away from each other.”
The Antilles Black Swift population seems even more mysterious than that of the US and Canada. The
locations of the few reported nest sites are somewhat vague. Hardly anything is known of its biology in the
region other than the observation that it lays a single egg. Unanswered questions abound. Black Swifts seem to
require cool, wet nest sites in the temperate West. Does that requirement hold in the subtropical West Indies?
Do the Caribbean birds exhibit the same foraging and parenting patterns as the birds of the US and Canada?
And is this really the same bird as the one that nests at chilly mountain waterfalls? Allan Keith in The Birds of
Hispaniola argues that the West Indian Black Swift population should be evaluated as a species possibly distinct
from the mainland North American populations.
The AOU Check-list indicates that in Mexico and Central America Black Swifts breed locally in Chihuahua,
Durango, Nayarit, Hidalgo, and Veracruz south through southern Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras to Costa
Rica (not recorded in Nicaragua). Birds collected in Central America have been assigned to the subspecies
Cypseloides niger costaricensis, but those from Mexico are usually ascribed to C. n., borealis. Although field guides
rank the species as fairly common, only three Black Swift nest sites are known in the region.
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Charles Collins and M. J. Landy reported the first nest site from Mexico in the Bulletin of Southern California
Academy of Science. It had been discovered by Landy and J. D. Lynch in July 1964 on the mountain Cofre de
Perote in Veracruz. Landy and Lynch collected four adults and two nestlings at the site and deposited them
in the American Museum of Natural History. Unfortunately, the preservation technique used precludes
identifying these specimens to subspecies. The swifts were nesting on mossy ledges behind and to the sides
of a 40 foot high waterfall; the single nest collected was constructed of mosses and ferns and lined with a
few pine needles.
J. S. Rowley reported the second nest site in Mexico, found one year after the first, in the Proceedings of the
Western Foundation of Vertebrate Zoology. His article “Breeding birds of the Sierra Madre del Sur, Oaxaca, Mexico”
provided details:
These swifts were often seen while foraging in flight over the Valley of Oaxaca, usually late in the
evenings or following a rain, but none had ever been reported as observed in the mountains of our
study area. However, in the afternoon of 14 July 1965 near La Cima, Francisco Flores went to fill a
container with fresh water from a small waterfall about fifteen feet in height. As he approached the
pool at the base of the falls, I noted an individual black swift fly across the road but failed to see the
location from which it had flushed. Suspecting that a nest might be there, early the next morning
we went to the waterfall. The bird flushed from its nest, which was placed on a recessed shelf about
four feet above the surface of the pool and slightly to the side of the cascading water. There was
heavy seepage over the whole rock formation and the nest, made completely of moss, was thoroughly
saturated. One slightly incubated egg was in the nest, which was partially concealed by hanging
plants growing on the rock.
My experience with several species of swifts nesting in Mexico has been that, when the eggs have
been laid, the birds are persistent and will return to the site in spite of human activity. We waited at
this site, well concealed for two hours and twenty-five minutes, but the attending bird failed in all that
time to make even a short flight over the area much less to the nest itself. It was inconceivable that the
embryo could have remained unharmed and I presumed the adult bird must have deserted the nest
immediately upon being flushed that day. This appears to be the first nesting record of Cypseloides niger
for the State of Oaxaca. Further search failed to disclose any other swifts from the waters.
No Black Swift nest records have been reported from Nicaragua, El Salvador, or Guatemala. Guatemalan
biologists and birding tour leaders Knut Eisermann and Claudia Avendaño indicate that Black Swift is a
summer resident in Guatemala especially in the highlands, and nesting in the country is suspected, but has
yet to be confirmed.
Lloyd F. Kiff, in a Condor article, “Notes on Southwestern Costa Rican Birds,” reported that Elsie and
Walter Fiala collected a series of Black Swifts at their farm, Finca Helechales, 10 miles east of Potrero
Grande, in 1970-1974. All the birds were typical of the race costaricensis. No nests were located at or near
Helechales, but collected birds were in breeding condition, indicating that the species apparently bred in
the area. From 1984 to 1987 Manuel Marín and F. Gary Stiles conducted a study of five species of swifts
(White-collared, White-chinned, Spot-fronted, Chestnut-collared, and Black) in an upper section of the Río
Tiribí in Costa Rica ten miles east of the capital, San Jose. They found nests of each of the first four species,
but none of the Black Swift though they saw these birds in the area. Marín later returned to the Río Tiribí
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and on 28 May 1997, found three active nests of this species with birds sitting on the nests. This discovery
extended the confirmed breeding range of Black Swift more than 900 miles to the southeast from Oaxaca.
To date, this site in Costa Rica and the two sites in Mexico are the only Black Swift nest sites reported from
the mainland south of the US.
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lack Swifts almost certainly nest in the southeastern corner of Alaska, but no one has yet found a
nest or identified a specific nest site despite the recent efforts to do so. Bob Altman and Gwen Baluss
noted in their 2006 report to Boreal Partners in Flight, “No further surveys are planned. Gwen Baluss
will continue to compile additional anecdotal observations, and encourage volunteer efforts for travelers to
Misty Fjords.” Gwen recently added, “Finally gave up trying to find a nest cliff in AK. I suspect there are a
few, up the Unuk or Chickamin rivers in the extreme southeast part of the state near the BC border. But the
Forest Service couldn’t get me up there, and it would be a very expensive expedition to take on personally.
So the mystery remains on what [are] likely Alaska’s most elusive and definitely the weirdest of presumably
breeding birds.”
The record of Black Swift nest sites in British Columbia remains a bit muddied. Paul Levesque of Rocky
Point Bird Observatory indicates that only three sites are “solid.” He includes the Harland Creek site near
Vernon although Dick Cannings says, “I certainly haven’t heard anything on it for decades.” The recent search
efforts initiated by Bob Altman and Levesque produced the discovery of active nests at Cascade Falls in 2003
and Brandywine Falls in 2004. Four other sites are less than “solid” to varying degrees. Kirk Safford found
ample evidence of Black Swift occupation at Redemption Cave, but not an active nest. This cave probably hosts
a small colony, but its location remains a secret. The site’s remote and confidential location prevents regular
monitoring. Paul Levesque
notes that to his knowledge
no one has looked for the
site near Clinton where the
first nest confirmation was
reported nearly 50 years
ago. Its precise location
is unknown. The precise
locations of the two nest
sites reported by Leo
Jobin at Quesnel Lake
and near Kleena Kleene
also remain unknown. No
one has announced any
immediate plans for further
explorations in British
Columbia. Paul Levesque
will continue to collect
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observation reports.
Alberta harbors well-known Black Swift colonies at Johnston Canyon and Maligne Canyon. The early
report of Black Swifts nesting in a cave above Brazeau Lake needs verification. Geoff Holroyd conducts
annual surveys at Johnston Canyon, and birders regularly report Black Swifts in Maligne Canyon. Jason
Rogers has also monitored the Johnston Canyon colony since 2004. Black Swifts have been reported several
times at Athabasca and Sunwapta Falls, both easily accessible waterfalls on the Icefields Parkway in Jasper
National Park, not far from Maligne Canyon.
The volunteer surveys initiated in Washington by Bob Altman and the ensuing efforts by Larry Schwitters
have produced a list of 25 likely nest sites where observers have detected swifts “at the falls.” In 2003, nesting
reportedly was confirmed at Silver Falls in Chelan County, but this confirmation was based on an observation
of a Black Swift carrying food to a likely nest site rather than a direct observation of a nest. It appears that
no one has yet found a Black Swift nest in the state. Larry will continue the quest. He says, “If I don’t bag the
first Black Swift nest in Washington state, I don’t want it to be simply from a lack of effort.”
No one has yet found a Black Swift nest in Oregon. Birds have been observed at seven waterfalls, and they
very likely host breeding colonies. Observers have seen birds annually at Salt Creek Falls and have noted birds
at least once at six others. Observations at two sites occurred in 2003 as a result of Bob Altman’s initiative
recruiting volunteers to survey waterfalls. That project has not been continued, and no other plan to locate
Black Swift colonies in Oregon has emerged.
California has compiled the second longest list of Black Swift nest sites. A 2006 report prepared for
California Department of Game and Fish by Don Roberson and Charles Collins contains references to at
least 39 nesting sites in three general areas.
The colonies of the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto Mountains in southern California have
been intensively monitored. They seem stable with a population of approximately 15 pairs at six waterfalls.
Collins continues to monitor these sites.
The central coast area has a special connection with Black Swifts as the site of Bert Vrooman’s discovery
at Santa Cruz of the first nests and eggs known to science. Subsequently, Black Swifts were confirmed to nest
on the coastal bluffs from the Lighthouse Field State Beach to Pelican Rock in San Mateo County north of
Santa Cruz. To the south, the Monterey County Breeding Bird Atlas project (1988-1992) found evidence of
nesting at three additional coastal sites as well as an inland waterfall. In 2004 the Santa Cruz Bird Club under
the leadership of David Suddjian repeated a 1988 survey of all historical coastal sites and inland at Berry
Creek Falls in Santa Cruz County, which had produced a population estimate of 17-20 pairs. The 2004
surveys did not find a single active nest.
Roberson and Collins list 19 known or suspected nest sites in the Cascades and Sierra Nevada and
write, “A review of data from all known and presumed breeding locations suggests a total Cascades-Sierran
population of perhaps 180 pairs at up to 30-35 sites. They conclude, “The entire California population
appears to be composed of perhaps 200 pairs at roughly 40-45 sites. At nearly half of these, three or fewer
pairs are suspected of nesting annually. McArthur-Burney Falls, Bridalveil Falls, and large canyons in Kings
Canyon and Sequoia National Parks are the only sites where numbers are suspected to exceed more than 10
pairs, and the National Park populations have not been systematically surveyed in nearly 75 years.”
Nevada has yet to produce a Black Swift nest site and is unlikely to do so as there are few perennial
waterfalls in this arid state. Al Knorr notes, however, that the Cloudburst Canyon colony, which he discovered
in 1986 and which Roberson and Collins loosely lumped into their Sierra Nevada group, “is a Nevada colony
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geographically, physiographically, vegetatively, etc, etc, every way but politically. It is not in the Sierra Nevada
but in the Carson Range of Nevada, which ends just across the border with California near the colony. The
nearest Sierra Nevada colonies in California are 71 and 93 miles away, and the Cloudburst Canyon colony is
by far the farthest east in California.” The stream flows into the Great Basin, and the site’s affinity to Nevada
led to its inclusion in the recently published Atlas of the Breeding Birds of Nevada.
Robert Ridgway, who was to become one of the most esteemed ornithologists of his generation collected
the only Black Swift specimen ever taken in the state and one of the earliest collected anywhere. On May
31, 1868, not quite eleven years after Caleb Kennerly had collected the type specimen, Ridgway found and
collected the “wings, tail, feet and sternum” of a Black Swift “on a long in the woods, where left by a hawk
or owl” along the Truckee River. Ridgway, only 17 years old at the time, was serving as the naturalist for the
Geological Survey of the Fortieth Parallel. Less than a month later, on June 23, Ridgway reported observing a
flock of several hundred Black Swifts “hovering over the cottonwoods in a large swarm.” Al Knorr, in a March,
2000, Great Basin Birds article, argues that Ridgway’s observation, which had been generally accepted and often
cited over the ensuing years, was probably incorrect. Knorr pointed out that Black Swifts do not occur in
flocks of hundreds outside of the Pacific Northwest. The nearest known nest site supports only a few pairs.
At the time nothing was known of Black Swift nesting habits, and only a handful of specimens had been
collected. Given that so little was known of the bird at that time, that the details of Ridgway’s observation
do not conform to typical Black Swift behavior, and that there have been no subsequent observations in the
area, Ridgway’s report is questionable.
Montana currently has two sites known to be active, a third historical site, and a fourth probable site
that needs confirmation. Dan Casey indicates that, “The Mission Falls site was not tracked between the
1960’s and our 2004 site visit, to our knowledge. But it has been a reliable site to find Black Swifts during
that entire period, as has the Avalanche Lake area in the Park [Glacier National Park], which is the other site
found by Baldwin.” The waterfall where Baldwin found nests near Avalanche Lake, has apparently dried up
with the melting of a glacier. Dan adds, “My gut (and common sense, given the habitat) tells me that the
Glacier/Waterton Parks complex supports many 100’s of pairs.” Gash Creek Falls where Sophie Osborn
reported seeing Black Swifts in the late 1990s remains only probable. Dan monitors the colony he discovered
on Haystack Creek.
In Idaho, Kas Dumroese and Terry Gray have monitored the nests at Shadow and Fern Falls since their
discovery in 1997. Shirley Sturts reports that Jennifer Soules and Barb McCall found a third site in 2006
in Bonner County, which brings the state’s inventory to three. The specific location of the third site has not
been made public.
Wyoming remains an enigma. No nest sites have been found, and observers have reported only a handful
of sightings. One intriguing report stemmed from the Snowy Range, the northernmost extension of the
Southern Rockies. Colorado’s northernmost colony is only 35 miles away. Another report came from Jackson
Lake in Teton National Park. While on a vacation outing, Al Knorr and his wife Marjorie took a tour of the
lake on a cruise boat. Passing the mouth of Moran Canyon on the west side of the lake, Al spotted several
Black Swifts circling about. He later scanned maps of the area and found several promising potential nesting
sites, but he was never able to find time to investigate them. In 2002, Doug Faulkner, coordinator of RMBO’s
Monitoring Wyoming’s Birds program, and I made an attempt to visit Moran Canyon, but were foiled by Wyoming
wind. The canyon is accessible only by boat, and the Park Service boatman who was to deliver us turned back
because the lake was too rough.
Yellowstone and Teton National Parks have dozens of waterfalls that no doubt have been visited by
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hundreds of competent birders over the years, but Black Swift reports are virtually absent. Terry McEneaney,
Yellowstone National Park Ornithologist, believes that the absence of reports reflects a genuine absence
of the birds and speculates that the area may be too dry for them. It is not too dry to support abundant
waterfalls, though, and its annual precipitation is similar to that of Glacier National Park where Black Swifts
nest. For awhile I thought that Yellowstone might be too cold, but Black Swifts should tolerate its average
minimum temperature in June of 41.3 degree Fahrenheit. Yellowstone’s volcanic rocks may provide few if
any of the niches and ledges that Black Swifts require. Al Knorr had earlier remarked on the absence of Black
Swifts at nearby Lower and Upper Mesa Falls on the Henry Fork of the Snake River in southeastern Idaho,
noting that the basalt and andesite at the falls was hard and smooth and “provided no pockets, crannies,
ledges, or shelves in the rock for placement of nests.” Or possibly, as Al Knorr suspects, the Black Swifts that
nest there have simply eluded detection.
New Mexico’s inventory of Black Swift nest sites stands at three: Jemez, Rio Quemado, and Nambe
Falls, all in the northern part of the state. No doubt a handful of other sites remain to be discovered
there. Sightings on the privately owned Tierra Amarilla near Chama suggest nesting in that area; the canyons
of Chavez and Cañones creeks there look particularly promising. Occasional sightings of Black Swifts in
southwestern New Mexico suggest that there may be a colony or two in that area. Hart Schwarz continues
to monitor the Jemez Falls colony.
Through 2004 the Arizona Bird Committee has accepted four sight records of Black Swift in the state,
and indicates that”there still remains no physical evidence for this species in the state.” Al Knorr’s report of
swifts nesting at Winn Falls is the only published nest record for the state—although not recognized. The
only other possible nest site reported is Mooney Falls in the Grand Canyon where Knorr saw Black Swifts
“investigating” the falls. No exploratory work has been announced, but John Stanek expresses a yen to do
some climbing at Winn Falls.
As the RMBO/USFS project in Colorado project wound down, the inventory of nest sites hovered
around 100. We had found nests at 55 new sites in addition to the 33 documented earlier, and had observed
Black Swifts roosting at night at another baker’s dozen. We had estimated the population size and designed a
monitoring scheme. We had also provoked some questions and initiated some preliminary steps to answering
them. Since no one has stepped up to fund further investigations, they proceed as volunteer efforts and are
therefore tenuous.
Jason Beason of RMBO and Kim Potter of USFS are committed to continuing annual banding events at
Zapata Falls and added Fulton Resurgence Cave and are searching for ways to include these activities in their
work schedule. John Stanek, now a graduate student at the University of Wyoming, will continue to provide
technical climbing skills for the Zapata Falls event. Sue Hirshman would like to see Box Canyon added to the
banding schedule. John has also expressed an interest in banding at Box Canyon.
While working on the paper detailing our project’s findings, we became intrigued with the idea that swifts
require cool, stable temperatures and high humidity for their nest sites, and the other characteristics—especially
water and shade—support these requirements. Carolyn Gunn found a credit-card sized datalogger that can be
programmed to record temperature and relative humidity at regular intervals. Kim Potter agreed to help and
they procured a dozen. A few were placed near Black Swift nests for part of the 2006 season and a few more
were set out in 2007. Dan Casey and Steve Gniadek have expressed interest in collaborating and placing a few
in Glacier National Park in Montana. With a little funding, this project could provide some hard numbers
describing Black Swift nesting requirements and perhaps explain some apparent gaps in its range.
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When I was calculating a population
estimate for Colorado’s Black Swifts, Jason
Beason challenged my estimate on the proportion
of potential sites we had surveyed, arguing that
there were more potential sites unsurveyed
than I thought–especially in the Weminuche
Wilderness in the San Juans. To prove his point,
Jason pored over the topographical maps of the
Weminuche and made a list of the perennial
streams that we had not surveyed. Although
we had visited most of the mapped waterfalls
in the area, our surveyors had found many that
were not mapped, and Jason pointed out that we
Data Logger Photo: Kim Potter
had surveyed only 20% of the drainages. As we
discussed this situation, we realized that it might make an interesting GIS exercise. Perhaps one could run a
query for characteristics of sites occupied by Black Swifts, run a second query for unsurveyed sites with the
same characteristics and then field check the predicted sites. Jason and Rob Sparks of RMBO, who has the
GIS skills and some experience with Black Swifts, plan to explore this possibility.
Stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen, sulfur and hydrogen occur in varying ratios in different geographical
areas. Feathers incorporate these isotopes and therefore carry isotopic “signatures” of their place of origin.
Biologists can precisely measure ratios of the isotopes with a mass spectrometer. Variations in the stable
isotopic composition in bird feathers can therefore be used to determine their geographic origin. The spatial
resolution of this technique as yet lacks precision, but combining information from several stable isotopes,
together with better mapping of the distribution of stable isotope ratios, may soon allow biologists to
pinpoint the geographic location where feathers were grown. Since Black Swifts molt on their wintering
grounds, isotope analysis of the isotope ratios potentially could provide a clue to that mysterious location. In
anticipation of that event, Jason and Kim collected a feather from each of the captured adult Black Swifts at
the 2006 Zapata Falls and Fulton Resurgence Cave banding sessions.
The study of Black Swifts in Colorado continues to benefit from the interest and efforts of a large
number of wildlife biologists and volunteers. Ron Torretta on the San Isabel National Forest and Robert
Skorkowsky on the Routt National Forest, continue to survey waterfalls on their respective forests. Ron
finally photographed nestlings at St. Charles River Falls in July, 2007 confirming our earlier inference that it
was occupied. Nick Lowe and Cameron Cox, RMBO seasonals, conducted many surveys in past years and
have visited waterfalls on their own in the past couple of years. John Stanek, who is studying Brown-capped
Rosy-Finches as a graduate student at the University of Wyoming, volunteers each year to help with the
banding project at Zapata Falls and surveys waterfalls that he encounters while chasing the Rosy-Finches.
Ken Behrens continues working temporary bird jobs—summer in Colorado, winter in Latin America—and
maintains a keen interest in Black Swifts. He will watch for them this winter in Ecuador.
The core group of Colorado Black Swift pursuers is hanging in there. Al Knorr will continue to encourage
and advise from his home in Reno, Nevada. Sue Hirshman continues her vigil at Box Canyon Falls and seems
likely to persist as long as she has breath. Chris Schultz took the 2007 field season off to fulfill his dream
of hiking the Appalachian Trail, but he is back at his desk as the Columbine Ranger District Biologist this
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winter and hopes to be visiting waterfalls in the San Juans as often as he can escape desk duties next summer.
Jason Beason succeeded me as the Black Swift guy at Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory, lobbying for time
and funds to devote to this bird, hiking to as many waterfalls as he can, and leading occasional banding
expeditions. After five years of temporary positions in wildlife biology, Carolyn Gunn has accepted a position
as Assistant State Fish Pathologist for the Colorado Division of Wildlife, but she will keep her hand in with
her datalogger project, and in response to a request from the Smithsonian, she collected samples of Black
Swift blood at the 2007 Zapata banding event for the museum’s avian genome bank. Kim Potter has settled
into a permanent position as a wildlife technician at the Rifle Ranger District of the White River National
Forest, resisting invitations to apply for higher paid positions that would keep her behind a desk. She will see
that the Swifts on her forest are well tended to, and she will continue to provide inspiration as well as data.
I will try to hold up my end as publicist and advocate for The Coolest Bird and for the Cool People who
pursue it.
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~ Conservation Issues ~


B

lack Swift has been identified as a species of conservation concern in every western state and province
in which it nests. The western US Forest Service regions have designated it as a “sensitive species.” The
National Audubon Society, American Bird Conservancy, and the Partners in Flight North American Land
Bird Conservation Plan all list it as a “Watch List species”. The criteria for listing vary from agency to agency
but the Partners in Flight data base maintained by Rocky Mountain Bird Observatory is slowly becoming
the standard for most. The listing process is critical to current bird conservation efforts. However, the
process can be messy and at times confusing. Conservation efforts will benefit from evaluation of the listing
procedure on a species by species level.
Partners in Flight (PIF) identifies conservation priorities for North American birds using a scoring
system that considers six characteristics: 1) population size, 2) size of breeding range, 3) size of winter
range, 4) population trend, 5) threats on its breeding grounds, 6) threats on its wintering grounds and/or
migration routes. Each characteristic is rated on a five point scale. Four of the six are used to rate priorities:
Table 1. Use of Characteristics for Conservation Priorities
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Characteristic
Rating Choice
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
1. Size of population
Always used
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
2. Size of Breeding Range
3. Size of Winter Range
Whichever range is smaller
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
4. Population Trend
Always used
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
5. Threats on Breeding Range
6. Threats on Non-Breeding Range
Whichever level of threat is greater
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Possible scores range from 4 to 20. Species with a score of 14 or higher (13 if the trend score is 5),
are considered “vulnerable due to a combination of threats to their habitats, declining populations, small
population sizes, or limited distributions” and are placed on the Continental Watch List of birds. Black Swift
qualified as a Watch List species with a score of 15.
Population:
PIF scientists estimated the global population of Black Swift at 150,000, a figure which probably exaggerates
its actual numbers. This figure is a total of populations calculated for each of a number of smaller units. The
estimates were based on the average number of detections on Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) routes in the 1990s,
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PIF scientists calculated averages for geo-political polygons defined by the intersection of a Bird Conservation
Region (BCR) and a state or province. For example, separate Black Swift averages were calculated for each of
those portions of the Northwest Pacific Rainforest BCR that fell within Oregon, Washington, and British
Columbia.
An “index of abundance”, which in reality is an initial population estimate, is derived by dividing the
average count per BBS route by 25.1 km2, the theoretical area covered by a BBS route, and then multiplying
the result by the area of the geo-political polygon. Adding the indices of all polygons within a state, province,
or BCR will produce an index for that entity. The index of abundance calculated from BBS Black Swift
detections in the state of Washington, for example, equals 3,168, the total of the indices for those portions
of BCRs 5,9, and 10, that fall within the state.
Multiplying the index of abundance times each of three correction factors—a pair correction, a detection
distance correction, and a time-of-day correction—produces an estimated population. The “pair correction”
is applied by multiplying the index by two based on the assumption that typically a single member of a
breeding pair, generally a singing male, is detected on BBS counts. The “detection distance correction” is
applied because many species are not detected out to the 400 meter count circle limit, and some can be
detected beyond that distance. The “time-of-day correction”-- the ratio of counts at the peak of detection
relative to the count over whole routes--adjusts for birds being detected at varying rates across the 50 BBS
stops. It is applied to the population index to adjust counts to the maximum time of detection. Applying the
pair correction (x 2) and the time-of-day correction (x 1.55 for Black Swift) produces a population estimate
of 9,821 breeding individuals for Washington. The standard 400 meter detection distance was assumed to
apply to Black Swifts, so a detection distance correction was not applied. These calculations produced Black
Swift population estimates of 287 for Utah, 37 for Nevada, 703 for Idaho, 4,912 for California, and 68,509
for British Columbia.
The Partners in Flight North American plan estimate of 150,000 for the global population, including
the birds breeding in Mexico, Central America, and Caribbean Islands gives Black Swift a population-size score
of 4, the ranking given to species with a world breeding population of 50,000-500,000. Global population
estimates for the proportion of breeding range outside the U.S. and Canada were extrapolated from field
guide range maps. The PIF global population estimates are accompanied by an accuracy rating, with each
estimate assigned a rating from 6 (accurate) to 1 (guesstimate). The rating for the Black Swift estimates was
2 (poor). A low number of routes with detections, a small number of detections, and inconsistency in subinterval trends led Breeding Bird Survey analysts to label the results for Black Swift as “seriously deficient” for
many areas and as “deficient” for the best. BBS observers in Alberta, Oregon, Montana, New Mexico, and
Colorado, all known to host breeding colonies, failed to detect a single Black Swift during the 1990s, so the
PIF population index for these states and provinces, and thus the population estimates, is zero.
Aside from its shaky BBS foundation, the Black Swift population estimates suffer from the questionable
application of the correction factors. The assumption for the pair correction seems unfounded for Black
Swift. Sue Hirshman’s extensive phenological data at Box Canyon Falls indicate that, on average, incubation
begins on July 1, after most BBS routes have been completed. Therefore, there is reason to question the
assumption that half the swifts within the observation circle are not detected. If we eliminate the pair
correction from the PIF formula, the Black Swift Global population drops to 75,000, which still falls into
the 50,000-500,000 bracket, albeit near the bottom, and does not change the abundance ranking.
The assumption that the effective detection distance for Black Swift matches the hypothetical 400 meter
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radius observation circle of a BBS route stop may not reflect reality. The North American Plan states that
effective detection distances “are intended to incorporate not only the distance at which a species is normally
heard and seen, but also the distance the species moves during a 3-min count period—this is why some wideranging species (e.g. Turkey Vulture, Golden Eagle) have been assigned an 800-m detection distance despite
being counted within a 400-m BBS circle.” Few species are more wide-ranging than Black Swift. One may
wonder as William Leon Dawson did in 1909 whether “we may fairly presume that the Cloud Swifts are
really less numerous than might be supposed from the analogy of other birds. Perhaps half a dozen roving
bands would comprise the entire population of the State.” The correction factor for birds assigned an 800
meter radius is ¼-- the square of the ratio of the standard 400 meter circles and an 800 meter circle. If
applied to the PIF formula, it produces a global population of 18,750, and would raise the population-size
score to 5 (population <50,000).
Despite the statistical weakness of the supporting data, the Watch List designation of Black Swift may be
warranted on the basis of population size. Biologists who have worked most closely with the bird consistently
estimate populations at a low level. Paul Levesque indicates that he and Mike Shepard “guesstimate 3,000 3,500 individuals for BC” compared to the PIF estimate of 68,509 for the province. Bryan Swan’s “Waterfalls
of the Northwest” database lists 643 waterfalls in British Columbia (http://www.waterfallsnorthwest.com).
The PIF population estimate would provide more than 100 swifts per waterfall if they were all occupied.
Even if Swan’s number represents only 20% of the waterfalls in the province, the swifts per waterfall ratio
is still higher than any recorded. In 2003-2005, approximately 50 waterfalls were surveyed for Black Swift
occupancy, and nesting was confirmed at only two. Either some enormous colonies remain undetected or the
PIF estimate is unrealistically high.
Off the top of his head, Larry Schwitters, who has surveyed more than 100 Washington waterfalls,
thought that the Black Swift population there is perhaps half of the PIF estimate of 9,820. Bob Altman
says that he wonders whether the total population in western North America is as high as the PIF estimate of
31,409 for the Northwest Pacific Bird Conservation region (a strip along the coast from northern California
to southeast Alaska)
Don Roberson and Charlie Collins write, “The entire California population appears to be composed
of perhaps 200 pairs at roughly 40-45 sites.” Al Knorr has driven and flown the Sierra Nevada Mountains
extensively, and he thinks that this range harbors many more sites than Roberson and Collins have identified.
However he does not believe that the population is anywhere near the PIF estimate of 4,912 for California.
Our estimate for the Southern Rocky Mountains puts that population at 1,000-1,600. Combining the
experts’ rough estimates and projecting them proportionately to other states and provinces produces an
estimated Black Swift population for Western North America at something in the neighborhood of 10,00015,000, a figure that would fall within the same order of magnitude as the PIF estimate if the pair correction
were dropped and the detection-distance correction were applied.
Coincidentally, this estimate is identical to the estimate for “continental numbers” provided by Pete
Lowther and Charlie Collins in their Birds of North America Black Swift account. The basis of that estimate
appears to be Steve Boyles’s Black Swift account in the Colorado Breeding Bird Atlas. Boyle indicated that Atlas data
suggested that Colorado was home to 700-800 breeding pair, and that Colorado’s populations comprised
10-20 percent of the range-wide population.
In summary, the PIF population estimate is probably too high and its rating for vulnerability due to
population size is too low. Applying the lower population estimate, however, would not change Black Swifts’
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inclusion on the Watch List.
Distribution:
PIF distribution scores reflect the vulnerability of populations to hurricanes, wild fires, and other stochastic
events that can wipe out a species in part of its range while leaving other parts unaffected. In calculating
distribution scores for each species, the PIF process uses the higher of two scores—one for distribution
during the breeding season, and one for distribution during the non-breeding season. Black Swift has a
moderately large breeding range—including most of the western United States and Canada as well as Mexico,
Central America, and the West Indies; within that range, breeding sites are relatively few and widely scattered.
PIF assigned Black Swift a 3 for the breeding season (indicating a range of 1-2 million km2) and a 4 for the
non-breeding season (1/2-1 million km2) despite the fact that the non-breeding range is virtually unknown.
PIF used the score for the non-breeding range in calculating Black Swift’s combined score.
Trend:
The score for population trend faces the same problem as the score for population size; it depends on BBS
results that bear the labels “deficient” and “seriously deficient.” Analysis of the BBS data indicates an annual
population decline of 6.6% per year; however a statistical test to determine the likelihood that those data
are producing accurate results indicates that we cannot reject the possibility that the trend is zero or even
increasing. A decline as extreme as this one would call for the highest score—and perhaps some panic—if
we believed it accurate. A 2.28% annual decline produces a 50% reduction over a period of 30 years. PIF
assigned Black Swift a 4 for a possible or moderate population decrease rather than a 5 for a large population
decrease.
The decrease indicated by the BBS data occurred primarily in British Columbia, and the results for that
province come close, but do not meet, the minimum standard for reliability. A review of the data from
British Columbia reveals that the apparent decline stems largely from a few large numbers reported in the
early years of the Breeding Bird Survey. Over a period of 38 years, Black Swifts have been detected on 50
BBS routes in British Columbia, with an annual average for the province of 44 counted on 15 routes. The
British Columbia routes tallied their three highest counts with 199 in 1973, 260, in 1974 and 318 in 1976.
In each year a single route accounted for most of the high count. In 1973 the Chilliwack route tallied 110,
in 1974 the Squamish route had 229, and in 1976 the Albion route had 195. The three routes accounted
for 75% of the Black Swifts detected in the three highest count years. No other years have produced three
digit counts, and totals in only three other years (including 1992) have exceeded 50. It is likely that the early
large numbers represent flocks of migrating birds, which Sshould not be included in a Breeding Bird Survey.
Paul Levesque of Rocky Point Bird Observatory writes that he and Mike Shepherd “have done quite a bit
of work on estimating flock sizes. The two of us would count a flock repeatedly and go with the high count,
and I think that there is a tendency by observers to overestimate the size of large flocks of Black Swifts.” In
addition, Larry Schwitters suggests that the similar appearances of distant Vaux’s Swifts and Black Swifts may
lead to occasional misidentification. At any rate, these reports of large numbers seem to be aberrations and
the trend analysis would be quite different without them.
Threats:
The fourth figure applied to the combined score is the highest of the scores for threats to the population
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on the breeding range and the non-breeding (i.e. the migration and/or the wintering) range. These scores
indicate “vulnerability due to the effects of current and probable future extrinsic conditions that threaten the
ability of populations to survive and successfully reproduce in breeding areas within North America.” For
Black Swift, PIF assigned a “3” (slight to moderate decline in the future suitability of breeding conditions
is expected) for the first category and a “2” (expected future conditions for non-breeding populations are
expected to remain stable; no known threats) for the second. Presumably the birds winter somewhere in the
tropics, probably at high altitude, in areas that face little immediate prospect of alteration. But actually little
is known of the migration routes or winter destination of Black Swifts, so we do not know what threats they
may face.
The PIF North American Plan does not detail threats to Black Swifts on their breeding grounds, but bird
conservation plans produced by state and regional PIF committees have speculated on several. Recreational
activities, forestry practices, insecticide use, water diversions, and global warming have been identified as
possible threats, but there is little evidence that any of these actually have affected Black Swift populations.
The most frequently cited potential impact on nesting swifts is disturbance by recreational activity. In
Colorado Black Swifts occupy two sites that receive high numbers of recreational visits in close proximity to
active nests. Between 1997 and 2004, an average of 58,000 people per year visited Box Canyon Falls in the
town of Ouray, Colorado to view the falls from a suspended walkway. During this period, the swift colony
averaged 11 young fledged annually; a number similar to those reported in the 1950’s when the number of
visitors to the falls was far lower. Forest Service officials estimate 80,000 to 100,000 visitors are attracted
annually to a walkway at Hanging Lake Bridal Veil Falls in Glenwood Canyon, Colorado. Between 1998 and
2005, surveys detected 8-10 pairs of nesting swifts annually, numbers again similar to those reported in the
1950’s. Both colonies have apparently remained stable for the past 50 years despite thousands of visitors
each year. Our survey results suggest that even moderate to high levels of recreational use do not appear to be
a factor in the occupation of sites or to cause a reduction in Black Swift colony size.
Ice climbing has been identified as another possible hazard to nest sites, but again, no documentation
exists. “The Fang,” a waterfall near Vail, is one of Colorado’s most popular ice climbing locations. That
waterfall has hosted a Black Swift colony for over 50 years. The timing of ice climbing activities makes
negative impact to swift occupancy unlikely.
Fulton Resurgence Cave, located in a remote portion of the Flat Tops Wilderness Area, is visited by
spelunkers yearly. The colony was discovered in 1962 by a caver who noted two nests and six adult swifts in
the dim glow of his carbide lamp. With the aid of ladders and headlamps, USFS and RMBO workers located
six to nine active nests each year from 1998 to 2007, indicating a stable and perhaps growing population over
the past 43 years.
Several bird conservation plans cite a need to better understand the relationship between forestry
practices—especially clear-cutting and insecticide use—and Black Swift populations. The effect of clearcutting on ant populations has received specific attention. Studies in southern California and Alberta have
suggested that Black Swifts rely heavily on flying ants during the nestling stage, at least in some parts of their
range, and that clear-cutting could reduce ant populations. Myrmecologist Phillip H. Ward of University
of California at Davis, however, doubts that clear-cutting would have a negative impact on the availability of
ants as an increase among the sun-loving species would likely offset any decrease of shade-lovers. Insecticide
use in forest application are generally directed at species that are unlikely to be consumed in large quantities
by Black Swifts, but further studies of Black Swift diets seem to be warranted.
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Water diversions have been uncommon at the elevations of Black Swift colonies, but may become more
of an issue as the western human population continues to grow. Major metropolitan areas vie for water
rights. The metropolitan areas of Nevada, California, and Colorado continually seek to acquire more water.
Denver has explored a plan which would suck water from wetlands at 10,000 to 12,000 feet into diversion
tunnels and pump it across the continental divide. Telluride is considering a power plant on Bridal Veil Falls
to supplement the growing demand for power in its community. Historic photos of Rifle Falls show the falls
with a smooth veil of water flowing evenly across a large face of limestone. The flowing water was at a later
date channelized to divert the flow through a power plant. The power plant is long gone but the falls today is
now three segmented plunges with a much reduced spray area.
Perhaps the most challenging threat to Black Swift populations is global warming. At least one
colony in Montana has disappeared due to the melting of a glacier and the drying of its basin. Given the
Black Swifts’ dependence on water flow, predicted loss of glaciers and changes in precipitation patterns could
have wide spread negative impacts on Black Swifts.
Monitoring:
The first step in conservation is monitoring, and the past decade has seen numerous efforts to initiate Black
Swift monitoring. The primary emphasis has been the attempt to locate colony nest sites. Colorado has
been most successful locating over 100 sites, enough to serve as the basis for annual monitoring. Surveying a
large number of Black Swift nesting sites in Colorado produced a catalog of nest sites which can serve as the
basis for future monitoring of population changes. During the 2004 season, we focused on establishing a
monitoring protocol rather than substantially increasing the inventory as in previous years. We listed all the
sites that previously had been active along with those sites that had high scores on our evaluations but where
we did not determine occupancy. We then randomly assigned these sites into a five-year rotation for surveys.
Colorado State University statistician Paul Doherty evaluated this monitoring design and indicated that it was
basically sound but that adding a second visit to each site to calculate detection probability would strengthen
its validity. Twenty two sites were selected for the first year’s effort. Of these 22 sites, 15 were determined
to be occupied in 2004. All of the occupied sites were in the set of 17 sites previously determined to be
occupied, giving this set an 88% occupancy rate at a minimum. Failure to detect swifts at a waterfall on a
single visit is inconclusive and the real occupancy rate may well have been 100%.
We also conducted nest counts at 56 of the 60 sites where nests had been reported as safely observable.
We found 109 nests at 38 sites, including 87 nests that showed evidence of use in 2004; 53 were occupied by
juvenile birds, 1 by an egg, 15 by incubating or brooding adults, and 18 showed other evidence (e. g. fresh
moss, fresh whitewash) of use in the current year. We concluded that the nest counts could contribute useful
data to a monitoring plan and that nest counts could be limited to a selection of the larger, more accessible
sites in the future.
Although this monitoring scheme appears to work effectively, it requires evening watches at approximately
20 sites and daytime visits to another 20-30 or more. This effort would take the time of two experienced
field technicians for 4-6 weeks, a significant expenditure.
Other states have not been as successful and other approaches for monitoring are being considered. For
example, Michael Shepard and Paul Levesque’s attempt to locate Black Swift nest sites in British Columbia in
2004 produced only a single new colony. They decided that a monitoring program based on nest site surveys
was impractical and looked at alternatives for monitoring. They noted, “Due to the ad hoc nature of the
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data collection, there is currently little potential for trend analysis. However, two locations were identified as
reliable foraging sites: Grant Narrows at Pitt Meadows and Woss on northern Vancouver Island. Relatively
consistent numbers were reported there in June and July. These sites have potential to be developed as long
term population monitoring stations.”
Bob Altman and Gwen Baluss reached a similar conclusion following three years of searching for nest sites
in Alaska. While they recognized that it would be helpful to document breeding in Alaska, they concluded that
“due to the extreme difficulty of finding and accessing suitable waterfalls on the Tongass and the uncertainty
that still surrounds their habits at the northern extent of their range, any practical monitoring effort for
this species on the Tongass will need to be based on observations of “commuting” birds. Prime areas for
summer annual counts would be the Stikine River, Hyder and possibly other interior river systems in extreme
southeast AK. Ideally these could be coordinated with similar efforts in northern British Columbia.”
Agreement regarding the methods for determining population size and trend seems the most immediate
need in conservation of the Black Swift. Perhaps equally important is to locate the Black Swifts’ wintering
range. Threats there may be as significant as or even more so than on the breeding range. This information
will enable us to rank the relative importance of threats to Black Swift numbers and develop effective strategies
to counter them.
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